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Abstract 

Understanding the environmental, demographic, and evolutionary processes underlying species’ 

range limits (RLs) is a primary goal of ecology, and increasingly important for conservation in a 

world of changing species distributions.  This thesis addresses three of the most pressing 

questions: whether RLs typically reflect niche or dispersal constraints; whether generalizations 

regarding the limiting niche constraints are possible; and how the processes underlying current 

RLs might affect future RLs.  

First, I conducted a meta-analysis of transplant experiments beyond species’ ranges, 

which can directly test the first questions.  Performance declined beyond the range for 75% of 

111 tests, confirming the broad importance of underlying niche constraints.  Results supported the 

long-proposed but seldom-tested hypothesis that biotic interactions are especially important at 

low-elevation/equatorial RLs.  However, dispersal caused frequent (ca. 50%) mismatches 

between range and niche limits, often constraining geographic distributions, while extending 

elevational RLs.  

 Second, I construct a theoretical framework exploring how selection on dispersal varies 

across species ranges, and how this affects current and future RLs.  Whereas dispersal should 

always increase along invasion fronts, its evolution is likely constrained during expansion of 

native species, and may play a decisive role in maintaining genetic diversity at RLs contracting 

due to climate change.  Local adaptation to a shifting environmental gradient could select for 

increased dispersal throughout the range, including contracting limits.   

Third, I test the importance of niche vs. dispersal constraints and the demographic, 

environmental and evolutionary patterns underlying the elevational RLs of the annual herb 

Rhinanthus minor L.  Multi-generation demographic surveys of natural populations spanning four 
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range-wide transects reveal that population productivity (net reproductive rate NRR and seed 

production/m2) declined toward both limits, reflecting low reproductive success at high 

elevations, but early life-stage failure at low elevations.  Surveys suggested an increasing role of 

competition, but not herbivory, toward the lower RL.  A 3-yr reciprocal transplant experiment 

confirmed that strong niche constraints underlie R. minor’s RLs, as all sources failed beyond both 

limits (NRR<1).  Seed quality declined at upper RLs, but local adaptation in phenology enabled 

early-flowering high-elevation sources to reproduce in short growing seasons, making them the 

best poised to expand the upper RL. 
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Chapter 1  Introduction 

Understanding the environmental, demographic, and evolutionary processes underlying species’ 

range limits is a primary goal of both biogeography and evolutionary ecology, addressed in 

seminal works and by major thinkers in these fields (Darwin 1859, Mayr 1963, MacArthur 1972a, 

Antonovics 1976).   The process underlying species range limits are the proximate causes for 

large scale patterns of biodiversity, both present and historical.  Several fundamental theoretical 

questions are being returned to with renewed interest, due to their conservation relevance in a 

world of range expansions by invasive species and widespread range shifts predicted to result 

from climate change (Gaston 2003).   The most pressing of these, from both a theoretical and 

management perspective, include: how often do range limits reflect species niche limits vs. 

dispersal constraints?  Is it possible to generalize across taxa about which niche constraints 

typically underlie range limits (e.g. the importance of climate vs. biotic interactions), and whether 

these vary predictably among contrasting limits (the influence of biotic interactions is often 

predicted to be higher at a species low-elevation and equatorial limits; Darwin 1859, Normand et 

al. 2009)?  Are edge populations of low quality, and therefore less important from a management 

perspective, or are they locally adapted to edge conditions, making them the best poised to 

expand the range?  In my thesis I explore these questions both theoretically and empirically. 

 Chapter 2 provides an in-depth overview of the ecological hypotheses for range limits 

across continuous environments.  One of the most powerful tests of these hypotheses are 

transplant experiments that compare fitness within and beyond a species range.  However, 

transplant experiments vary greatly in their methodology and study systems, and hence in their 

findings, so reaching general conclusions from disparate studies is difficult.  Chapter 2 outlines 

several aspects of experimental design that greatly improve the inferential power of transplant 

experiments, and uses a meta-analysis of existing experiments to test for general patterns.  In 
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addition to interesting ecological patterns, the meta-analysis reveals methodological patterns 

among studies.  Of particular note are the lack of studies that: incorporate sites at and source 

populations from the range edge, as needed to test whether range and niche limits coincide; test 

the importance of biotic interactions by transplanting into unaltered environments; and 

reciprocally transplant central and edge source populations to test for low quality or local 

adaptation toward range limits.  This chapter was recently published as a synthesis (Hargreaves et 

al. 2014), and is referred to in other chapters by that citation. 

 Chapter 3 explores the role of dispersal in shaping current and future range limits.  As 

landscape-level dispersal is only successful if dispersers can subsequently reproduce, concurrent 

selection on and evolution in the mating system is also considered.  I review the main landscape 

and demographic factors selecting on both dispersal and mating systems, how these are expected 

to vary toward species range limits, and how the resulting variation in evolved dispersal and 

mating systems might affect current and future limits. This chapter has also been recently 

published as a conceptual review paper (Hargreaves & Eckert 2014), and is referred to by that 

citation.  As Chapters 2 and 3 are the result of co-authored papers, I retain the use of ‘we’ 

throughout these chapters. 

 Chapters 4 and 5 describe a four-year field study that tests fundamental range limit 

hypotheses using the elevational distribution of a native, annual herb (Rhinanthus minor, L), in 

Alberta’s Rocky Mountains.  Chapter 4 presents the result of four years of demographic surveys 

of natural populations across replicated transects spanning the species’ range.  I test whether 

population density, individual performance (lifetime reproduction: seeds/plant), and site-level 

productivity (seeds produced / m2), decline toward range limits, as often predicted by 

biogeographic models of species abundance and distribution (Brown 1984, Gaston 2009b).  I 

evaluate gradients in abiotic parameters (climate) and biotic interactions (competition, herbivory) 
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to test whether they increase toward lower limits as predicted (Case et al. 2005).  Finally, local 

seed transplants at populations at low-elevation, mid-elevation (the species’ elevational range 

centre) and near or at the high-elevation range limit are used to test for elevational variation in 

performance among early life history stages.  Transplant and survey results are used to estimate 

the net reproductive rate (NRR: lifetime fitness) to test for declining success toward range limits. 

 Chapter 5 presents the results of three years of reciprocal transplants within and beyond 

R. minor’s elevational range, and represents the empirical crown jewel of the thesis.  Experiments 

incorporate all of the design elements revealed to be important in Chapter 2, including assessment 

of lifetime fitness, temporal and spatial replication, concurrent assessment of contrasting range 

limits, use of multiple sites toward and beyond range limits to test for gradients in habitat quality, 

and, most importantly, reciprocal transplants of multiple source populations to test for both 

declining quality and local adaptation (genetic or due to adaptive maternal effects) in range edge 

populations.  Combined, Chapters 4 and 5 represent one of the most complete empirical 

assessments of range limits for any species. 
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Chapter 2  Range limits vs. niche limits: a review of transplant 

experiments beyond the range  

2.1 Introduction 

All species are limited in their distributions (Sexton et al. 2009).  Although some range limits are 

imposed by sharp discontinuities in habitat, such as land to ocean, most occur across relatively 

continuous environments where habitat at the range edge does not differ greatly from that beyond 

the range (Gaston 2003).  Explaining why range limits arise across continuous landscapes 

involves fundamental questions in ecology, such as how niches constrain habitat use, while their 

stability over long time periods raises important evolutionary questions about how local 

adaptation and niche expansion are constrained (Holt 2003).  Understanding range limits is also 

increasingly topical for conservation, as biologists attempt to predict the range expansions of 

invasive species (Alexander & Edwards 2010), and range shifts expected to result from climate 

change (Parmesan et al. 2005, Sekercioglu et al. 2008, Doak & William 2010).  Despite sustained 

theoretical interest (Darwin 1859, MacArthur 1972a, Antonovics 1976, Holt 2003) and a flush of 

empirical research in the last two decades, the ecological factors that impose range limits in the 

short term, and the evolutionary processes that prevent natural selection from transcending them 

in the long term remain poorly understood (Gaston 2009b). Moreover, how to best test relevant 

hypotheses has not been explicitly addressed, and perhaps contributes to uncertainty. 

A simple hypothesis for range limits across continuous environments is that species stop 

occurring where abiotic and biotic constraints reduce individual fitness below that required for 

populations to be self-sustaining (i.e. finite rate of population growth λ < 1; Holt 2003).  In other 

words, species’ range limits would be the spatial reflection of their niche limits (Sexton et al. 

2009; Fig. 2-1 'Niche-driven RL').  If the environment consists of a gradient in ecologically 

important variables and range limits indeed coincide with niche limits, then a species’ optimal 
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habitat should occur in the interior of its range, with habitat quality declining towards (and 

beyond) the range edges (Brown 1984, Holt 2003).  The predicted fitness decline towards range 

edges in turn suggests a pattern in abundance, where interior populations are expected to be larger 

and denser than those at the range edge (the ‘abundant centre’ model; Brown 1984, Sagarin & 

Gaines 2002).  Although underlying gradients are often envisioned as abiotic, biotic interactions 

may also impose or sharpen range limits (Case et al. 2005).  It has long been proposed that 

antagonistic biotic interactions, such as competition, parasitism or herbivory, are especially 

important in defining range limits in relatively species-rich parts of the range (Normand et al. 

2009), i.e. lower elevation and latitudinal limits (Darwin 1859, Dobzhansky 1950, MacArthur 

1972a, Brown et al. 1996, for a review see Gaston 2003).  

When range limits involve gradients in habitat quality, such that fitness or population 

growth decline towards and beyond range limits, they are generally expected to occur where 

populations cease to be self-sustaining (i.e. at the niche limit, where λ = 1 but λ < 1 beyond; Fig. 

2-1 ‘Niche-driven RL’).  However, even when range limits are at equilibrium and involve niche 

constraints, they may not coincide with the average location of the niche limit.  Such exceptions 

have generally been explained by temporal environmental variation and/or dispersal (Fig. 2-1: see 

Hargreaves & Eckert 2014 (next Chapter) for a detailed review).  First, high dispersal can 

maintain demographic sink populations (where λ < 1) beyond the niche limit (Fig. 2-1 'Dispersal-

extended RL', Pulliam 2000).  Second, when range limits reflect constraints that fluctuate 

temporally (e.g. climate, populations of interacting species), the effect of temporal variation will 

depend on the relative magnitudes of environmental fluctuations vs. dispersal.  For example, 

when range limits reflect constraints in climatic tolerance, rare bad years may extirpate a species 

from edge habitat.  Species with low dispersal may not recolonize edge habitat before the next 

bad year, such that range limits fall short of average niche limits (Fig. 2-1 ‘Dispersal < 

environmental fluctuations’).  In contrast, a species with high dispersal may promptly recolonize 
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edge habitats after bad years, and even expand its range into normally unsuitable habitat during 

unusually good years (e.g. Bowman et al. 2005).  The effect of dispersal on range limits depends 

not only on the species’ intrinsic dispersal potential, but also on the steepness of the 

environmental gradient (Phillips 2012).  A given dispersal distance will traverse a greater 

‘ecological distance’ on steep vs. shallow gradients (Kirkpatrick & Barton 1997).  Thus, as the 

steepness of the environmental gradient increases there should be fewer cases of dispersal 

limitation where range limits fall short of niche limits (Fig. 2-1 RL<NL) and more cases where 

range limits coincide with or exceed niche limits (Fig. 2-1 RL=NL and RL>NL).   

Theoretically, range limits can also occur across continuous landscapes without 

underlying niche constraints, i.e. no gradient in habitat quality per se (Holt et al. 2005, Bridle & 

Vines 2007a, Kawecki 2008).  If species exist as metapopulations towards the edge of their range, 

equilibrium limits may be imposed if the size of habitat patches, their proximity, or the ease of 

dispersal between them declines towards limits (Holt et al. 2005).  Metapopulation range limits 

then occur where recolonization of vacant patches fails to keep pace with extinction of occupied 

patches (Carter & Prince 1981, Holt & Keitt 2000; Fig. 2-1). Metapopulation models can account 

for sharp range limits despite a gradual underlying gradient, and stable range limits despite high-

quality habitat patches beyond the range edge (Holt & Keitt 2000).  

The hypotheses above consider range limits at equilibrium, which remain in more or less 

the same location for many generations.  However, ranges may expand or contract in response to 

large-scale environmental change, e.g. climate warming, glacial advance, conversion of land to 

agriculture.  Such movements are distinguished from fluctuations of equilibrium range limits by 

their directional nature.  If dispersal cannot keep pace with the opening of suitable habitat at 

expanding range edges (e.g. the frequent time lag in habitat colonization after glacial retreat; 

Svenning et al. 2008), the range will be temporarily dispersal limited, regardless of the underlying 

environmental gradient (Fig. 2-1 ‘Dispersal lag-time’).  Similarly, if extinction from deteriorating 
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habitat at contracting range edges takes several generations, ranges will be temporarily extended 

by sink populations (Jump et al. 2009, Fig. 2-1 ‘Mortality lag-time’).   

Although there is little doubt that gradients in habitat quality and consequent niche 

constraints are involved in many range limits, the frequency with which range limits reflect the 

location at which populations cease to be self-sustaining (Fig. 2-1 ‘Niche-driven RL’) is far from 

clear (Griggs 1914, Carter & Prince 1981, Bozinovic et al. 2011).  The strongest tests of whether 

range limits coincide with niche limits, and of their proximate causes, come from transplant 

experiments that compare fitness within and beyond species’ ranges (Gaston 2003). By 

standardizing density and thereby controlling for density-dependent effects on fitness, transplant 

experiments provide a powerful tool to assess whether habitat quality declines towards and 

beyond range limits, and thus whether niche constraints are involved. Transplant experiments are 

the only way to determine whether populations would be self-sustaining beyond the current range 

limit, and can therefore identify range limits that are (at least partially) dispersal limited (Fig. 2-1 

RL<NL).  Transplant sites at range edges can determine whether edge populations are 

demographic sinks, revealing cases where range limits extend beyond niche limits (Fig. 2-1 

RL>NL). When combined with experimental manipulations, transplant experiments can also test 

the importance of possible range-limiting factors (e.g. Battisti et al. 2005).  Finally, transplants 

can help uncover the evolutionary constraints maintaining stable range limits (Sexton et al. 2009; 

as transplants must be combined with quantitative- or population-genetic techniques to fully 

distinguish among evolutionary hypotheses we do not discuss this application further). Despite 

their potential power, surprisingly few transplant experiments aimed at testing range-limit theory 

are optimally designed, often failing to include the best combination of source populations and 

transplant sites, replication in time and space, or adequate assessment of lifetime fitness. 

The goals of this review are twofold.  First, we consider the theoretical strengths and 

weaknesses of various transplant experiment designs (‘Methodological Considerations’), with the 
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hope of encouraging future studies to maximize the explanatory power of their experiments.  

Second, we review all published studies that transplanted species or subspecies beyond their 

geographic (latitudinal or longitudinal) or elevational range, to assess the role of niche constraints 

in determining range limits.  We conduct a meta-analysis to: assess how often (a) elevational 

and/or geographic range limits involve niche constraints (i.e. declining habitat quality) by 

assessing how often and how much fitness declines beyond range limits; and (b) range limits 

coincide with the location of the niche limit (i.e. transplants self-sustaining at the range edge but 

not beyond it; Fig. 2-1); test whether (c) range limits across steeper environmental gradients more 

frequently coincide with niche limits by comparing limits across elevational (putatively steeper) 

and geographic gradients; (d) biotic interactions are more important at low- vs. high-elevation 

limits, as commonly predicted; and (e) experimental design (selection of transplant sites and 

sources, replication, measurement of fitness, and site alteration) influences experimental results.  

2.2 Methodological considerations in transplant design 

Four key aspects govern the explanatory power of transplant-experiment designs: (1) location of 

sites to which individuals are transplanted [within the range interior (I), at the range edge (E), or 

beyond the range (B), see Table 2-1 for abbreviations]; (2) location of source populations that 

provide the transplant material [range interior (i) or edge (e)]; (3) replication of sites and sources 

in both space and time, and (4) assessment of fitness.  Table 2-2 shows the various combinations 

of the first two components and how often each design has been used in the literature (see Meta-

analysis below).  For brevity, we use the notation: source populations (lower case letters) → 

TRANSPLANT SITES (upper case letters) to describe experimental designs (Table 2-1). 

2.2.1 Transplant sites  

The most basic transplant experiment involves a two-site design, in which a species is 

transplanted beyond its current range limit and its fitness is compared to that of a control 
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transplant population within the range (experiments without a within-range control are 

inadequate, as they cannot distinguish range-limiting niche constraints from either a bad year that 

lowers fitness throughout the range or from negative transplant effects).  Reduced fitness beyond 

the range suggests that conditions there are indeed less favorable than those within the range, 

implying that niche constraints (i.e. declining habitat quality) are involved.  Alternatively, if 

transplant populations are self-sustaining beyond the range it would seem that the range limit falls 

short of the niche limit (RL<NL).  In this case, mechanisms such as dispersal limitation or 

metapopulation dynamics must be inferred to explain the range limit.   

Although two-site designs can identify when niche constraints are involved, those that 

place the control site well within the range cannot determine whether edge populations are self-

sustaining or demographic sinks.  Better inference is obtained from a three-site design that 

includes sites at the range edge and interior. For example, consider Fig. 2-2A and B; in both cases 

populations are not self-sustaining beyond the range (λ < 1, i.e. population growth is negative).  

Without an edge site one might conclude that range and niche limits coincide (RL=NL), but 

addition of an edge site reveals contrasting scenarios.  In Fig. 2-2B transplant populations at the 

range edge are less successful than those in the interior but are self-sustaining (λ = 1), providing 

stronger evidence that range and niche limits coincide.  In Fig. 2-2A however, transplants at the 

range edge are unsustainable (λ < 1), suggesting that edge populations are demographic sinks and 

consequently that the range limit exceeds the niche limit (RL>NL; Pulliam 2000). Range 

extension via sink populations may be common in highly dispersive species, as long as conditions 

beyond the range permit initial establishment (Pulliam 2000).  Note that edge populations of 

long-lived species may experience many years where individuals do not replace themselves 

without λ falling below 1, thus identification of true sink populations may be challenging.   

Inclusion of an edge site is critical to correctly interpreting a fitness decline beyond the 

range, but identifying the range edge may be challenging for sparsely or patchily distributed 
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species (Fortin et al. 2005).  To facilitate the incorporation of individual case studies into the 

broader theoretical discussions of range limits, authors should describe the nature of the range 

limit studied (e.g. sharp or diffuse, continuous or patchy, whether there is evidence to support 

metapopulation dynamics).  Studies should also specify how the limit’s location was determined 

(e.g. whether outlying populations were included or excluded), and the distance from all 

transplant sites to the range edge should be provided to improve interpretation.  

2.2.2 Source populations 

Regardless of the number and location of transplant sites, inference is limited if only source 

populations from the range interior are used.  Individuals from the range edge are the most likely 

to disperse beyond the range due simply to their proximity.  Thus edge sources (i.e. from 

populations close enough to the range edge that their progeny could disperse beyond it) provide 

the most realistic test of natural range-expansion scenarios.  Further, if ranges overlie 

environmental gradients, edge populations may (i) be better adapted to conditions at the edge and 

beyond; (ii) experience different developmental environments (e.g. maternal effects); or (iii) be 

smaller and more prone to genetic drift than interior populations. Because all of these factors can 

affect fitness (discussed below), performance of interior sources beyond the range reveals little 

about the actual mechanisms imposing range limits. To illustrate this point, Fig. 2-2 presents four 

scenarios in which including an edge source changes the conclusion otherwise reached about the 

range limit, as data from interior sources overestimate (Fig. 2-2E and F) or underestimate (Fig. 2-

2G and H) fitness declines at and beyond the range limit.   

Given an underlying environmental gradient, interior source populations may be poorly 

suited to conditions at and beyond the range limit if they are locally adapted to interior conditions 

(Leimu & Fischer 2008, Vergeer & Kunin 2013), or receive maternal provisioning or 

developmental cues more suitable for interior environments (Mousseau & Fox 1998, Donohue 

2009).  For example, in Fig. 2-2E and F interior and edge sources are planted reciprocally and 
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local populations outperform ‘foreign’ ones in their home environment, a pattern diagnostic of 

local adaptation (Kawecki & Ebert 2004), but also consistent with non-genetic, adaptive maternal 

effects (Mousseau & Fox 1998).  In Fig. 2-2E, edge source populations are self-sustaining at the 

range limit but interior sources are not, changing the interpretation of transplant results from 

range limits exceeding niche limits (Fig. 2-2A) to coinciding with niche limits.  In Fig. 2-2F, edge 

source populations also have positive growth rates beyond the range limit, suggesting it occurs 

before niche limits are reached, rather than coinciding with niche limits as suggested by 

transplants of interior individuals alone (Fig. 2-2B).  

Edge sources may not always outperform interior sources at the range edge.  If edge 

populations are small and isolated (as predicted by the abundant centre model) they may suffer 

reduced genetic quality due to the fixation of deleterious alleles via genetic drift (Eckert et al. 

2008).  Further, if range limits partially reflect deteriorating habitat quality (e.g. Fig. 2-2G), 

offspring produced at range edges may suffer from poor maternal provisioning (i.e. negative non-

genetic maternal effects).  In such cases, interior sources may temporarily outperform edge 

sources at or beyond the range limit, but this advantage would disappear as interior genotypes 

produce offspring under poor edge conditions and/or succumb to genetic deterioration due to 

drift. Whether from poor maternal provisioning or low genetic quality, overall low performance 

of edge individuals suggests that range limits are caused by environmental gradients. Low quality 

of edge sources accompanied by fitness declines towards the limit (Fig. 2-2G) suggests that range 

limits arise from a gradient in habitat quality, such that edge habitat is too poor to produce 

offspring that could survive in the even harsher conditions beyond the range.  Alternatively, if 

habitat quality does not decline towards the range edge (Fig. 2-2H), poor quality of edge 

individuals likely results from genetic drift in small populations resulting from reduced size 

and/or increased isolation of habitat patches. In either case, because edge individuals reflect edge 
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conditions and are those capable of dispersing beyond the range, their failure beyond the range 

provides the definitive test of how range and niche limits relate.  

Our goal in Fig. 2-2 is not to suggest that all scenarios are equally probable, but to point 

out that correct biological interpretation of transplant experiments requires careful transplant 

design, and that without edge sites and sources interpretive power is very limited.  The response 

of interior individuals can suggest whether niche constraints are involved, but without a 

concurrent edge source for comparison interior sources reveal little about the processes imposing 

range limits, as they are not subject to many of the limitations in play at range edges. A full 

transplant design that reciprocally transplants interior and edge source populations within the 

range and beyond it is the most powerful for understanding how range limits relate to niche limits 

and the underlying mechanisms imposing them.  

2.2.3 Replication 

Interpretation of the panels in Fig. 2-2 assumes that the single points accurately reflect average 

lifetime fitness at different locations relative to the range limit.  However, transplant experiments 

are labor-intensive, and each region (interior, range-edge, beyond-range) is often represented by a 

single transplant site assumed to represent habitat quality in that region, confounding site effects 

with regional effects.  Further, whereas putatively suitable habitat within the range can be 

identified by the presence of reproductive individuals, identifying habitat beyond the range may 

be difficult unless the species has well-known habitat requirements.  Using a single beyond-range 

site increases the risk of choosing an inappropriate site and mistakenly concluding that conditions 

beyond the range are unsuitable.  An especially powerful approach is to create a transect of sites 

across the range margin.  The pattern of fitness variation can then reveal the steepness of 

underlying environmental gradients (Woodward & Pigott 1975, Levin & Clay 1984) and, if 

multiple source populations are used, patterns of local adaptation.   
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 Transplants should also be replicated in time, to increase the likelihood that experimental 

conditions reflect those in average years.  Transplants conducted in an abnormally ‘good’ year 

may conclude that conditions beyond the range (or at the range edge) are suitable whereas during 

average years they are not.  In contrast, those conducted in ‘bad’ years may conclude that edge 

populations are sinks when they are normally self-sustaining, or that habitat beyond the range is 

unsuitable when in fact the range is dispersal limited.  Replication in time is especially important 

for long-lived organisms, which need only replace themselves once, on average, for population 

growth to be stable; transplants in most years might find range edge conditions are unfavourable 

even if there are actually enough good years for populations to persist.  Realistically, even 

replicated transplants are unlikely to sample more than a few years.  Studies should therefore 

measure climatic conditions during the experiment and report these in the context of long-term 

climate data from the area, so that the normality of experimental conditions can be assessed. 

2.2.4 Assessing fitness 

Lifetime fitness is the cumulative result of traits expressed throughout an organism’s life, and will 

not necessarily be accurately predicted by performance at a subset of life stages.  For example, 

300 km north of its range annual cocklebur survived and grew as well as it did within its range, 

but failed to produce fertile seeds (Griffith & Watson 2005, Griffith & Watson 2006).  Measuring 

performance at a subset of life-stages may miss the critical stage at which persistence beyond the 

range is limited. Although measuring lifetime fitness will often be impossible for long-lived 

perennials (but see Campbell & Waser 2007 for a notable exception), it can be estimated by 

transplanting multiple life stages and incorporating results into a life table analysis (Woodward 

1990, Latimer et al. 2009).   

Studies may also fail to detect fitness declines beyond the range if potentially limiting 

factors are standardized across transplant sites (e.g. removing natural vegetation, watering 

transplanted plants throughout the experiment).  Although standardizing some variables enables 
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more controlled tests of how other factors influence range limits, it impedes assessment of 

whether range and niche limits coincide, and of which factors ultimately limit the range.   

2.3 Meta-analysis methods 

2.3.1 Literature survey  

To assess whether the existing experimental evidence suggests overall patterns in the role of 

niche constraints in determining range limits, we conducted a meta-analysis of published 

transplant experiments.  We exhaustively searched the literature (up to April 2013) for studies 

that transplanted species or subspecies to sites beyond their geographic or elevational range and 

compared performance to concurrent transplants within the range.  We excluded studies of 

invasive species in their non-native range, of taxa below the subspecies level (i.e. races, varieties, 

morphs), two studies whose presentation of results prevented extraction of the relevant data, and 

transplants of F2 hybrids between sister species. We considered each range limit (high- or low-

elevation, and geographic cardinal direction) for each taxon (species or subspecies) to constitute a 

single test of whether range limits reflect niche limits (total 111 tests from 42 studies, full 

references available in the Dryad Digital Repository; Hargreaves et al. 2013).    

2.3.2 Data compilation and summary 

We compiled data on five performance parameters: emergence (e.g. hatching in insects, 

germination plus very early seedling survival in plants), survival (typically measured from the 

seedling or juvenile stage onwards), growth, reproduction, and lifetime fitness.  Lifetime fitness is 

the best measure of performance, followed by direct multiplicative components of lifetime fitness 

(emergence, survival and reproduction), followed by growth, which may correlate with fitness 

components but is not a direct component itself.  When lifetime fitness was not available but at 

least two multiplicative fitness components (emergence, survival, reproduction) were, we 
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calculated their product to obtain an ‘overall fitness’ parameter. We restrict some of the analyses 

below to tests that measured lifetime or overall fitness. 

We classified transplant sites and source populations into three geographic regions: range 

interior, range edge, and beyond the range.  For each test we recorded the mean value of each 

performance parameter for each source population [interior (i) or edge (e)] at each transplant site 

[interior (I), edge (E) or beyond-range (B)].  When there were multiple sites per region we 

averaged performance across sites within regions.  If a performance parameter was zero in all 

regions we assumed this was due to a constraint in study design or implementation, and data for 

that parameter were excluded.  When there were multiple source populations from a given region 

(edge or interior) we averaged their performance at each site.   

To facilitate comparisons among taxa and studies, we calculated the relative change in 

performance (performance comparison) between sites for each source as the difference in 

performance of a source between two sites divided by the mean performance of that source across 

both sites (Table 2-1).  This was done for each performance parameter available for each test.  

For measures based on counts or proportions, which cannot be negative, relative performance 

varies from -2 (positive performance within the range [I or E] and zero fitness beyond the range 

[B]) to +2 (zero fitness within the range, but positive performance beyond).  If a performance 

parameter was zero at both sites in the comparison, the performance comparison was undefined 

(denominator = 0) and excluded from analyses.  When data were available for multiple years or 

multiple measurements of the same parameter (e.g. height and leaf length as correlates of 

growth), we used the average of their performance comparisons.  Transplants using multiple life 

stages (e.g. seedlings and adults) could have multiple measurements for growth and/or survival 

(emergence and reproduction only occur at a single life stage).  In these cases we averaged 

performance comparisons across life stages for growth, and calculated the product of 

performance comparisons across life stages for survival, because survival is cumulative. 
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2.3.3 Performance declines beyond the range 

To facilitate an overall synthesis of performance beyond the range, we selected the single 

measure for each test that best assessed the fate of potential beyond-range dispersers.  The 

ultimate test of how natural dispersers would fare is to compare lifetime fitness of edge 

individuals at and beyond the range edge (see ‘Methodological Considerations in Transplant 

Design’).  However, studies varied greatly in the sites and sources included and few measured 

lifetime fitness. Therefore, for each test we identified the best available performance parameter 

and performance comparison as follows. When multiple parameters were available we chose the 

‘best parameter’ according to the ranking: lifetime fitness > overall fitness > a single fitness 

component (emergence, survival or reproduction) > growth. Multiple performance comparisons 

are only possible for three-site designs that incorporate interior, edge and beyond-range transplant 

sites (ie→IEB or i→IEB; no studies planted only edge sources at all three sites; Table 2-2).  Since 

performance at the range edge indicates whether edge populations are self-sustaining, and since 

comparing performance at the edge and beyond is least likely to underestimate the suitability of 

beyond-range habitat, we selected the comparison ‘edge vs. beyond’ over ‘interior vs. beyond’ for 

three-site designs.  For studies that transplanted both edge and interior sources (ie→IEB), we 

selected edge sources as the ‘best comparison’ (e.BE: Table 2-1).  For studies that used only 

interior sources (i→IEB) we selected i.EB, except for nine tests in which i.BE was undefined 

(zero fitness at both beyond and edge sites) for which we used the beyond vs. interior comparison 

(i.BI).  Meta-analysis data are in the Dryad Digital Repository (Hargreaves et al. 2013). 

 All statistical analyses were conducted using R (ver. 2.15.1; R Core Development Team 

2013).  The distribution of performance comparisons between within- and beyond-range sites 

among the 111 tests was not normal and had a pronounced peak at -2 (Fig. A1). Accordingly, we 

calculated both mean and median performance comparisons across the range and calculated their 

95% confidence intervals by bootstrapping (i.e. drawing random samples of the same number of 
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tests with replacement; Sokal & Rohlf 1995, p. 823) using ‘test’ as the unit of replication and 10 

000 resamplings.  Confidence intervals for means and medians always overlapped broadly, so we 

report only mean performance comparisons ± 1 SD.   

2.3.4 Comparing performance declines 

We explored how performance declined beyond the range and how declines differed among 

contrasting range limits.  We compared the best performance comparisons among categories of 

tests (elevational vs. geographic limits and high- vs. low-elevation limits; too few tests of 

equatorial limits prevent the equivalent analysis across latitudes) by testing for differences in a) 

the frequency of tests where performance declined beyond the range, using Pearson chi-squared 

(χ2) tests, and b) the magnitude of performance declines, using randomization tests to account for 

departure of data and residuals from normality.  In randomization tests the F-values from a linear 

model (with type of range limit as a categorical predictor) were compared to a null distribution of 

10 000 F-values generated by randomizing the response variable among test categories (Manly 

1997). Randomization P values represent the proportion of F-values from randomized data that 

are at least as great as the F calculated from observed data. We report them as ‘P ≅’ because 

values vary slightly among replicate analyses, due to the randomization process.  We further 

explored beyond-range performance declines using tests that placed multiple beyond-range sites 

in a transect of increasing distance from the range limit. We included only studies where at least 

one B site had non-zero fitness (once performance is zero further declines in habitat quality are 

undetectable: n = 15 tests, 4 geographic and 11 elevational).  For these tests we calculated the 

relative change in performance to the closest beyond-range site and to the farthest beyond-range 

site, and tested whether these differed using a two-tailed paired t-test.   

2.3.5 Coincidence of range limits and niche limits 
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We determined whether the evidence suggested that range and niche limits coincided using a 

subset of appropriate tests.  To be included, a test must have included an edge site (see 

‘Transplant Sites’ above).  Ideally studies should also use an edge source, but so few did (9 of 

111 tests) that we included tests that used only interior sources.  We excluded studies where 

transplant populations failed (λ < 1) at all sites, which may reflect methodological problems or a 

bad year throughout the range, and studies that altered potentially limiting factors across sites.  

We only included tests that assessed lifetime fitness or overall fitness (defined above).  If average 

‘overall fitness’ was high enough that individuals would at least replace themselves at a given 

site, we considered this to indicate that λ ≥ 1.  Of 111 tests, 45 included an edge site, 88 measured 

at least two fitness components (from which we could calculate ‘overall fitness’), and 74 used 

natural transplant sites, but only 26 met all three criteria.  We interpreted the results of the 26 tests 

as follows: if transplants beyond the range were self-sustaining (λ ≥ 1), then the range limit fell 

short of the niche limit (RL<NL).  If transplants in the range interior were self-sustaining (λ ≥ 1) 

but those at the range edge and beyond were not (λ < 1, i.e. edge populations were sinks), the 

range limit exceeded the niche limit (RL>NL). If transplants at the edge were self-sustaining but 

those beyond were not, we accepted that range and niche limits coincided (RL=NL).   

2.3.6 Effect of gradient steepness: elevational vs. geographic limits 

We tested whether the proportion of tests that found each relation between range and niche limits 

(RL<NL, RL=NL, RL>NL) differed between elevational and geographic limits using a 2x3 

contingency table χ2 test.  Because a given distance ‘as the crow flies’ covers a greater climatic 

change (and corresponding ecological change) along an elevational vs. geographic gradient, we 

suspected that elevational studies might tend to cover greater climatic gradients, and thus detect 

more severe fitness declines beyond the range and more cases where RL=NL vs. RL<NL due to 

this methodological bias.  We tested this using several approaches detailed in Appendix B.  In 
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brief, we tested 1) whether elevational studies tended to place beyond-range sites climatically 

farther from a) the range edge, and b) the within-range control site (I or E) used in the ‘best 

comparison’ (in fact, they did; Appendix B); 2) whether the distance between beyond-range and 

within-range control sites correlated negatively with the change in performance beyond the range 

(i.e. great distances associated with greater declines), as might be expected given a continuously 

declining gradient in habitat quality, and 3) whether such a correlation might account for steeper 

performance declines detected across elevational limits, or greater detected occurrence of 

RL≥NL.  To include geographic and elevational studies in the same analyses we converted 

elevational changes (m.a.s.l.) to an equivalent change in latitudinal distance (km) based on how 

mean temperature changes with both latitude and altitude (Colwell et al. 2008; Appendix B). 

2.3.7 Importance of biotic interactions 

We tested the expectation that biotic interactions are more important in determining low vs. high 

range limits.  For each test we classified whether the range limit was imposed (a) by abiotic 

factors alone, or (b) partially or completely by biotic interactions, based on the authors’ 

assessment and data presented.  We excluded tests where the range limit appeared to be dispersal 

limited, either as determined by the authors or because λ ≥ 1 beyond the range under natural 

conditions, and tests with insufficient data to draw a conclusion.  Only 1 test of equatorial limits 

remained, so we restricted the analysis to elevational limits (n = 58 tests).  We tested whether the 

likelihood that ranges were abiotically controlled vs. partially or completely biotically controlled 

varied among tests of high- vs. low-elevation limits using a 2x2 contingency table χ2 test. 

2.3.8 Importance of study design  

2.3.8.1 Sites and sources 

We tested the importance of simulating a realistic colonization scenario using tests that employed 

the full, reciprocal, three-site design (ie→IEB: Table 2-2) as per the predictions in Fig. 2-2. First, 
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we tested whether performance changed more from home to beyond-range sites for interior vs. 

edge sources (Fig. 2-2E-H). This expectation is based on the premise that given an environmental 

gradient a) beyond-range sites should differ more from interior sites than edge sites, and b) edge 

sources might be better adapted to beyond-range conditions. We used a paired t-test to compare 

the relative performance change of interior sources between beyond-range and interior sites (i.BI) 

to that of edge sources between beyond-range and edge sites (e.BE) with the expectation that i.BI 

< e.BE.  Second, we tested the prediction that edge sources are better suited to beyond-range 

conditions (i.e. relative performance change from E to B sites is more negative for interior vs. 

edge sources, e.BE > i.BE, Fig. 2-2E, F) using a paired t-test. Third, we assessed the importance 

of including a range-edge transplant site using data from all three-site studies (i→IEB and 

ie→IEB designs).  We tested the prediction that performance of interior sources should decline 

more from interior to beyond sites than from edge to beyond sites (i.e. i.BI < i.BE; Fig. 2-2E-G).  

Unlike sites in the range interior and edge, suitable habitat beyond the range cannot be 

identified by the presence of the study species, resulting in a potential bias towards poor 

performance beyond the range simply due to poor site selection.  We tested whether studies that 

used a single beyond-range site detected more frequent and/or greater performance declines 

beyond the range than those with multiple beyond-range sites using both χ2 and randomization 

tests, respectively (details in Appendix B).  

2.3.8.2 Assessing fitness  

We compared the frequency and magnitude of performance declines among tests that varied in 

how well they assessed fitness, as per ‘Comparing Performance Declines’ above.  First, because 

measuring performance at a subset of life-stages may miss the critical stage at which persistence 

is limited, we expected that tests measuring lifetime fitness would reveal the greatest beyond-

range performance declines, followed by tests measuring overall fitness, followed by tests 
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measuring single performance parameters.  We compared the relative change in performance 

beyond the range between these three categories using a 3x2 χ2 test and randomization test.  

Second, studies may underestimate performance declines towards and beyond range limits if 

potentially limiting factors are standardized across transplant sites.  Accordingly, we compared 

relative performance change beyond the range between tests that altered sites and tests where 

individuals were transplanted into natural habitat, using a 2x2 χ2 test and randomization test.   

2.4 Meta-analysis results and discussion 

Forty-two transplant studies met our criteria (summarized in Tables 2 & 3), yielding 111 tests of 

range limits involving 93 taxa (88 plant species or subspecies from 29 families, and 5 invertebrate 

species from 5 families).  In most cases only one range limit was tested per taxon, but 14 species 

had two range limits tested and two species had three tested. There were more tests of elevational 

than geographic limits, and in both cases the cold range-limit was tested more often (44 vs. 34 

tests of high- vs. low-elevation limits, and 18 vs. 5 tests of polar vs. equatorial limits).  Another 

10 tests considered western or eastern (longitudinal) geographic limits.  Ten tests involved range 

limits that coincided with interspecific hybrid zones.  Most tests were modestly replicated through 

time: 83 tests were conducted for ≥2 years, but only eight spanned ≥1 generation (i.e. replicated 

lifetime fitness).  We assume that the number of tests in abnormally good years (where normally 

unsustainable edge and beyond-range sites appear sustainable) and abnormally bad years (where 

normally sustainable edge and beyond-range sites appear unsustainable) are more or less equal 

and balance each other out. A two-site design using interior source populations and transplant 

sites was by far the most common (i→IB: Table 2-2), even though inferential power for the same 

effort would be much greater if sources came from the range edge (Fig. 2-2).  Only seven tests 

used the optimal, fully reciprocal three-site design (ie→IEB; Table 2-2). 

2.4.1 Performance declines beyond the range  
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Performance declined beyond the range in 75% of 111 tests (considering the best parameter and 

best comparison for each test; Table 2-3).  This suggests that range limits are often associated 

with a decline in habitat quality (i.e. an underlying niche constraint), but that declining habitat 

quality alone may not explain a sizeable proportion (25%) of current limits.  In all cases where 

more than one range limit was tested for the same species, performance declined across at least 

one limit, and declined across all limits for eight of 16 species.  Mean relative change in 

performance from within-range to beyond-range to sites was -0.825, and the 95% confidence 

intervals (-1.01 to -0.634) show that this is significantly below zero, indicating performance 

declined beyond the range.  Fewer than half the tests (46) replicated beyond-range sites, but this 

did not seem to influence the frequency or magnitude of fitness declines detected (Appendix B).  

When tests included a transect of beyond-range sites, performance declined significantly more 

from within-range control sites to the farthest site beyond the range than to the closest beyond-

range site (paired t14 = 2.49, P ≅ 0.0259, n = 15 tests), further supporting the common association 

between range limits and gradients of declining habitat quality.  Performance declines were more 

frequent and greater in magnitude across elevation limits than geographic limits (Table 2-3, Fig. 

2-3, Appendix B).  Comparing high- vs. low elevation limits (too few tests of equatorial limits 

prevent this comparison across latitudes), performance declines were more frequent across high 

limits (86% vs. 64% of tests; χ2
,1 = 5.07, P = 0.031), and greater in magnitude (mean ± 1 SD: high 

-1.288 ± 0.903, n = 42 tests; low -0.622 ± 1.00, n = 34; randomization P ≅ 0.0032).  

2.4.2 Coincidence of range limits and niche limits 

Of the 26 tests that included an edge site, measured at least two fitness components, and used 

natural transplant sites, only 46% suggested that range and niche limits coincided (Table 2-3).  Of 

the 14 range limits that did not coincide with niche limits, eight seemed to exceed niche limits 

(RL>NL, indicated by zero fitness at edge sites), suggesting that dispersal maintains sink 
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populations beyond niche limits.  Six range limits seemed to occur before niche limits (RL<NL, 

indicated by good performance beyond the range), suggesting dispersal limitation (Fig. 2-1). 

Unfortunately, lack of information on dispersal abilities, historical range limit locations, and 

habitat patchiness prevents us from untangling chronic dispersal limitation across stable range 

limits (i.e. failure to recolonize normally good edge habitat after bad years or ephemeral edge 

patches in metapopulations) from dispersal lags imposing temporary range limits after directional 

climate change (e.g. post-glaciation recolonization or following contemporary climate warming).   

2.4.3 Effect of gradient steepness: elevational vs. geographic limits 

Given the shorter distances needed to traverse elevational climatic gradients, dispersal should 

limit elevational ranges less often, and maintain range limits beyond niche limits more often than 

for geographic ranges.  In other words, we expected more cases where RL>NL (edge populations 

are sinks) and RL=NL.  Indeed, only one of six (17%) geographic limits coincided with niche 

limits, whereas 83% fell short and none exceeded niche limits (Table 2-3).  This suggests that 

although 70% of geographic ranges occurred across a gradient of declining fitness (Table 2-3), 

the actual range limit may often be constrained by dispersal.  Notably, all six geographic tests 

came from North America and Europe, where post-glaciation migration lags are relatively 

common (Qian & Ricklefs 2007, Normand et al. 2011).  In contrast, 55% of the 20 elevational 

limits coincided with niche limits and 40% exceeded niche limits, suggesting that elevational 

edge populations are often demographic sinks (Table 2-3).  All tests where RL>NL came from a 

Himalayan study conducted at the maximum elevations at which vascular plants persist (Klimeš 

& Doležal 2010), illustrating how steep elevational gradients might pave the way for dispersal to 

maintain sink populations beyond niche limits.  The transplant evidence to date thus suggests that 

dispersal plays contrasting roles in geographic and elevational limits, often limiting geographic 

ranges while maintaining sink populations beyond elevational niche limits. Although these results 
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are based on relatively small sample sizes (especially for geographic RL), the pattern suggests 

researchers should be cautious about using elevational gradients as proxies for latitudinal ones.  

 We tested whether the steepness of elevational range limits resulted in a methodological 

bias, whereby elevational studies placed sites farther apart climatically due the ease of covering 

large climatic differences along steep gradients, which in turn might account for the steeper 

fitness declines and more frequent occurrence of RL=NL vs. RL<NL (Table 2-3; Appendix B).  

Although, elevational studies did tend to place beyond-range transplant sites climatically farther 

from the range limit and within-range control sites, this did not account for the steeper 

performance declines or more frequent occurrence of RL=NL detected across elevational limits 

(Appendix B).  Comparing only equivalent limits, i.e. high-elevation vs. polar limits (too few 

tests at equatorial limits prevented comparison to low-elevation limits) while controlling for 

distance between planting sites in the comparison, results are even more pronounced (Fig. 2-3); 

significantly greater beyond-range performance declines were detected across high-elevation vs. 

polar limits (F1,56 = 18.79, P ≅ 0.0001: Appendix B).  Given a linear environmental gradient in 

habitat quality, one might expect an equal performance decline between any two points separated 

by an equal distance along the gradient, in this case temperature.  The consistently greater fitness 

declines across elevation limits even while controlling for temperature-related distance along the 

gradient suggests that mean temperature change may not capture the overall ecological steepness 

of elevation gradients (i.e. other ecological factors change more quickly for a given change in 

temperature across elevation vs. geographic gradients).  Studies comparing equivalent elevational 

and latitudinal limits for the same species would be invaluable in exploring these issues. 

2.4.4 Importance of biotic interactions  

As predicted, high-elevation range limits were more likely to be governed by abiotic factors alone 

(82% of 38 tests) than were low-elevation limits (45% of 20 tests; χ2
,1 = 8.91, P = 0.004).  
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Latitudinal limits showed the same pattern (8 of 8 high limits, and 0 of 1 low limits were caused 

solely by abiotic factors), but there were too few studies of equatorial limits to test this 

statistically.  These results support an increasing role of biotic interactions at warmer and 

putatively more species-rich range limits.  More convincing evidence would come from tests that 

contrasted different limits for the same species, thereby controlling for variation among species 

and for transplant methods among studies.  To date however, most of the few transplants across 

multiple limits per species have standardized sites in a way that affects biotic interactions, 

preventing an overall comparison.  Interestingly, transplants that ameliorated potentially limiting 

biotic interactions detected fewer and smaller fitness declines beyond the range than those 

transplanting into unaltered natural habitat (see ‘Assessing fitness’ below), supporting the general 

importance of biotic interactions in limiting species’ distributions.  Clearly, studies that test both 

high and low range limits for the same species without standardizing biotic interactions would 

make a much-needed contribution to the literature, as would controlled and fully-crossed 

experimental manipulations of biotic and abiotic factors. Information on whether high and low 

limits truly represent species-poor and species-rich environments would help tease apart pattern 

and process (Schemske 2009).  

2.4.5 Importance of study design  

2.4.5.1 Sites and sources 

We tested the importance of including edge sites and sources and of replicating beyond-range 

sites, according to the predictions in ‘Methodological Considerations’.  Only seven tests used the 

full reciprocal transplant design (ie→IEB) (Gauthier et al. 1998, Geber & Eckhart 2005, Poll et 

al. 2009, Samis & Eckert 2009) with which to evaluate the effect of including edge sites and 

sources. Among these, we did not find support for the prediction that performance would decline 

more sharply beyond the range for interior vs. edge sources (paired t,6 = 0.64, P = 0.95). Not all of 
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the tests provided adequate data to assess whether RL=NL (see below), so we could not evaluate 

how often use of an edge source changed the conclusions reached using interior sources, as 

predicted in Fig. 2-2. We could test the expectation that edge sources might be better adapted to 

beyond-range conditions by testing whether their performance declined less than that of interior 

sources when transplanted beyond the range (i.e. i.BE is more negative than e.BE), but found no 

difference among the seven tests available (paired t,6 = 0.54, P = 0.60).  Contrary to expectations, 

performance of interior sources did not decline more from range-interior to beyond-range sites 

than from edge to beyond sites (i.e. i.BI  vs. i.BE; n = 30, paired t,2 = 0.058, P = 0.95).  Thus, 

although most studies detected a decline in habitat quality beyond the range (Table 2-3), and most 

with multiple B sites found that habitat quality declined with increasing distance from the range 

edge (above), there is less evidence for declining habitat quality from the range centre to edge.   

2.4.5.2 Assessing fitness 

Performance declines beyond the range for each parameter (emergence, survival, growth, 

reproduction, overall fitness, lifetime fitness) are summarized in Fig. A2.  Considering the best 

parameter for each test, the proportion of tests in which performance declined beyond the range 

was slightly higher when assessing lifetime fitness (83%, n = 23 tests) and overall fitness (83%, n 

= 35 tests) than single performance parameters (66%, n = 53 tests), but the difference was not 

significant (3x2 χ2
,2 = 4.10, P = 0.14).  However, performance declined more strongly for tests of 

lifetime or overall fitness than tests of single parameters (randomization P ≅ 0.0004).  Among 

individual parameters, only growth and survival had samples sizes large enough to compare 

statistically.  Tests that measured survival showed declines similar to those measuring overall and 

lifetime fitness (Fig. 2-4).  In contrast, tests that measured only growth revealed no mean change 

in performance beyond the range (Fig. 2-4), emphasizing the inadequacy of growth alone for 

assessing fitness beyond range limits.  Rerunning the analyses excluding the 23 tests that 
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measured only growth increased the frequency and magnitude of beyond-range performance 

declines, and reduced the significance of several statistical comparisons (by reducing the sample 

size), but did not alter the qualitative nature of any comparison (results not shown). 

Studies may underestimate fitness declines towards and beyond range limits if potentially 

limiting factors are standardized or otherwise altered across transplant sites. Almost half the 

studies we reviewed (42% of studies, 33% of tests) altered one or more potentially limiting 

factors across sites.  The most commonly altered was competition; 33 tests (from 13 plant studies) 

reduced or eliminated below- and/or above-ground competition, either deliberately or as a side 

effect of transplanting into gardens or pots.  Fifteen tests standardized soil conditions, 15 watered 

transplants throughout the experiment, three reduced herbivory or predation, and one applied 

fungicide to control disease.  Biotic factors were always among those altered, thus 33% of 111 

tests did not adequately assess their role in limiting ranges.  Notably, transplants into unaltered, 

natural environments were significantly more likely to detect a performance decline beyond the 

range than those into ameliorated environments (χ2
,1 = 9.55, P = 0.002; Table 2-3).  Similarly, the 

mean performance decline beyond the range was much greater for transplants into unaltered (-

0.997 ± 0.996) than altered (-0.482 ± 0.889) environments (randomization P ≅ 0.0097; Fig. 2-

A3).  Because site alterations predominantly ameliorated biotic factors, these results suggest that 

biotic interactions especially competition, may often be important in limiting species’ 

distributions, a conclusion increasingly supported by both theoretical (Case et al. 2005, Gilman et 

al. 2010) and biogeographical studies (Araujo & Luoto 2007).  

2.5 Conclusions and recommendations for future research 

Transplant experiments beyond the range are a cornerstone of research on the limits to species’ 

distributions.  Despite great potential and increasing use, transplant experiments vary in their 

ability to assess whether range limits involve niche constraints, how closely range and niche 
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limits coincide, and which ecological variables impose range limits when niche constraints are 

involved.  We end with three main conclusions, and six recommendations intended to help future 

studies make the strongest possible contribution to the growing literature on range limits, drawing 

attention to exemplary studies.   

2.5.1 Conclusions 

Fitness declined beyond the range limit in 75% of 111 cases reviewed, and declines were more 

severe at transplants farther outside a given range limit, suggesting that gradients of declining 

habitat quality and resulting niche constraints generally play a role in imposing range limits.  

However, the evidence that range and niche limits coincide is much weaker (46% of tests), and 

could only be obtained from 26 tests.  The exceptions are largely explained by dispersal, which 

plays different roles in generating elevational vs. geographic range limits.  Dispersal limitation 

seems to commonly constrain the location of geographic limits, whereas elevational limits more 

often coincided with niche limits, or exceed them as dispersal maintained sink populations 

beyond niche limits.  This pattern likely reflects the shorter distances over which climate and 

related factors change across elevational vs. geographic scales, and means that care should be 

taken in using elevation range limits as proxies for latitudinal ones.  Finally, biotic interactions 

seem important in limiting ranges, especially at warmer, putatively more species-rich range 

limits.  However, this remains poorly tested due to the large number of studies that alter biotic 

interactions (especially competition) at transplant sites.   

2.5.2 Recommendations 

To provide the best experimental tests of why range limits exist, all transplant experiments should 

strive to achieve the following methodological practices. 1) Clearly state where the range limit is 

and where transplant sites are relative to it (ideally with a map), and how the range limit was 

identified, including sources of uncertainty, e.g. zones of continuous vs. discontinuous 
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distribution. 2) Include an range-edge site so that the full range of experimental outcomes is 

possible and some conclusion can be made about whether range and niche limits coincide.  3) 

Include an edge source population to mimic realistic colonization scenarios.  Ideally, incorporate 

edge and interior source populations to assess how local adaptation and/or maternal effects are 

involved in range limit formation, which in turn can begin to illuminate evolutionary processes 

governing range limits (Sexton et al. 2009).  4) Include multiple beyond-range transplant sites, to 

better capture a gradient in habitat quality beyond the range and to avoid potentially confusing 

poor site selection with inhospitable habitat.  5) Measure or at least estimate lifetime fitness, as no 

other metric can really answer whether populations could persist beyond the range.  If this is not 

possible, measure components of lifetime fitness (emergence, survival, or reproductive success) 

and not just growth, which our results suggest is an unreliable proxy for fitness.  6) Conduct at 

least one set of transplants under natural conditions, so that all possible causes of range limits, 

including biotic interactions, can be evaluated.   

The studies that make the greatest contribution to building and testing range limit theory 

in the future will be those that go beyond simple transplant experiments.  Controlled experimental 

manipulations of putatively limiting factors are especially valuable in determining the proximate 

ecological causes of range limits (e.g. Stinson 2005, Griffith & Watson 2006).  Comparing high- 

and low-elevation range limits, polar and equatorial geographic range limits, or equivalent 

elevational and latitudinal range limits of the same species would help determine how often and 

to what extent the mechanisms that cause these range limits differ (e.g. Barton 1993).  In all 

cases, studies that reciprocally transplant edge and interior sources within the range as well as 

planting both beyond the range are especially valuable (e.g. Geber & Eckhart 2005), as they can 

illuminate not only how range limits relate to niche limits, but the underlying ecological and 

evolutionary mechanisms imposing them.
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Table 2-1. Abbreviations used in the text 

Source populations are always lower case, transplant sites are always capitalized. See ‘Performance declines beyond the range’ (Meta-analysis 

methods) for a description of how the best fitness parameters and comparisons were selected. 

Type Abbreviation Meaning 

Site and source codes  I, i In the range interior (distance from range edge varied greatly among tests) 

 E, e At the range edge (as defined by the authors or verified by distribution information 

they provided) 

 B Beyond the range edge (distance from the range edge varied widely among tests) 

Transplant designs sources→SITES  

e.g., ie→IEB 

Source populations used → sites to which they were transplanted 

e.g., Individuals from both interior (i) and edge (e) source populations were 

transplanted to interior, edge and beyond sites (I, E and B, respectively).  

Fitness parameters source.SITE  

e.g., i.B 

Value of a given fitness parameter for that source at that transplant site.   

e.g., Fitness of interior (i) source populations transplanted to beyond (B) sites 

Fitness comparisons  source.SITES  

e.g., i.BI 

Proportional difference in fitness for a source population between two sites. 

e.g.,     _i.B – i.I_   

          (i.I + i.B)/2 
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Table 2-2. Transplant experiment designs 

Transplant sites are designated by upper case letters: range interior (I), at the range edge (E), beyond the range limit (B).  Source populations are 

designated by lower case letters (i and e).  λ is population growth rate, where populations are sustainable at λ ≥ 1.  The inferential power of a 

design increases from top left (weakest) to bottom right (strongest).  Cell numbers in brackets indicate the tests that used each design (studies 

without an I or E control transplant site were not included in the meta-analysis).  

 

  Transplant sites used in the experiment  

  B* I and B E and B I, E and B 

Source 

populations 

Theoretical advantages 

 Most basic test 

of λ beyond the 

range 

Controls for transplant effects and 

bad years, enabling interpretation of 

λ < 1 beyond the range  

Tests for an environmental 

gradient and whether niche- 

and range limits coincide 

i High genetic diversity, no 

negative maternal effects 

 i→B  i→IB (66)1  i→EB (2) i→IEB (34)2  

e Simulates biologically realistic 

colonization scenario 

 e→B  e→IB (0) e→EB (2) e→IEB (0) 

i and e Enables tests of local adaptation 

and maternal effects 

 ie→B ie→IB (0) ie→EB (0) ie→IEB (7)3  

1 66 tests from 20 studies. 2 34 tests from 18 studies. 3 7 tests from 4 studies.
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Table 2-3. Meta-analysis support for RL vs. NL 

Support for the hypothesis that range limits (RL) and niche limits (NL) coincide (i.e. RL=NL). RL<NL suggests the range is limited by dispersal, 

RL>NL suggests edge (E) populations are demographic sinks.  Cell contents are: % of tests supporting each outcome (total tests), where each test 

is a unique RL for a single taxon.  ‘Natural conditions’ means neither biotic nor abiotic factors were standardized across transplant sites.  LTF = 

lifetime fitness, Em = emergence, S = survival, R = reproduction.  c2 tests compare geographic and elevational limits using 2x2 (df = 1) and 2x3 

(df = 2) contingency tables for the frequency of fitness declines beyond the RL (a-c) and RL vs. NL outcomes (d-e), respectively. 

Outcome Study inclusion criteria 

All  

limits 

Geographic 

limits  Elevational limits  

Geographic vs. 

elevational c2 1 

a) All included 75%  (111) 70%  (33) 77%  (78) 0.642, P = 0.47 

b) Estimated LTF 83%  (23) 86%  (14) 78%  (9) 0.240, P = 0.99 

Fitness declined 

beyond the RL 

c) Natural conditions 84%  (74) 75%  (24) 88%  (50) 2.017, P = 0.19 

RL =, <, > NL, 

respectively 

d) Included an E site; natural 

conditions; assessed at least two 

of Em, S, R; λ not <1 at all sites 

46, 23, 31%  (26) 

 

17, 83, 0%  (6) 

 

55, 5, 40% (20) 16.142, P = 0.0010  

 e) As in (d), plus LTF 62, 38, 0% (8) 25, 75, 0%  (4) 100%  (4)2 4.800, P = 0.15 

1 Chi-squared tests for outcomes d and e are only shown for RL = NL comparisons. 2 Only the outcome for RL = NL is shown, as tests not 

available for RL < or > NL within elevational limits. 
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Figure 2-1. Causes of range limits across environmental gradients 

Causes of range limits (RL) across continuous environments, highlighting the roles of niche 

constraints and dispersal. The niche limit (NL) is the location beyond which habitat quality is too 

low for populations to be self-sustaining. Equilibrium RL, which remain relatively stable for 

many generations, are distinguished from non-equilibrium RL (indicated by *), which show 

directional movement over time.  Equilibrium RL overlie and are ultimately imposed by one or 

more gradients of decreasing habitat quality or quantity or increasing habitat isolation or temporal 

variability towards RL. Gradients in habitat quality imply the involvement of niche constraints: 

fitness and population-growth rates decline towards (and beyond) RL. Dispersal beyond RL 

caused solely by niche constraints does not result in range expansion. Transplant experiments can 

distinguish among the RL=NL, RL<NL and RL>NL hypotheses by establishing whether 

populations are self-sustaining at and beyond the range edge. 
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Figure 2-2. Hypothetical transplant results illustrating the important of edge sites and 

sources 

Hypothetical results for transplant experiments using transplant sites at the range interior (I), the 

range edge (E) and beyond the range (B).  Horizontal reference lines show the niche limit (λ = 1), 

below which populations are not self-sustaining. Above each panel the resulting conclusion about 

whether range limits (RL) coincide with (=), exceed (>) or fall short of (<) niche limits (NL) is 

noted.  Top panels (A-D) illustrate cases where source populations from the range interior (black 

circles) decline beyond the range, and the resulting (sometimes erroneous) conclusions suggested 

by transplants of interior sources alone.  Bottom panels (E-H) illustrate how inclusion of source 

populations from the range edge (open circles) alters conclusions of and RL relate to NL. E-F: 

populations are locally adapted such that edge individuals outperform interior individuals at and 

beyond the RL. G-H: edge populations suffer from poor genetic quality and/or poor provisioning, 

and are outperformed at all sites.  For illustration we assume hypothetical results represent 

biological reality (accurate assessment of average lifetime fitness in each location). 
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Figure 2-3. Performance declines beyond geographic vs. elevational RL 

Performance of transplants declined more strongly beyond elevational than geographic range 

limits. A) All geographic and elevational limits (randomization P ≅ 0.0023).  B) Only high-

latitude geographic and high-elevation limits (randomization P < 0.00001). The hatched line at 

zero indicates no difference in performance between individuals transplanted within the range 

(interior or edge sites) and those transplanted beyond, negative values mean fitness declined 

beyond the range, -2 indicates zero fitness beyond the range. Numbers below boxes are the tests 

in each category.  For boxes: center line is the median, top and bottom represent the 25th- and 

75th-percentiles, whiskers extend to the maximum and minimum values or 1.5 interquartile 

ranges from the median (whichever is less), open circles lie beyond this range. 
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Figure 2-4. Change in various performance parameters across range limits 

Different performance parameters vary in detecting fitness declines beyond the range, considering 

the best comparison and best parameter for each test (see text).  Contrasting letters indicate 

significant differences in pairwise tests (where type I error rates were controlled by Bonferroni 

correction) and numbers indicate number of tests. Hatched line at zero indicates no difference in 

performance between individuals transplanted within the range (interior or edge sites) and those 

transplanted beyond the range, whereas negative values indicate that fitness declined beyond the 

range.  Boxes are as in Fig. 2-3. 
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Chapter 3  Evolution of dispersal and mating systems along geographic 

gradients 

3.1 Introduction 

Understanding the ecological and evolutionary processes that shape species’ geographic ranges is 

a fundamental goal of ecology, and increasingly important for conservation.  Some of today’s 

most serious conservation problems, including habitat fragmentation, invasive species, and 

climate change, involve changes in the shape, structure and stability of species’ distributions 

(Sexton et al. 2009).  Dispersal, the movement of individuals from where they were born to 

where they reproduce, will play a key role in species’ responses to these disturbances.  Dispersal 

within the range is essential for maintaining species in patchy or anthropogenically fragmented 

habitats (Hanski 1991, Thomas 2000).  Dispersal and colonization beyond the existing range are 

required for species to track suitable conditions during environmental change, and for invasive 

species to expand into new habitat.  

Ultimately, successful dispersal requires that individuals reproduce after they have 

moved.  Although most theory discussed here applies generally, this review deals primarily with 

dispersal of sessile organisms, such as plants.  Their dispersal is generally irreversible (one 

dispersal event during an organisms’ lifetime) and undertaken with little ability to select the final 

destination, making dispersal a critical and evolutionarily tricky life-history trait.  Because sessile 

organisms cannot search out mates, sexual reproduction is a potential problem after dispersal into 

areas with few reproductive conspecifics, e.g. during range expansion or patch recolonization 

(Baker 1955, Lloyd 1980).  The degree to which organisms can reproduce without conspecific 

mates is therefore an important component of landscape-level dispersal. 
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Although the dilemma posed by environmental change is often framed as ‘adapt or move’ 

(e.g. Burrows et al. 2011), dispersal itself can evolve as range limits expand, contract, or 

fragment (Phillips et al. 2006, Hughes et al. 2007, Cheptou et al. 2008).  Dispersal and mating 

patterns also control the distribution of genetic diversity and local adaptation within the range, 

which in turn influence species’ ability to adapt to new conditions (Pease et al. 1989).  Because 

dispersal and mating systems directly influence gene flow, local adaptation and demographics, 

and can themselves evolve rapidly (e.g. Phillips et al. 2006, Cheptou et al. 2008), they may 

involve complex feedbacks between ecological and evolutionary processes (eco-evolutionary 

dynamics: Hanski & Mononen 2011, Travis et al. 2012).  Pre-existing range-wide patterns of 

dispersal and mating systems could therefore influence ecological and evolutionary responses to 

future environmental change.   

A first step in anticipating how dispersal and mating might respond to large-scale 

environmental change is to consider how they vary across species’ geographic distributions, 

especially in relation to the ecological and evolutionary factors that impose range limits.  Much 

theoretical work explores the environmental and genetic factors that select on dispersal traits 

(reviewed in Cousens et al. 2008) and plant mating systems (reviewed in Goodwillie & Ness 

2005, Eckert et al. 2006), including factors that potentially underlie range limits.  To date, 

however, dispersal and mating have largely been explored in isolation, even though they may 

influence each other and co-vary nonrandomly (Cheptou & Massol 2009, Busch 2011).  

This Chapter, originally published as a theoretical review (Hargreaves & Eckert 2014), 

discusses dispersal and mating-system evolution in the context of species’ geographic ranges, 

examining how they vary along environmental gradients and towards range limits, and how these 

patterns might influence and be influenced by range expansions and contractions (as it was 

originally a multi-author paper I retain the use of ‘we’ throughout).  (1) We first review the key 
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factors influencing dispersal and mating system evolution and relate these to the ecological 

processes that cause geographic range limits (in this Chapter geographic includes latitudinal, 

longitudinal, and elevational limits).  We consider how range-limiting gradients might influence 

dispersal and how dispersal in turn modifies range limits.  (2) Next we review theoretical 

predictions for dispersal evolution towards equilibrium, expanding and contracting range limits, 

and discuss how existing geographic patterns in dispersal might influence future trait evolution 

and range movement.  We consider (3) how the mating system might evolve at range margins in 

conjunction with dispersal traits, and (4) the empirical evidence for these hypotheses.  (5) Finally, 

we highlight particularly interesting and poorly-tested theoretical predictions and topics where 

theoretical predictions are lacking, with the goal of motivating future work.  Throughout we focus 

on theory relevant to plants and other sessile organisms, but most concepts are also relevant to 

mobile taxa and we discuss empirical studies of dispersal variation from both plants and animals.  

3.2 Selective mechanisms and how they vary across geographic ranges 

3.2.1 Selective influences on dispersal and mating-system evolution 

The first step in understanding how dispersal and mating system traits might vary across 

geographic gradients and towards species’ range limits is to consider the spatial patterns that 

influence their ecology and evolution in general (here ‘dispersal’ refers to both dispersal rate and 

distance).  We are interested in landscape-level processes and therefore landscape-level dispersal.  

For plants, longer-distance dispersal generally involves sexual rather than vegetative propagules 

(Piquot et al. 1998).  We therefore discuss mating systems in terms of the portion of progeny that 

are outcrossed versus self-fertilized, and ignore vegetative asexual reproduction, although many 

predictions may hold for these reproductive modes as well (Eckert 2002b, Eckert et al. 2006).  

Table 3-1a details the selective factors acting on dispersal and mating systems.  Enhanced 

dispersal and self-fertilization can each be favoured individually as bet-hedging strategies under 
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uncertain environmental (dispersal) or pollination (mating) conditions, and opposed by 

environmental or genetic costs, respectively (Table 3-1a).  The importance of other selective 

factors depends directly (escape from competitors, enemies and kin competition) or indirectly 

(inbreeding depression) on population demography.  Demography in turn is driven by underlying 

environmental gradients in habitat quality or availability, or colonization dynamics (Table 3-1b).  

Environmental and demographic patterns are likely to vary predictably across species’ ranges, 

thus we expect dispersal and mating systems to vary geographically as well (discussed below).  

3.2.2 Spatial and demographic patterns at range limits 

To translate the expected effects of demographic and environmental patterns on dispersal and 

mating-system evolution into range-wide predictions, we must consider the processes that create 

range limits in the first place.  Table 3-2 summarizes the ecological mechanisms by which range 

limits arise, and how they affect and are affected by dispersal (also see Holt et al. 2005).  The 

first, ‘island’ scenario is the only one that does not invoke an environmental gradient; spatial 

variation exists only as the difference between suitable habitat within the range and completely 

unsuitable habitat beyond (Table 3-2).  The likelihood of ‘falling off’ the range increases towards 

the range edge, and should select strongly against dispersal (MacArthur 1972b), but will not 

necessarily select on mating systems.   

In reality, however, most ranges occur along environmental gradients.  These are 

generally envisioned as gradients in habitat quality (Table 3-2, scenario 2), such that fitness 

deteriorates towards range limits (Sagarin & Gaines 2002, Holt 2003, Sexton et al. 2009).  

Without stochasticity or establishment beyond the range, niche-driven range limits would occur 

where population growth rate λ falls below 1 (range limits = niche limits, 2a in Table 3-2).  

However, stochasticity is inevitable in natural environments. In continuous environments, 

demographic (Table 3-2, 2b) and temporal (2c) variation would sometimes cause λ to dip <1 in 
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places where populations are usually self-sustaining, pushing the range limit back from the niche 

limit. In patchy environments (2d), declining population size towards range limits would increase 

stochastic extinctions, resulting in unoccupied patches even where λ≥1 (Holt et al. 2005).   

Environmental gradients could also impose range limits directly, rather than via their 

influence on λ.  Environmental stochasticity itself can vary geographically, e.g. increasing with 

elevation in mountain habitats (Ohmura 2012), potentially limiting the ranges of species with 

narrow environmental tolerances (scenario 3, Table 3-2).  Gradients in patchiness towards range 

limits, e.g. the frequency and size of alpine habitat moving away from a mountain chain, could 

limit population size and patch recolonization without a decline in habitat quality (scenario 4, 

Table 3-2).  Although such gradients could impose range limits without declining λ, they may 

commonly interact with gradients in quality, sharpening the range limit (Holt & Keitt 2000).  

3.3 Dispersal evolution towards range limits 

Similar ecological and demographic factors will select on dispersal throughout the range (Table 

3-1).  However, selection will differ between the range edge and core whenever range limits are 

imposed by ecological conditions, including environmental gradients and abrupt habitat changes, 

or when edge individuals experience different demographic conditions, such as during expansion 

into unoccupied habitat.  We first explore how selection might change towards the range edge 

considering stable range margins, and then discuss how this might differ for moving range limits.  

3.3.1 Dispersal at equilibrium range limits 

Table 3-2 illustrates how range-wide patterns in demography might affect dispersal evolution 

towards stable, or equilibrium range limits, and how dispersal will in turn influence the location 

of those range limits. We use the term ‘stable’ loosely, to refer to ranges that do not move for 

several generations with the acknowledgement that most ranges have moved in the past and will 
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eventually move in the future (Phillips 2012).  When range limits occur along environmental 

gradients, increasing dispersal will increase the range size by expanding it into sink habitats or 

reclaiming areas where populations tend to go extinct even though mean λ ≥ 1 (Table 3-2).   

Increasing spatial variability towards range limits, including increased habitat patchiness 

and proximity to the range limit itself, should select against dispersal (MacArthur 1972, Holt 

2003, Dytham 2009; Tables 3-1b and 3-3).  Individuals that disperse beyond the range or into 

unsuitable habitat produce few offspring that return, removing dispersive genes from edge 

populations. However, not all habitats just beyond the niche limit (λ=1) are lethal, and some may 

permit establishment and even limited reproduction.  By definition, the resulting sink populations 

are maintained by dispersive individuals.  This spatial sorting for dispersal ability (Phillips et al. 

2008) should result in higher mean dispersal capacity in sink vs. edge populations (Table 3-2).  

In contrast, dispersal should be favoured by increasing patch turnover towards range limits, 

as may be common at metapopulation range limits arising where colonization no longer keeps 

pace with extinction (Travis & Dytham 1999, Holt & Keitt 2000, Dytham 2009; Tables 3-2 and 

3).  As with sink populations, if ephemeral edge populations are maintained by dispersal they will 

tend to be made up of more-dispersive-than-average individuals.  Increased risk of patch 

extinction will also select for dispersal as a bet-hedging or risk-spreading strategy (Table 3-1a).  

Further, dispersive individuals that colonize a vacant patch gain the advantage of establishing in 

the absence of intra-specific competition (Table 3-1a).   

When both temporal and spatial variability increase towards range limits, their conflicting 

influence may result in contrasting selection at different scales (Table 3-2).  Within habitat 

patches, spatial isolation would reduce dispersal as dispersers take their dispersive alleles with 

them.  However, at the landscape scale only highly dispersive genotypes can recolonize isolated 

ephemeral patches, thus temporal variability selects for dispersal (Haag et al. 2005).  Thus 
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younger and more isolated populations may exhibit enhanced dispersal that is reduced by 

selection over time (Cody & Overton 1996), or more variable dispersal capabilities due to 

divergent selection (Mathias et al. 2001, Hanski et al. 2004).  

3.3.2 Dispersal at non-equilibrium range limits 

Given the increasing range expansions of introduced species, range contractions of endangered 

species, and range shifts predicted under climate change, the number of species with changing 

distributions will only grow in the future, imparting new urgency to understanding the ecological 

and evolutionary processes at non-equilibrium range limits.   

3.3.2.1 Expanding range limits 

The simplest conceptual change to a range is invasion following introduction into a new, 

uniformly suitable environment.  Dispersal is always expected to increase at invading range fronts 

(Table 3-3).  First, individuals with greater dispersal capabilities will be those that constitute the 

expanding front ('spatial sorting': Shine et al. 2011).  Second, selection should favour individuals 

that disperse beyond the range margin, as they escape intra-specific competition (Travis & 

Dytham 2002; Table 3-1a).    

Range-fronts advancing in response to climate change should largely resemble invasion 

fronts, with increased dispersal selected for the reasons above.  However, some important 

differences might reduce selection for dispersal during climate-induced range expansions.  The 

first is habitat availability.  During biological invasions new habitat may be largely unlimited, and 

the expansion rate should be approximately exponential (van den Bosch et al. 1992, Arim et al. 

2006).  For range limits constrained by cold temperatures, a warming trend will make new habitat 

available gradually, thus the expansion rate would not be exponential unless warming proceeds 

faster than maximum dispersal.  More importantly, the expectation that warming will prompt 
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expansion of high latitude or elevation range limits assumes these limits are imposed by climate.  

If so, the quality of newly available habitat will be marginal (i.e. at the limit of the species’ 

thermal tolerance), and potentially lower than that of the now warmer range edge, reducing the 

fitness benefit to colonizers.  Further, edge populations at niche-imposed range limits may have 

low fecundity and/or densities (Sagarin & Gaines 2002, Sexton et al. 2009).  This alone could 

slow range expansion, if colonization rates depend on propagule pressure (Cousens et al. 2008), 

or if dispersal is positively density dependent (Donohue 1999, Kubisch & Poethke 2011). Finally, 

whereas invasive species may escape their coevolved competitors and pathogens (Keane & 

Crawley 2002), range-shifting species are more likely to be moving alongside their associated 

antagonists.  Incorporating competing species into models of range expansion (e.g. two vs. one 

species invading in tandem, Brooker et al. 2007, expansion into an already occupied vs. empty 

range, Burton et al. 2010) can dramatically decrease selection for dispersal at the expanding edge.   

Another feature distinguishing native range expansions is that the initial range reflects a 

long evolutionary history in a given area, in which populations may have undergone local 

adaptation in environmental tolerance or dispersal ability.  Despite abundant theoretical models of 

dispersal evolution across landscapes (Table 2), evolution from equilibrium populations across a 

newly open environmental gradient has rarely been investigated.  The only model to do so found 

that prior evolutionary history did not affect expansion across a uniformly good environment 

(dispersal increased at the expanding front under all conditions), but had a profound effect on 

subsequent expansion across a novel environmental gradient (Phillips 2012).  High evolved 

dispersal at edge populations decreased the species’ ability to adapt to new conditions, preventing 

further range expansion until dispersal evolved downwards (Phillips 2012).  Results from models 

of climate-induced range expansions that contrast the effects of various fixed dispersal strategies 

(rather than allowing dispersal to evolve) are also suggestive.  Not surprisingly, greater dispersal 

rates (McInerny et al. 2007, Anderson et al. 2009) or distances (Mustin et al. 2009) enabled 
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species to better track directional movement of their existing temperature niche, conferring a 

fitness advantage.  In summary, theory suggests that selection should favour increased dispersal 

at the expanding front of climate-driven range shifts, as long as species are simply tracking their 

existing niche rather than adapting to new conditions.  

3.3.2.2 Contracting range limits 

There is mounting evidence that climate-induced contractions of low latitude and elevation limits 

are as common as high latitude or elevation expansions (Thomas et al. 2006, Jump et al. 2009), 

but little work has explored how dispersal traits might evolve at contracting limits (Hampe & 

Petit 2005).  Whereas ranges expand primarily through dispersal, ranges contract primarily 

through declining fitness and local extinction (Jump et al. 2009).  Dispersal evolution may 

therefore be less pronounced at contracting limits.  Indeed, some authors speculate that 

contracting ranges will resemble spatially fragmented equilibrium range limits, where increased 

risk of dispersing to unsuitable habitat selects against dispersal (Simmons & Thomas 2004, Hillet 

al. 2001; Table 3-1b).  Evolution of reduced dispersal at trailing edges could act as an ecological 

trap, preventing populations from tracking their climatic niche.  If trailing-edge populations are 

also those with the highest temperature tolerance, their loss could be detrimental to the species’ 

long-term persistence in a warming world (Hampe & Petit 2005).  

In contrast to the models above, a simple conceptual model illustratess that dispersal ability 

might increase at the trailing edge of a shifting range, given local adaptation to the shifting 

gradient,.  Climate change represents a form of temporal variability: genotypes close to the 

contracting range that do not disperse will eventually go extinct when their geographic location is 

no longer within their climatic tolerance.  Consider an annual plant whose range overlies a 

temperature gradient to which populations are perfectly locally adapted (Fig. 3-1).  Warming will 

break spatial associations between the environment and resident plants’ temperature optima (Fig. 
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3-1D).  All else being equal, selection should therefore favour dispersive individuals that 

immigrate from lower latitudes/elevations over non-dispersive individuals whose climate optima 

no longer match the new conditions (Fig. 3-1E).  The net consequence is an increase in 

dispersiveness.  Given range-wide local adaptation, dispersal should increase throughout the 

range (Fig. 3-1E; Table 3).  However, if local adaptation is greater at range margins (e.g. Vergeer 

& Kunin 2013), as might be expected if species previously expanded their ranges via adaptation 

of edge populations (Hoffmann & Blows 1994), dispersal might increase faster at the trailing 

edge than the range core (Table 3- 3).  In contrast, if edge populations contain more generalists 

(e.g. Cobben et al. 2012), increased dispersal may be slowest to evolve at the contracting edge. 

Clearly our simplistic model misses many important aspects of dispersal evolution and climate 

change, and results may vary with the nature of local adaptation (Atkins & Travis 2010), the 

speed of environmental change (Cobben et al. 2012), and density dependent dispersal (Kubisch & 

Poethke 2011).  Simulation models would be invaluable in exploring these issues (forthcoming; 

Hargreaves et al. in review).  Nevertheless, Fig. 3-1 indicates the importance of comparing 

dispersal across time as well as space for detecting evolutionary patterns.  

3.3.3 Eco-evolutionary feedbacks between dispersal and adaptation 

So far we have assumed that species will respond to climate change through changes in dispersal, 

rather than evolving greater environmental tolerance.  But adaptation itself will partially depend 

on dispersal since it affects gene flow.  Dispersal will thus be evolving and affecting species’ 

evolution concurrently, creating a variety of interesting potential evolutionary feedbacks.   

Adaptation and evolutionary feedbacks may be most important at contracting limits, where 

species will experience novel selective challenges from climates outside those to which they have 

previously adapted.  Since stable range limits represent a long-term failure to adapt to conditions 

beyond the range, the likelihood of niche expansion under climate change depends on why local 
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adaptation failed to expand the niche under stable conditions.  If range limits were stable because 

species (or edge populations) did not possess the genetic variation needed to thrive in warmer 

temperatures, adaptation in the face of climate change seems unlikely.  Indeed, no fossil evidence 

exists of niche expansion in response to historic climate change (Parmesan 2006), although some 

evidence exists from modern range expansions (Thomas et al. 2001).   

Alternatively, adaptation of edge populations may have been prevented by asymmetrical 

migration of maladapted alleles from larger, more central populations (gene swamping: 

Kirkpatrick & Barton 1997).  In this case, niche expansion may depend on how dispersal evolves 

in response to climate change.  If dispersal increases throughout the range (e.g. Fig. 3-1E) gene 

swamping would be exacerbated, preventing niche expansion.  However, if dispersal decreased 

(e.g. as predicted if the range became increasingly fragmented; Table 3- 3), gene swamping might 

be alleviated, allowing adaptation to warmer conditions.  Given local adaptation to climate, the 

effect of asymmetrical dispersal will differ between expanding and contracting range limits.  

Whereas core-to-edge dispersal will introduce beneficial, warm-adapted genes to leading-edge 

populations, central alleles will be maladapted for the even warmer conditions at equatorial or 

low-elevation edges.  Thus increased dispersal within the range core may increase fitness at the 

leading edge but hasten the extinction of trailing-edge populations. 

Under certain range-shift scenarios, dispersal and local adaptation can also interact to 

reduce overall fitness.  A model of local adaptation and temperature specialization found that 

under stable conditions lower-fitness temperature generalists accumulated at range edges, 

whereas higher-fitness specialists occupied the range core (Cobben et al. 2012).  During range 

expansion however, generalists were closest to the expanding edge and so founded new 

populations that eventually became the range core, relegating specialists to the trailing range edge 

and reducing overall fitness (Cobben et al. 2012).  A model of long-lived species found that local 
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adaptation combined with strong priority effects could block range shifts, if cold-adapted edge 

genotypes preventing the advance of warmer-adapted central genotypes (Atkins & Travis 2010).   

In addition to feedbacks between evolving dispersal and adaptation, past range expansions 

may leave long-term genetic legacies (Keller & Taylor 2008, Excoffier et al. 2009) that could 

affect edge populations’ ability to respond to future change.  For example, a latitudinal study of 

lodgepole pine found that dispersal ability was highest but genetic diversity lowest in the ‘newest’ 

populations, i.e. towards the leading edge of the post-glaciation expansion front (Cwynar & 

MacDonald 1987).  Legacy high dispersal could increase species’ capacity to track newly 

changing climates, but decreased diversity could reduce their ability to adapt to new conditions 

encountered during expansion.  Increased dispersal itself may impede adaptation to new 

conditions, because environmental gradients appear steeper to more dispersive species 

(Kirkpatrick & Barton 1997).  Indeed, Phillips (2012) showed that past range expansions delayed 

subsequent adaptation to a novel environmental gradient, because edge populations had a) 

evolved greater dispersal, increasing the perceived steepness of the gradient, and b) reduced 

genetic diversity from successive founder effects.  

3.4 Mating system evolution across species ranges as part of the dispersal 

strategy 

Self-fertilization could be advantageous at range limits as a mechanism of reproductive 

assurance, whenever edge populations have low densities (Eckert et al. 2006; Table 3-1b).  Low 

densities may cause pollination limitation either directly, due to limited availability of outcross 

mates, or indirectly if low-density populations fail to attract or sustain enough animal pollinators.  

Theoretical models usually predict selection for self-fertilization under conditions of low density 

and unreliable pollinator service (Lloyd 1980, Schoen & Brown 1991, Lloyd 1992, Cheptou 

2004, Morgan & Wilson 2005, Morgan et al. 2005, Porcher & Lande 2005).   
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Low-density effects may be especially strong at non-equilibrium range margins. For 

instance, range expansion via long-distance dispersal may exert strong selection for self-fertility, 

akin to that envisioned during island colonization (Baker 1955).  Rapid range expansion may also 

produce geographic and/or phenological mismatches between plants and their pollinators 

(Memmott et al. 2007, Hegland et al. 2009), further impeding outcross pollination and thus 

selecting for selfing. Range contractions may also exacerbate mate limitation if populations 

shrink as the suitability of their environment declines (Levin 2012).  In all cases, the combination 

of infrequent pollinator visitation and restricted mate availability may leave selfing as the only 

evolutionary option for population persistence at range limits (Eckert et al. 2010).  

The main factor selecting against selfing is inbreeding depression (Table 3- 1a).  Its impact 

depends on the amount of segregating recessive genetic load and its expression, i.e. the extent to 

which a given load reduces the fitness of selfed progeny (Table 3- 1).  The former may be 

influenced by population demography, the latter by the abiotic and biotic environment inbred 

progeny experience (Table 3- 1).  Both of these are likely to be affected by the ecological 

gradients that underlie geographical ranges.  Theory suggests that during founder events and in 

small populations, both of which may be common at range margins, the mutations that cause 

inbreeding depression may become purged (Glemin 2003) or fixed (Bataillon & Kirkpatrick 

2000, Kirkpatrick & Jarne 2000). Although either would weaken selection against selfing, 

purging will tend to increase mean fitness and thus population persistence, whereas load fixation 

reduces population fitness and may hasten extinction.  In this way, mating system evolution can 

influence persistence at range margins.   

Stochastic load fixation in peripheral populations may increase the success of dispersers 

among edge populations and consequent gene flow (Morgan 2002). Immigrants are less likely to 

share deleterious alleles with residents of the population to which they have dispersed, thus will 
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produce relatively vigorous, outbred progeny homozygous for fewer deleterious alleles than 

progeny produced by matings among resident individuals (if outcrossing opportunities actually 

occur: Ebert et al. 2002).  This is similar to the general theoretical result that dispersal is favoured 

as an inbreeding avoidance mechanism when inbreeding depression is strong (Bengtsson 1978) 

except that it operates at the metapopulation level (Morgan 2002).  The advantage of dispersal in 

this context will be eroded by local adaptation resulting in outbreeding depression (Cheptou & 

Donohue 2011, Auld & Rubio de Casas 2012).  

Predicting how a given level of genetic load will be expressed at range margins is difficult, 

because much depends on how inbreeding depression covaries with ecological conditions and the 

competitive milieu, which remain relatively unexplored theoretically or empirically.  For 

instance, if range limits arise due to niche constraints along an environmental gradient (Table 3- 

2, scenario 2a), lower habitat quality at range margins may exacerbate the expression of 

inbreeding depression and select against selfing (Table 3- 1b). Experimental studies on a wide 

variety of plants have demonstrated stronger inbreeding depression in novel environments 

(Schemske 1983, Schmitt & Gamble 1990) and under more stressful conditions, as long as the 

environmental stress substantially reduces mean fitness (Fox & Reed 2010; Table 3-1). On the 

other hand, lower habitat quality, greater habitat patchiness, and higher stochastic extinction 

(Table 3- 2) may reduce conspecific density and thus intraspecific competition towards range 

margins. This might, in turn, alleviate inbreeding depression (Cheptou & Donohue 2011; but see 

Willi et al. 2007). Although empirical studies on plants show that reduced intraspecific 

competition can weaken inbreeding depression (Schmitt & Ehrhardt 1990, Wolfe 1993, Pujol & 

McKey 2006) others have not detected this effect (Eckert & Barrett 1994, Cheptou et al. 2001) or 

found it to be inconsistent (Van Treuren et al. 1993).  Increased self-fertilization towards range 

limits may itself reduce the expression of inbreeding depression because selfed progeny would 

compete more often with other inbred conspecifics rather than with more competitive outbred 
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individuals (Cheptou & Schoen 2003).  This effect may be particularly pronounced at expanding 

range margins where nascent colonizing populations can only establish via inbreeding and 

intraspecific competitors are therefore uniformly inbred.  Potentially complex feedbacks between 

genetic load, habitat quality and the competitive environment may thus influence mating system 

evolution in counterintuitive ways (Cheptou 2004, Cheptou & Donohue 2011). 

Thus far we have considered selection on the mating system within marginal populations, 

but selection may also occur at broader spatial scales.  Along gradients in habitat heterogeneity 

(e.g. the size or spatial isolation of habitat patches), metapopulation dynamics may impose range 

limits where colonization no longer keeps up with extinction (Holt & Keitt 2000; Table 3-2).  

Few models have explored how metapopulation dynamics influence mating system evolution, and 

their results are counterintuitive.  For instance, one might expect selfing to be selected because it 

enhances colonization of vacant habitat patches, as argued above.  However, if outcrossers 

produce more dispersing seeds by avoiding inbreeding depression, they may prevail at the 

metapopulation level by being overrepresented among dispersers (Pannell & Barrett 2001).  

Selection for the reproductive assurance provided by selfing over propagule production in 

metapopulations might occur only when patch occupancy and colonization are low (Pannell & 

Barrett 1998), e.g. at rapidly expanding or contracting range margins. 

Longer-term evolutionary dynamics at expanding range margins are especially interesting, 

as selective pressures may change over time.  As seen with dispersal, newly founded and isolated 

populations might experience initial selection for self-fertilization as a mechanism of 

reproductive assurance. As they grow and the range fills in around them, conditions favouring 

outcrossing may then prevail (e.g. increased mate and/or pollinator availability or a more 

competitive environment, see discussion and caveats above).  However, if increased selfing at 

expanding margins led to purging of the genetic load responsible for inbreeding depression 
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(Lande & Schemske 1985, Charlesworth & Charlesworth 1987), the selective impetus for 

outcrossing might be irrevocably diminished (although the efficacy of purging remains unclear; 

Byers & Waller 1999, Winn et al. 2011).  Whether outcrossing can evolve in self-fertilizing 

populations has long been contentious (Barrett & Shore 1987, Takebayashi & Morrell 2001).  If 

climate-driven range expansion commonly selects for increased selfing at the expanding edge, it 

may provide many natural experiments to address this issue. 

Most models of dispersal consider asexual organisms (of the 12 models cited in Table 3-3, 

only 3 consider outcrossing organisms: Hughes et al. 2007, Kubisch et al. 2010, Kubisch et al. 

2011), hence coevolution of dispersal and the mating system has rarely been investigated. 

Cheptou and Massol (2009) modeled the effect of stochastic pollination (patches were pollinated 

or not) on the evolution of dispersal rate and self-fertilization frequency.  They assumed a fitness 

cost to both selfing (inbreeding depression) and dispersal (dispersal mortality), but an infinite 

population and full patch occupancy (i.e. dispersal bore no competition escape, kin selection or 

colonization benefits).  Contrary to the expected association between dispersal and selfing 

following dispersal into unoccupied areas, in fully occupied landscapes high dispersal was 

associated with outcrossing.  Under unreliable pollination, non-dispersing outcrossers eventually 

go extinct, so must evolve either selfing or dispersal to avoid this risk.  Selfing was never 

associated with high dispersal due to the double cost of such a strategy, even under conditions 

that intuitively favour their association such as low dispersal cost and relatively weak inbreeding 

depression (Cheptou & Massol 2009).  Allowing temporal autocorrelation of pollination 

conditions, kin structuring, or the purging of inbreeding depression did not change this result 

(Cheptou & Massol 2009, Massol & Cheptou 2011).   

Results were consistent when the model was expanded to consider evolution along a 

gradient of increasing pollen limitation towards stable range limits (Table 3-2, scenario 2; Sun & 
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Cheptou 2012).  At the range centre low pollen limitation favoured outcrossing, and dispersal was 

selected to mitigate the low but non-zero risk of temporal pollination-failure, as in Cheptou & 

Massol (2009).  As pollen limitation increased toward the range limit selfing was increasingly 

favoured as a reproductive assurance mechanism, eliminating the benefit of dispersal.  Similarly, 

increasing habitat heterogeneity (Table 3- 2, scenario 4) or inbreeding depression toward the 

range limit increased selection for dispersal among outcrossers, up to a threshold at which 

selection favoured self-fertilization but not dispersal.  Such abrupt switches to high selfing and 

low dispersal could help stabilize range limits (Sun & Cheptou 2012).   

Associations between dispersal and mating systems are harder to predict at non-equilibrium 

range margins (Busch 2011).  Long-distance dispersal during range expansion may act as an 

ecological filter, favouring particular trait associations atypical of stable range limits, for instance 

the combination of selfing and high dispersal (Baker 1967).  Second, new trait associations may 

evolve through sequential bouts of selection during range shifting. For instance, highly dispersive 

genotypes that predominate at the colonizing front of an expanding range margin may experience 

selection for self-fertility after they have dispersed: ecological filtering for dispersal followed by 

selection for selfing.  Similarly, if inbreeding depression is reduced at moving range margins 

selfing will inevitably be selected (Cheptou & Massol 2009), and enhanced dispersal may then be 

selected for reasons other than stochastic pollen limitation. These scenarios are outside the 

framework developed in the Cheptou/Massol/Sun models, so further theoretical examination is 

required before firm predictions can be made. 

3.5 Empirical patterns 

3.5.1 Dispersal 

Empirical studies of dispersal variation towards species’ range limits lag far behind theoretical 

advances. Although several have tested for correlations between dispersal ability and spatial 
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isolation (e.g. Hanski et al. 2004, Cheptou et al. 2008) or time since patch colonization (although 

not patch turnover per se: Peroni 1994, Cody & Overton 1996, Hanski et al. 2004), we know of 

only two that measure dispersal traits towards equilibrium range limits.  Darling et al. (2008) 

found increased seed dispersal towards both the northern and southern range edges of a dune 

plant, as might be expected if range limits were imposed by temporal variability (Table 3- 3), but 

no evidence of increased patch turnover.  In contrast, surveys of two cricket species with stable 

ranges found that dispersive-morph frequencies were essentially zero at both edge and core 

populations (Simmons & Thomas 2004).  Because all possible dispersal patterns towards range 

limits have been predicted under different circumstances (Table 3- 3), strong tests necessitate 

many more examples and information on the underlying environmental gradients in each case. 

Slightly more work exists regarding dispersal evolution during range expansions (Table 

3- 3).  Several well-cited insect studies have documented increased dispersal abilities towards the 

expanding front of shifting ranges (Thomas et al. 2001, Simmons & Thomas 2004, Hughes et al. 

2007).  To our knowledge there are no comparable plant studies of contemporary range shifts, 

and only one of historical range shifts.  Cwynar and MacDonald (1987) found that dispersiveness 

of lodgepole pine seed increased towards what was the expanding range front of post-glacial 

recolonization, suggesting that increased dispersal evolved during range expansion, and that the 

signature of this evolution can be enduring.    

We found only one study of dispersal traits towards a contracting range limit.  Anderson 

et al. (2008) compared temporal change in butterfly wing morphology across a contracting and 

northward-shifting range using modern and museum specimens.  Wing morphology changed 

significantly through time, suggesting an increase in dispersal across the shifting range, consistent 

with the scenario depicted in Fig. 3-1 (Anderson et al. 2008).  Unfortunately, the authors did not 
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present modern geographic patterns while controlling for body size, so it is unknown whether 

dispersal evolved differently at the contracting edge vs. range core. 

3.5.2 Mating systems 

In contrast to dispersal, there has been considerable empirical study of geographic variation in 

mating systems, but little theoretical work to guide it (e.g. Lloyd 1980, Sun & Cheptou 2012).  

Selfing taxa tend to be overrepresented where selection might favour colonizing ability, e.g. 

among invasive species (e.g. Price & Jain 1981, van Kleunen & Johnson 2007) or on islands 

(Barrett 1996).  This suggests that selfing might also be favoured at range margins characterized 

by (re)colonization.  Indeed, geographic variation in key floral traits and genetic estimates of self-

fertilization rates suggest that self-fertilization increases towards range margins within a variety 

of plant species (e.g. Lloyd 1965, Schoen 1982, Wyatt 1988, Moeller & Geber 2005, Darling et 

al. 2008, Dart et al. 2012).  For some of these species, there is also evidence that increased selfing 

at range margins results from selection for reproductive assurance (Barrett et al. 1989, Moeller & 

Geber 2005, Busch 2011).  However, most detailed investigations of mating systems towards 

range limits involve species chosen for their geographic variation in key floral traits (e.g. Dart et 

al. 2012). The few studies that have more “blindly” quantified geographic variation in mating 

systems have not supported the expectation of higher selfing towards range edges (Eckert 2002a, 

Herlihy & Eckert 2005). Whether selection for self-fertilization is generally common at range 

margins remains an open question.  

Although mating systems vary geographically in a variety of species (albeit a biased 

sample), little empirical work has investigated geographic variation in the selective pressures 

influencing mating system evolution.  Range-wide surveys of plant population density do not 

suggest that mate limitation generally increases towards range limits (Fausto et al. 2001, Herlihy 

& Eckert 2005, Samis & Eckert 2007, Yakimowski & Eckert 2007).  There has been little effort 
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to test directly whether pollinator visitation or outcross pollination decline towards range margins 

(Eckert 2002a).  In the single exception, Moeller et al. (2012) showed that over four years 

pollinator availability was lower and outcross pollen limitation higher towards the range limits of 

Clarkia xantiana, but found no evidence that selfing increased towards range limits or provided 

reproductive assurance. The expression of inbreeding depression towards range margins remains 

virtually unstudied; in the two plant species studied to date inbreeding depression was reduced at 

range margins as a result of lower segregating load (Pujol et al. 2009, Barringer et al. 2012).  

A major challenge for interpreting patterns revealed in geographical surveys is 

disentangling cause from effect. Ecological and demographic conditions favouring selfing may 

subsequently be altered by the effect of selfing on population dynamics. For instance, provided 

inbreeding depression does not severely reduce seed quality, a shift to selfing may increase 

population growth via reproductive assurance thereby erasing the demographic variation that 

selected for selfing in the first place (Cheptou 2004). Similarly, if a shift to selfing enables range 

expansion, the location at which the mating system transitions will become geographically 

separated from the range limit as selfing populations advance (Dart et al. 2012). A shift to selfing 

may be followed by reduction in floral rewards and attractiveness (Button et al. 2012), thereby 

causing a decline in pollinator populations or visitation towards the range limit (Moeller 2006) as 

a consequence rather than a cause of mating system evolution (Fausto et al. 2001).  This 

complexity increases the need for more data on how both traits and selective factors implicated in 

mating system evolution vary across geographic ranges. 

3.6 Future directions 

Below we outline areas in which future research would make the greatest contributions. The 

greatest need to improve understanding of dispersal evolution along environmental gradients and 

across species’ ranges is empirical data with which to test theoretical predictions, especially for 
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plants (see Table 3- 3). Conversely, empirical studies of mating system patterns towards range 

limits currently outnumber detailed theoretical considerations of their evolution. 

1) Empirical surveys of dispersal traits across native ranges to evaluate how often dispersal 

increases or decreases at range limits.  Given the contrasting predictions for different 

environmental gradients (Table 3- 3), surveys that also identify the underlying gradient 

and/or measure spatial isolation and temporal turnover will be especially valuable.  

Understanding how these features select on dispersal at range edges will help predict which 

species will track their climate niche and how quickly, provide clues as to the relative 

importance of recolonization dynamics vs. spatial isolation at range edges, help predict the 

effects of increased climate variability on species persistence (Poethke et al. 2003), and 

improve the design of ecological reserves (Travis & Dytham 1999). 

2) Empirical surveys of dispersal and mating system traits towards the expanding edge of 

invasive or shifting species, especially for plants.  Intriguing examples of dispersal and 

reproductive trait evolution with range expansion are accumulating from animal studies 

(Table 3- 3), but almost no botanical studies exist.  A shift from edge-vs.-core comparisons 

to transects of sites towards the range edge, combined with attempts to independently vary 

correlated predictors (e.g. time since colonization, latitude, and distance from the edge) 

would improve our ability to distinguish among possible predictors (Cwynar & MacDonald 

1987).  Finally, during range shifts dispersal may evolve through time but uniformly across 

the range (Fig. 3-1).  Field surveys that use space as a proxy for time (e.g. Thomas et al. 

2001), would fail to detect this type of evolution.  Historical comparisons using herbarium 

records and museum specimens would be highly informative in evaluating evolution during 

range shifts (e.g. Anderson et al. 2008). 

3) Theoretical and empirical consideration of demographic and selective patterns at 

contracting range limits.  This is arguably the most important area for future research as both 
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are almost entirely lacking from the current literature.  Contracting edges represent 

biodiversity loss at the local scale and may forecast biodiversity loss at the regional or global 

scale if expansion at the opposite range edge is prevented.  Further, low latitude/elevation 

populations may harbour a disproportionate amount of genetic diversity and/or adaptations 

to warmer conditions, thus their loss may hinder long-term species persistence in a warmer 

future (Hampe & Petit 2005).  Understanding the ecological patterns and evolutionary 

processes that facilitate climate tracking and potential niche expansion at contracting 

margins should be a top priority in future research. 

4) Empirical assessment of how often life history trade-offs and density dependence affect 

dispersal and mating-system evolution in plants, and whether these processes affect 

evolution (or evolve themselves) towards stable, expanding and contracting range limits. 

Theoretical models suggest both density dependence and trade-offs may influence the speed 

of range expansion (Travis et al. 2009, Burton et al. 2010).   

5) Theoretical and empirical investigation into the role of ecological and evolutionary history 

on future range shifts and niche expansions.  A variety of intriguing predictions have arisen 

from models, including latitudinal gradients in dispersal ability and/or genetic diversity 

following past expansions (Excoffier et al. 2009, Phillips 2012).  Such gradients might 

increase species’ ability to track climate changes, but decrease their ability to adapt to new 

conditions.  Determining the extent to which pre-existing patterns in diversity and dispersal 

actually exist requires further field studies (Cwynar & MacDonald 1987, Eckert et al. 2008).  

Testing how these patterns affect future responses to environmental change will be more 

difficult, but could be achieved by comparative field studies monitoring traits in various 

shifting species or at various shifting limits of the same species, or via experimentation in lab 

settings with fast-reproducing model organisms. 
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Table 3-1. Factors selecting on dispersal (a) and environmental patterns that influence them (b)  

Main selective processes expected to influence the evolution of dispersal and mating systems (3-1a), and main environmental and demographic 

patterns influencing these processes (3-1b).  Citations note key theoretical papers and are by no means exhaustive.  

Table 3-1a.  

Trait Selective process Explanation Key citations 

Dispersal   

 Select for dispersal  

  Escape If dispersers are likely to land in patches with fewer intra-specific competitors than 

their natal patch, they escape intra-specific competition and species-specific 

predators, herbivores and pathogens 

1 - 4 

  Kin selection When competition among close kin decreases fitness, dispersal can increase 

inclusive fitness even if costly to the disperser 

5 - 6  

  Colonization 

advantage 

The first dispersers to colonize vacant habitat can establish their genotype in the 

absence of competition, potentially excluding later arrivals.  Assortative mating 

among dispersive individuals can increase overall dispersiveness (‘spatial sorting’) 

7 

  Bet-hedging  Dispersal increases the chance that some offspring will survive given stochastic 

extinction of patches, decreasing fitness variation among patches 

3, 8, 9  

  Inbreeding depression 

(ID) 

ID is the decreased fitness of selfed progeny compared to outcross progeny due to 

expression of deleterious recessive alleles in homozygotes.  When local populations 

are inbred, ID selects for increased dispersal to avoid inbreeding 

10, 11, 12 

 Select against dispersal  

  Energetic cost Cost of dispersal structures (or of dispersing, for animals) 

  Dispersal mortality Risk of mortality during dispersal 

9, 13, 14 
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  Risk of reduced fitness Risk of landing in less suitable habitat, including moving away from areas of local 

adaptation or mutualistic associations (e.g. pollinators, mycorrhizae)  

 

  Mate limitation Long-distance dispersers may land in areas with few outcross mates leading to 

reduced seed production in obligate outcrossers and increased selfing and 

consequent inbreeding depression in facultatively selfing species 

15, 16 

Mating Systems   

 Select for selfing  

  Transmission 

advantage 

Selfed progeny receive two copies of parental alleles whereas outcross progeny 

receive only one 

17 

  Reproductive 

assurance (RA) 

Selfing allows seed production when outcross mates or pollen vectors are scarce or 

lacking 

18, 19 

 Select against selfing  

  Inbreeding depression (ID)  

  Genetic load Higher frequency of deleterious recessive alleles increases ID 20 

  Expression of load   

      i) environment Harsher environment increases the expression of deleterious mutations thereby 

increasing ID 

21, but see 

22 

        ii) competitors If selfed individuals compete mostly with other selfed individuals ID and hence the 

disadvantage of being selfed decreases 

23 
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Table 3-1b) 
  Dispersal     Mating system 

Pattern 

Effect on 

dispersal Mechanism(s)   

Effect on 

selfing Mechanism(s) 

Kin structuring        

(average relatedness 

increases with 

proximity) 

positive Increases probability that 

competitors are kin, increasing the 

inclusive-fitness benefit of 

dispersing 5, 11 

 equivocal Increases probability that outcross mates are 

related, reducing a) the fitness differential 

between selfed and outcrossed progeny 

(effective ID), and b) the transmission 

advantage of selfing25  

Spatial isolation       

(increased distance or 

matrix inhospitality 

between patches) 

negative Increases risk of landing in 

unsuitable habitat 9  

 positive Decreases inter-patch pollinator movement, 

which would increase a) importance of RA18,19 

and/or b) kin structuring, which might decrease 

expression of ID25 (see above) 

Temporal variability 

(increased extinctions) 

positive Increases bet-hedging benefit of 

dispersal 8, 9, 24 

 positive If results in pollinator variability, increases 

fitness value of RA16  

Density within 

populations / patches 

positive Dispersal reduces competition  negative Mates readily available (decreasing importance 

of RA)19, increased intraspecific competition 

(increasing ID)16,19  

Environmental 

harshness  

(temporary or chronic) 

neutral to 

negative 

a) Neutral or b) negative via 

increased cost26 or decreased plant 

size (dispersal change by-product) 

  negative Generally increases expression of ID, selecting 

for outcrossing 27  

1) Janzen 1970, 2) Connell 1971, 3) Venable & Brown 1988, 4) Denno & Roderick 1992, 5) Hamilton & May 1977, 6) Poethke et al. 2007, 7) 
Shine, Brown & Phillips 2011, 8) McPeek & Holt 1992, 9) Travis & Dytham 1999, 10) Bengtsson 1978, 11) Gandon 1999, 12) Morgan 2002, 13) 
Cousens et al. 2008, 14) Bonte et al. 2012; 15) Cheptou 2004, 16) Lloyd 1980, 17) Fisher 1941, 18) Lloyd 1992, 19) Morgan et al. 2005, 20) 
Charlesworth and Charlesworth 1987, 21) Fox and Reed 2010, 22) Cheptou and Donohue 2011, 23) Cheptou and Schoen 2003, 24) Poethke et al. 
2003, 25) Yahara 1992, 26) Dytham 2009, 27) Fox & Reed 2010 
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Table 3-2. Environmental determinants of range limits 

Proximate mechanisms for range limits (RL) in a homogenous environment (1) and along environmental gradients (2-4).  We consider both local 

effects (column 3) and regional effects (column 5) of each scenario on dispersal evolution.  λ is the finite population growth rate (populations are 

self-sustaining at λ≥1).  When RL occur across gradients we point out where the RL lies relative to the niche limit (NL, defined as the farthest 

reachable place on the gradient where λ=1 and beyond which λ<1).  In all scenarios we predict whether dispersal should be elevated or reduced at 

the range edge vs. range core vs. (where applicable) sink populations maintained beyond the NL.   

  

Cause of range 

limit 

Range limit ignoring 

dispersal 

Local selection on 

dispersal approaching 

the range limit   

Effect of 

dispersal on 

range limit 

Broader-scale selection on dispersal 

approaching and beyond the range limit 

1) Environmental barrier     

 

 Sharp boundary to 

suitable habitat defines 

RL  

Negative: dispersal 

beyond range results in 

zero fitness 

Core1 > Edge 

 None None 

2) Environmental gradient in habitat quality     

 

a) Deterministic 

niche constraints 

(continuous habitat, 

no stochasticity)  

RL occurs where 

populations no longer 

self-sustaining 

RL = NL 

Negative: dispersal 

beyond range results in 

zero fitness 

Core > Edge 

 Sink populations 

maintained by 

dispersal 

populations even 

where λ < 12  

RL > NL 

Sink populations sustained by 

dispersive individuals (spatial sorting 

for increased dispersal), but dispersal 

into sink selected against at edge due to 

low sink fitness 

Core > Edge < Sink 
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b) Add 

demographic 

stochasticity to 2a  

Increased stochastic 

extinction occurs 

towards RL where mean 

λ is low but still ≥ 1 

RL < NL 

Neutral: increased 

spatial variability in 

competition intensity 

but no net selection on 

dispersal 

Core > Edge (as in 2a) 

 Dispersal rescues 

edge populations 

thereby 

extending RL 

RL ≤ NL3  

Rescue generates spatial sorting for 

increased dispersal 

Core < Edge 

 

c) Add 

environmental 

stochasticity to 2a 

or 2b 

Same effect on RL as 

demographic 

stochasticity 

Neutral: increased 

temporal variability 

selects for dispersal 

but effect is unilateral 

across range 

Core > Edge 

 Rescue effect as 

in 2b 

Rescue effect as in 2b 

 

d) Add habitat 

patchiness to 2b or 

2c 

Finite patches limits N, 

thus increasing 

stochastic extinction 

where mean λ is low but 

still ≥1 

RL << NL 

Negative: increased 

risk of landing in 

unsuitable habitat 

and/or mortality 

during dispersal     

Core > Edge 

 Rescue (as 

above) but 

success of 

dispersal reduced 

RL ≤ NL 

Spatial sorting for increased dispersal 

Core < Edge 

3) Environmental gradient in stochasticity (temporal variation in environment)  

 

Increasing temporal 

variation in 

environmental 

conditions towards 

RL (habitat 

Temporal variation 

increases stochastic 

extinction towards RL 

RL << NL 

Positive: increased 

temporal variation 

selects for increased 

dispersal  (bet 

hedging) 

 Increased  

frequency of 

recolonization 

and/or rescue  

RL < NL 

Strong spatial sorting for increased 

dispersal  

Core < Edge 
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continuous or 

patchy) 

Core < Edge 

4) Environmental gradient in habitat patchiness    

 

a) Patch size 

declines towards 

RL 

N decreases, thus 

stochastic extinction 

increases towards RL 

RL << NL  

Negative: increased 

interspersion of 

suitable and unsuitable 

habitat increases risk 

of dispersal 

Core > Edge 

 Rescue and 

recolonization of 

vacant patches 

RL ≤ NL 

Rescue and recolonization exert spatial 

sorting for increased dispersal4  

Core < Edge 

 

b) Increased patch 

isolation toward RL 

via reduction in 

patch proximity or 

permeability of the 

matrix between 

patches  

Rescue and 

recolonization of 

patches decreases 

towards RL 

RL << NL 

Negative: increased 

cost of dispersal 

Core > Edge 

 Increased rescue 

and 

recolonization 

RL ≤ NL 

Longer distance between patches 

intensifies spatial sorting for increased 

dispersal Core < Edge 

 
1 ‘core’ means toward, but not necessarily at, the range center. If, as the abundant center model proposes, range centre occurs in the highest quality 

habitat, dispersal away from the center always reduces fitness, hence there should be selection for reduced dispersal at the very center of the range. 
2 The expectation that some dispersal will yield demographic sink populations assumes that conditions beyond the RL allow for establishment. 
3 In this case RL could be anywhere relative to the NL depending on the strength of dispersal (RL < NL given low dispersal or high stochasticity, 

RL > NL given strong dispersal and/or low stochasticity). 
4 An environmental gradient in habitat patchiness invokes metapopulation models of range limits. In this context, spatial sorting for dispersal might 

be referred to as between-deme selection for dispersal. 
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Table 3-3. Predicted patterns of dispersal evolution across species’ ranges 

‘Dispersal pattern’ indicates whether evolved dispersal rates or distances at range edges (E) are 

greater than, equivalent to, or less than those in the range core (C).  ‘Type of gradient’ indicates 

the parameters used in spatial models to generate declining population viability towards range 

limits (contrasting predictions are sometimes generated from the same model when considering 

different gradients).  Models of expanding range fronts are considered ‘invasions’ if there is no 

environmental gradient and simulations are seeded by a few individuals not at evolutionary 

equilibrium, and ‘shifting native ranges’ if they occur across an environmental gradient and 

populations are allowed to reach equilibrium before the shift begins.  Models without range limits 

(i.e. all model space is occupied) are not considered.  References for simulation models and 

empirical examples are, to our knowledge, exhaustive.  Most models are individual-based 

spatially explicit simulation models that model demography and patch occupancy; other types are 

denoted with superscripts: * simulation and § analytical models that do not consider demographic 

parameters,  conceptual (verbal) models. 

 

Range structure   Range 

trajectory  Theoretical predictions 

   Dispersal pattern Type of gradient 

Empirical support for 

pattern 

Stable Homogenous island   

  E < C None 1,2*,3 None 

 Environmental gradient   

 

 

E < C Any 1, dispersal cost 3,4,5, 

growth rate 5 

None 

  E = C Death rate 3 Crickets 15 

  E > C Habitat turnover 3,5,6, 

carrying capacity 3,5, birth 

rates 3 

Dune plant 17 

Expanding Invasion    

 

 

E > C Any 8, none 7,9,10*-14,  

habitat isolation 7, dispersal 

cost 5,  

K 5, growth rate 5, habitat 

Aster 18, beetles19,20, 

toads 14,21 
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turnover 5 

 Shifting native range   

 

 

E > C Any 8§§, habitat (relative to 

local adaptation, but no 

overall decline in quality) 13 

Pine 22,  

butterfly 7, damselfly 
23, crickets 14, 24, 25,  

ants 26 

Contracting Shifting native range   

    

E < C Habitat isolation 15, 

Greater generalization at E 

vs. C16 

None 

 

 

E = C but both 

increase with time 

Equal local adaptation at E 

and C16 

None 

 

 

E > C Greater local adaptation at 

E vs. C16 

None 

 

Theory: 1) MacArthur 1972, 2) Gros, Poethke & Hovestadt 2006*, 3) Dytham 2009, 4) Kubisch, 

Poethke & Hovestadt 2011, 5) Kubisch, Hovestadt & Poehtke 2010, 6) Travis & Dytham 1999, 7) 

Hughes, Dytham & Hill 2007, 8) Holt 2003, 9) Travis & Dytham 2002, 10) Bénichou et al. 

2012§, 11) Travis et al. 2009, 12) Burton, Phillips & Travis 2010, 13) Phillips 2012, 14) Phillips 

et al. 2008, 15) Simmons & Thomas 2004, 16) this paper (see Contracting range limits) 

Empirical examples: 17) Darling, Samis & Eckert 2008, 18) Monty & Mahy 2010, 19) Niemela 

& Spence 1991, 20) Niemela & Spence 1999, 21) Phillips et al. 2006, 22) Cwynar & MacDonald 

1987, 23) Hassall, Thompson & Harvey 2008, 24) Thomas et al. 2001, 25) Hockirch & Damerau 

2009, 26) Léotard et al. 2009.  
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Figure 3-1. Conceptual model of dispersal evolution at a contracting range limit given local 

adaptation to the shifting environmental gradient 

Dispersal evolution at a range limit contracting in response to rising temperature. Range is pictured 

as a grid (extending upwards and sideways for many cells), across which temperature (square colour) 

varies. Each cell supports two adults. Organisms (circles) are annuals with genetically-determined 

dispersal strategies (disperse, D, or not) and temperature optima (circle colour). Selection favors 

genotypes whose temperature optima match their cell temperature, but dispersers and non-dispersers 

are equally fit. A) Organisms locally adapted to their cell temperature, dispersers and non-dispersers 

equally represented. B) Post reproduction, dispersers move 1 cell in any direction (25% to warmer 

zone, 25% to cooler zone, 50% laterally), non-disperser progeny remain in their home cell. C) Stable 

conditions: dispersers that moved out of their locally adapted zone are selected against, lateral 

dispersers are present at lower frequencies that non-dispersers, the relative frequency of dispersers 

declines across the range. D) Warming: the lowest latitudes/elevations are no longer within the 

species’ climatic tolerance and the range limit shifts (dashed arrow). E) Non-dispersers are no longer 

adapted to their home temperature and selected against, increasing the frequency of dispersers.
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Chapter 4  Variation in population demography, climate, and the biotic 

environment across the elevational range of Rhinanthus minor suggests 

contrasting niche constraints impose high and low range limits   

4.1 Introduction 

Understanding species distributions has long been a fundamental goal of ecology and 

biogeography (Darwin 1859, MacArthur 1972b).  It is also increasingly relevant to conservation 

efforts that seek to predict how distributions will respond to environmental change (Parmesan et 

al. 2005).  Although some species range limits are imposed by sharp environmental 

discontinuities, such as transitions between land and water, most occur across relatively 

continuous environmental gradients (Gaston 2003), where habitat just beyond the range does not 

differ strongly from habitat at the range edge.  Identifying the constraints to species distributions 

therefore requires an understanding of how population demography responds to continuous 

environmental gradients, especially at the range limit itself.   

Range limits can be imposed by environmental gradients in habitat quality or availability.  

Habitat quality gradients occur when habitat suitability for the species in question declines until 

individual fitness is too low for populations to be self-sustaining (net reproductive rate <1).  The 

species’ range limit occurs at this point (the niche limit), or is modified by dispersal (Holt 2003).  

Dispersal can extend the range by maintaining sink populations beyond species’ niche limits, or 

constrain the range in temporally variable environments if species cannot recolonize normally 

suitable edge habitat between occasional bad years (Pulliam 2000, Hargreaves & Eckert 2014, 

Hargreaves et al. 2014).  Range limits caused by niche constraints are characterized by declines in 

individual or population performance toward the range limit (Sexton et al. 2009). Alternatively 
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(or additionally), ranges might overlie gradients in habitat availability, such that habitat patches 

become less frequent, smaller, or less accessible (i.e. harder to disperse amongst) toward range 

limits (Holt et al. 2005).  If populations are subject to periodic extinction, declining habitat 

availability can slow recolonization, generating range limits where recolonization cannot keep 

pace with extinction (Carter & Prince 1981).  Often referred to as meta-population range limits, 

such limits are characterized by patchy habitat availability (at least toward range edges) and the 

existence of suitable habitat patches beyond the range, and do not necessarily predict declines in 

individual performance towards the range limit (Carter & Prince 1981, Lennon et al. 1997).   

Importantly, both habitat quality and availability gradients can result in a bell-shaped 

distribution of population-density across the range, known as the abundant centre distribution 

(Brown 1984, Lennon et al. 1997).  Although coincidence of peak abundance with the literal 

range centre is perhaps unlikely and has been disproven for many species (Gaston 2009a), the 

prediction of small edge populations has had an important impact on thinking regarding range 

limits, especially their evolutionary maintenance (Sagarin & Gaines 2002).  First, beneficial new 

mutations or character combinations needed to expand species ranges via local adaptation are less 

likely to arise and more likely to be lost by genetic drift in small edge populations (Hoffmann & 

Blows 1994, Eckert et al. 2008).  Second, by definition edge populations can only receive gene 

flow laterally (from other edge populations), or from more central populations, which may bias 

their genetic makeup toward characteristics better suited to the range centre (Sexton et al. 2011).  

Declining population size (or reproductive success) toward range limits would exacerbate any 

such maladaptive gene flow, and has been proposed to explain why edge populations at stable 

range limits fail to adapt to conditions beyond the range (Antonovics 1976, Kirkpatrick & Barton 

1997).  More relevant for the ecological maintenance of range limits, small populations are often 

associated with lower individual quality, through fixation of deleterious alleles via drift and 

increased risk of inbreeding (Reed 2005).  Thus, individuals from small edge populations may 
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also be the least able to colonize already suitable habitat beyond the range, potentially inhibiting 

range shifts (Antonovics 1976, Hargreaves & Eckert 2014). 

Studies seeking to test the abundant centre model (ACM; here referring to performance 

declines toward range limits, rather than peak performance in the precise range centre per se) or 

assess whether range limits are imposed by niche constraints typically survey natural populations 

at varying distances from range edges, and test for declines in individual (e.g. reproductive 

success, size, survival) or population performance (e.g. size, abundance, density; Abeli et al. 

2014).  Although this approach has been used for many years, few studies sample across an entire 

range, as needed to adequately assess geographic patterns (Sagarin & Gaines 2002).  Existing 

tests, including those that sample only a portion of the range, show mixed support for the ACM.   

A comprehensive 2002 review found that only 39% of 145 tests (from only 22 studies) found the 

expected ACM pattern (Sagarin & Gaines 2002).  More recent reviews found that population size 

often met ACM assumptions, but that other parameters, including density and components of 

individual fitness, did not (Sexton et al. 2009, Abeli et al. 2014).  Frequent departures from the 

ACM may reflect inadequate sampling (most studies failed to collect range-wide data and 

adequately replicate the range edge; Sagarin & Gaines 2002, Sexton et al. 2009), but may also 

reflect contrasting patterns among response parameters.  For example, if individual fitness 

declines as conspecific density increases (negative density dependence), the two might show 

contrasting geographic patterns, e.g. a peak in density in the range centre might dampen or even 

depress individual performance at the range centre.  Thus detection of a true abundant centre 

distribution requires measurement of both population metrics (size, density) and individual 

performance across a species’ range to obtain an integrated estimate of habitat quality and 

population performance (e.g. Samis & Eckert 2007).   
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An even stronger approach than simply collecting better observational data is to conduct 

concurrent transplant experiments that assess individual performance while controlling for 

density.  Perhaps surprisingly, given the long-standing and recently reinvigorated interest in range 

limits (Sexton et al. 2009), transplant experiments comparing success at multiple sites toward 

range limits remain rare.  Our exhaustive review of transplant experiments across species range 

limits found that only seven of 42 studies transplanted multiple source populations into their 

home environment at both range-edge and more internal sites (Hargreaves et al. 2014).  Among 

these there was no overall decline in performance from the range centre to edge (Hargreaves et al. 

2014).  Studies that combine transplants with natural population surveys are rarer still, but reveal 

the power of this approach.  For example, range-wide surveys of the annual dune plant  

Camissoniopsis cheiranthifolia found that seed production per unit area was highest in the range 

centre, as predicted by the ACM (Samis & Eckert 2007).  However, transplant fitness actually 

increased toward the northern range limit, revealing that declining habitat quality cannot explain 

either the abundant centre distribution or the northern range limit, and that the mechanisms 

underlying both are more complicated than suggested by surveys alone (Samis & Eckert 2007, 

Samis & Eckert 2009).  

Finally, the power of any approach to understand a given range limit improves with 

increasing temporal and spatial scale.  Spatial scale includes not only sampling multiple sites 

within, and ideally across, a species’ range, as mentioned above, but replication of sites at 

different locations within the range (Hargreaves et al. 2014).  Without replication, detected 

differences among range locations (e.g. central vs. edge) may reflect idiosyncratic differences 

among sites or regional clusters of sites, rather than general patterns underlying the broader range 

limit.  Similarly, without temporal replication normally sustainable populations may appear to be 

demographic sinks in unusually bad years, while true demographic sinks may appear self-

sustaining in unusually good years.  Conversely, range limits may be strongly influenced by 
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unusual years, depending on the life history and dispersal ability of the species in question 

(Hargreaves et al. 2014).  An annual with little seed bank and poor dispersal may be unable to 

recolonize normally suitable habitat between occasional bad years, whereas a high-dispersal 

perennial may extend its range into normally unsuitable habitat if occasional good years lessen 

constraints on the limiting life stage (e.g. seed germination).  Temporal replication not only 

increases the likelihood of sampling average conditions, and of detecting the influence of unusual 

years, but enables assessment of whether population demography is more variable at range limits, 

as predicted in metapopulation models (Carter & Prince 1981). 

For conservation management, which increasingly must predict where species will persist 

in a future altered by climate change and shifting ranges of both native and invasive species, it is 

important to extend beyond whether range limits involve niche constraints to identifying the 

niche constraints involved (Davis et al. 1998, Brooker et al. 2007).  One approach is to assess 

multiple life history stages and identify those that most limit performance toward range limits 

(Angert 2006).  In species with seasonal life history stages (e.g. an annual plant), identifying the 

stage(s) at which performance is limited in turn suggests which seasonal factor(s) might be 

limiting, (e.g. minimum winter temperatures vs. herbivory during the growing season).  

Monitoring aspects of the environment (abiotic and biotic) can then confirm whether suspected 

factors increase in intensity toward range limits.  Comparing patterns of density, individual 

performance in naturally-occurring populations, and density-independent performance of 

transplants can also provide insight into the type of environmental gradient involved (Caughley et 

al. 1988).  A gradual decline in all three toward a range limit suggests an environmental gradient 

that is not modifiable by the species in question (e.g. climate, water), whereas a gradual decline in 

density without a decline in individual performance might imply a gradient imposed by a 

competitively-used resource (e.g. light for plants, nesting cavities for some animals, assuming 

density reflects resource availability) or density-dependent antagonists (e.g. host-specific 
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predator, pathogen) (Caughley et al. 1988).  Thus the type of niche constraint imposing a range 

limit may explain exceptions to the predicted pattern of declining population and individual 

performance at range limits.   

Empirically establishing which niche constraints impose a given range limit is time 

consuming and impractical for all species, thus theory that predicts across taxa when and where 

certain factors (e.g. climate) will be important would aid a general ecological understanding of 

range limits.  One long-standing conjecture posits that climate is more important at species’ high 

latitude and elevation range limits (which are concurrently predicted to be more abiotically 

stressful and less rich in species and biomass), while biotic interactions such as competition and 

predation (herbivory) may predominate at its lower, more climatically benign and species-rich 

limits (Darwin 1859, MacArthur 1972b, Normand et al. 2009).  This hypothesis has received 

increased attention recently due to its implications for climate-change induced range shifts, but to 

date has generally been tested by comparing broad geographic patterns across the distributions of 

many species (Normand et al. 2009, Sunday et al. 2012, Hargreaves et al. 2014).  If lower limits 

are indeed more climatically benign but competitive, then according to Caughley et al.’s 

hypothesis one might expect contrasting patterns in individual performance vs. population density 

toward upper vs. lower range limits, with declines in both parameters toward upper limits, and 

declines in density without strong declines in individual performance toward lower limits.  

Herbivory has also been suggested to increase along productivity gradients (Schemske et al. 

2009), and constrain the lower limit of some montane species (Bruelheide & Scheidel 1999).  

Empirical assessments of contrasting range limits for individual species provide an important, but 

to date rare, test of these hypotheses (e.g. Barton 1993, Samis & Eckert 2007). 

Here I assess plant density, density-dependent lifetime reproductive success, and density-

independent emergence and survival to reproduction, in natural populations of an annual herb, 
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Rhinanthus minor, across its elevational range in the Rocky Mountains of Alberta, Canada.  

Density and lifetime reproductive success were surveyed in natural plant populations.  Surveys 

span four generations across four replicate elevation transects and include both elevational range 

limits, making this one of the most spatially and temporally well-replicated demographic data sets 

of its kind.  Seed transplants were conducted to assess success at early life history stages, 

enabling a complete assessment of lifetime fitness and density-independent success.  The scope of 

this data enables assessment of whether the species conforms to the expectations of the ACM, and 

the consistency of demographic patterns among years and range locations.  Finally, I quantify 

aspects of the abiotic environment (growing season length and growing degree days (GDD), 

winter and summer temperature, winter snow pack) and biotic environment (vegetation height to 

assess light competition, insect and mammal herbivory).  These data are used to generate two 

estimates of population productivity (net reproductive rate and seeds produced/m2), enabling 

assessment of whether range limits overlie and potentially coincide with niche limits, which niche 

constraints are involved, and whether these differ between range limits. 

4.2 Methods 

4.2.1 Study species and location 

Rhinanthus minor L (Orobanchaceae) is an annual herb with little seed bank, native to open, 

grassy areas in Europe and North America (Westbury 2004). It is a facultative root hemiparasite, 

obtaining nutrients, but rarely photosynthate, from a broad range of >50 host spp., primarily 

grasses and legumes (Westbury 2004, Cameron et al. 2006).  Plants generally parasitize >1 host 

simultaneously (Gibson & Watkinson 1989), but do not seem to forage for hosts selectively 

(Saona 2002).  Plants do parasitize conspecifics (Gibson & Watkinson 1989), and so their fitness 

might be expected to be negatively density dependent.  Rhinanthus minor grows on a wide range 

of soils, often in gently disturbed areas such as hay fields or road sides, but is sensitive to drought 
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(Westbury 2004).  Stems are erect and each stem node produces a pair of leaves.  Each leaf axil 

can produce either a flower bud or secondary stem.  In our study area R. minor flowers are visited 

almost exclusively by bumble bees (Bombus spp.), but can produce a full complement of viable 

seeds via autonomous self-pollination without pollinators (Hargreaves et al. in review).  Fruits 

develop within an inflated calyx, and produce a median of 10 (max. 18) flat seeds, 2-3 mm 

across.  Seeds are gravity dispersed (max. distance <2 m; Gibson 1986 PhD thesis cited in, 

Westbury 2004), but when wet can adhere to a variety of surfaces, including deer hide, for >100 

m (Murphy L, Hargreaves AL, Eckert CG unpublished undergraduate research project).  Wet 

seeds occasionally stick to the outside of caylxes where they could come in contact with passing 

ungulates, so may undergo rare long-distance dispersal events. 

Rhinanthus populations in the Rocky Mountains of south-western Alberta, Canada (south 

of 51° 30’) were studied from June to October in 2010 - 2013. To estimate the species’ 

elevational range limits in this area, I obtained all available herbarium records for Alberta 

(Appendix B1), and searched for populations along most accessible roads and many hiking trails 

(>1000 search hours).  Herbarium records and populations located during fieldwork are mapped 

in Fig. 4-1.  Herbarium records south of 52° in Alberta range from 1000 to 2250 m.a.s.l. 

(henceforth simply m), and are clustered in the foothills region, with one exception from an 

unspecified location around Drumheller (~720 m; Fig. 4-1).  Field observations confirmed this 

upper elevation limit, and no plants were seen above tree line.  However, despite extensive 

searching, only one population was found below 1300 m (1270 m).  Thus 1300 m appears to be 

the lower limit of the continuous range and 1000 m the lower range limit. 

4.2.2 Transects 

I established four elevation transects (each separated by >20 km), each along a consistent aspect, 

of ≥ 4 R. minor populations from valley bottom (the lowest located populations) to tree line (the 
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upper range limit); Nakiska ski area (NK), hwy 532 to Hailstone butte (HB), Fortress ski area 

(FT), and the Moose Mountain access road and hiking trail (MT). Elevational ‘populations’ were 

generally relatively discrete R. minor patches, either bounded within discrete habitat patches 

(meadows or fields in a forested matrix) and/or separated from other R. minor patches by ≥ 100 m 

of mostly unoccupied habitat.  However, all populations were within 500 m of other R. minor 

populations and so are likely not genetically isolated.  Potential habitat (open areas with grasses 

and legumes) occurred above the range limit on all transects. 

Transects spanned multiple land-uses (Table 4-1).  Populations above 1400 m were in 

protected but mixed-use areas. Nakiska ski runs were cleared in 1982 from coniferous forests, but 

there are natural meadows with R. minor populations on other aspects of the same mountain up to 

tree line.  Fortress ski runs were cleared in the late 1960’s.  Mid (1750 m) and low-elevation 

(1360 and 1550 m) populations on HB and MT transects were grazed by cattle each year, and 

ranching has been ongoing in both areas since the late 1800s or early 1900s (Tosh 1975, 

University of Alberta 2005).  The timing of cattle access is managed by fences and cattle grates 

and grazing generally took place after R. minor began setting seed.  However, cattle breached a 

fence in 2012 enabling early access to HB-1360 m, and a major 2013 flood washed out fences 

along hwy 532 and sections of the road itself (Alberta Government 2013), allowing early cattle 

access to all sites along HB although cattle never bothered to go above 1900 m.  

Most populations were surveyed each year, with exceptions due to constraints on time 

and site accessibility (Table 4-1).  In 2011 the NK-1450 and 1750 m sites were expanded to 

include adjacent clearings; reproductive success did not differ statistically within elevations 

among newly vs. previously surveyed areas but was slightly higher in the newly added clearings, 

which may partially account for the lower detected seed output in 2010.  In 2013 I found and 

surveyed two new low-elevation populations, which extended the NK and FT transects.  Sites lost 
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to cattle or mowing in 2013 were replaced with the nearest population at an equivalent elevation 

(Table 4-1).  Reproductive success at NK-1825 m was low compared to similar elevations at MT 

and HB; to test whether this reflected transect differences (vs. poor site-quality at NK-1825), a 

site at 1850 m on the same aspect but a different ski-hill run was surveyed in 2013 (Table 4-1). 

4.2.3 Climate data 

Along NK and HB transects I installed a HOBO Pro v2 2-channel External Temperature Logger 

(Onset Computer Corp.) at most survey sites and sites above R. minor’s range in fall 2010, and 

sites at and below the lower range limit (as estimated from herbarium records) in fall 2011.  

HOBO sensors were suspended in white PVC tube (12 cm long, 2.5 cm diameter) to shield them 

from direct sun, and placed on the ground.  HOBOs suffered from wire destruction by mammals 

and occasional mechanical failure, so data coverage varies among sites.  In 2012 iButton 

temperature sensors (Maxim Integrated) were installed at sites along all transects except FT.  

iButtons were surrounded with 2 mm of Styrofoam (two circles cut from picnic plates on each 

side) and secured with white electrical tape to 8” nails, which were pushed upright into the 

ground so that iButtons were 2 cm above the ground, facing north.  iButtons were placed beside 

HOBO temperature sensors to calculate the difference in iButton vs. HOBO measurements, with 

additional iButtons placed in some sites.  HOBOs were set to record every hour, whereas iButtons 

were set to record every hour during the growing season and every 4 h during the winter to 

preserve memory.  

From HOBO and iButton data and field observations of snow melt, I calculated 

temperature and snow parameters for each site for each year.  For each growing season I 

determined the length, growing degree days (GDD), and summer temperatures.  Plants were 

unaffected by being buried in snow for up to 2 d and did not show consistent damage after light 

frosts.  I therefore considered the growing season to be bounded by either a hard frost (≤ -4 ˚C) or 
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an insulating snowpack lasting ≥3 d (indicated by a constant temperature from -1 to 1 ˚C over 24 

hours).  Hard frosts killed leaf and flower tissue as well as calyxes, but did not always harm 

developing seeds if they were close to maturation.  The estimated growing season is therefore that 

of photosynthetic tissue and flowers, and seed maturation may extend beyond this.  GDD were 

calculated for each day as the average of the maximum and minimum temperatures – 10 ˚C (i.e. 

(Tmax-Tmin)/2 – 10), where the maximum temperature was capped at 30 ˚C because plants do not 

generally grow faster >30 ˚C, and the minimum temperature was capped at 10 ˚C (Womach 

2005).  The total GDD were calculated both for the estimated growing season (i.e. the frost and 

snow-free period defined above) and, in case GDD beyond these dates contribute to R. minor 

growth or seed development, for the entire calendar year.  Finally, the average daily maximum 

and minimum temperatures were calculated for July; July was chosen as all sites are active this 

month, whereas low sites have finished by August and high sites are often still snow covered in 

June.  For each winter I calculated the absolute minimum temperature close to ground level, the 

mean minimum daily temperature from December through February, and the days of insulating 

(i.e. substantial depth) snow pack.  Insulating snowpack was defined as days in which the 

temperature remained between 2 and -5 °C, and did not vary by >5 °C.  Snowpack protects the 

ground from desiccation and its melt contributes greatly to spring soil moisture, so sites with 

greater snow pack may have higher winter and spring soil moisture.  As HOBO and iButton 

coverage varied among sites and years, I averaged parameters from the two when both were 

available.  HOBOs tended to measure slightly higher maximum temperatures, presumably (and 

ironically) due to heating of air within the solar-radiation shields around the sensors.  To improve 

comparability among years, I calculated the difference between iButton and HOBO 

measurements when both were available (i.e. an iButton had been placed beside a working 

HOBO probe), and used this to standardize iButton-only measurements from that site.  Each 

climate datum is given with the instrument(s) used to generate it. 
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4.2.4 Random plant surveys  

At each site I quantified individual performance, biotic and abiotic damage, and surrounding 

conspecific density for ≥30 randomly selected focal plants, and estimated overall density and 

population size. Populations were surveyed after flowering had finished (with the occasional 

exception of late secondary flowers) so seeds could be counted.  I assessed performance by 

measuring plant size (height, total leaf nodes), and reproductive success (fruits and viable 

seeds/fruit for a sample of ~25% of fruits/plant).  Seeds with a blackened centre or exterior mould 

never germinated in greenhouse trials and were counted as failed.  For each plant I estimated 

lifetime seed production (total fruits x mean viable seed/fruit).  In case later fruits produce fewer 

seeds, I counted seeds on a representative sample of fruits within stems (ca. every other node); in 

2010 fruits were counted in proportion to the abundance of primary vs. secondary stems, and in 

subsequent years I kept track of the stem from which fruits were collected, calculated seed 

production separately for primary and secondary stems, and added the two.  I counted the R. 

minor plants within a 1 m radius of each focal plant (density, converted to plants/m2).  As 

individual fitness may not reflect site quality if fitness is negatively density dependent, or if the 

two covary negatively with another environmental variable, a measure of overall productivity was 

calculated as lifetime seed production x local density for each focal plant (converted to seeds/m2).  

Finally, population size was estimated by counting the plants in a 4x50 m transect through the 

densest part of the population, and estimating how many such transects (given density variation 

and total population area) made up the population; as estimates are necessarily approximate they 

are made on a categorical a log10 scale (50-100, 100-500, 500-1000 etc).   

I quantified two aspects of the biotic environment: herbivory and surrounding vegetation 

height, the latter serving as a metric of both host health and interspecific competition.  I counted 

the leaves remaining on each focal plant (older leaves are dropped as plants mature), leaves and 

reproductive structures with herbivory, and noted plants whose tops had been browsed by 
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ungulates (deer, elk, bighorn sheep) or small mammals.  For plants retaining >10% of their leaves 

I calculated the proportion of leaves with herbivory.  In 2013 I measured the vegetation height 

within 10 cm of each focal plant along HB, NK and MT transects.  I measured the estimated 

mean height (location of the mean was determined visually) and the maximum height.  The two 

measures are correlated (Pearson correlation r = +0.65, t603 = 20.8, P < 0.0001), so only mean 

vegetation height is presented.  

4.2.5 Density-independent emergence and survival to reproduction 

As natural plant surveys only included plants that survived to produce seed, I assessed earlier life 

history stages (emergence and survival to seed production) at a subset of sites (low, mid, high, 

and high-range-edge) on NK and HB transects using seed transplants (Table 4-1).  Mature seed 

was collected from >30 donor plants in each population, spaced >1 m apart to increase genetic 

diversity.  Ten viable seeds were selected from each of 30 maternal plants (15 at HB-high-edge as 

few reproductive plants could be found), pooled in an envelope, and used to plant plots of 25 

seeds per site (20 seeds/HB-high-edge plot due to the small size and number of donor plants). 

Plots were placed in vegetation deemed suitable for R. minor and from which naturally occurring 

R. minor had been removed (mostly) before setting seed.  Seeds were planted <40 d after 

collection, in a 5 x 5 cm grid of 1 mm holes made with toothpicks.  The upper left corner of each 

plot was marked with a nail, and the top row, left column and bottom-right seed positions were 

marked with toothpicks so that individual seedlings could be readily located the following spring.  

Samples sizes (number of plots) vary among years and sites.  For 2011, 10 plots were planted per 

population (planted in 2010, monitored in 2011).  For 2012, five extra plots were planted at HB-

low to provide a buffer in case of cattle grazing, but HB-edge was snowed under before plots 

could be planted.  Ten additional plots were planted for experimental manipulations (results not 

discussed in this thesis) at mid sites for 2012 and HB-high for 2012 and 2013; since 
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manipulations began after emergence, manipulated plots are included in tests of emergence but 

not survival to reproduction.  However, due to poor germination of some sources at HB-mid and 

high sites in 2012 (see next Chapter), most experimental plots were retained in the control 

treatment this year.  In 2013 only five plots were planted at low and mid sites (only one at HB-

low due to cattle compaction of the soil).   

Plots were visited beginning in June or July the year after planting, and once every 1-2 

weeks thereafter until plants matured seed.  For each plot I calculated the proportion of seeds to 

emerge, the proportion of emerged plants to survive and produce viable seed, and their product, 

the proportion of seeds planted to produce seed.  Monitoring began too late to catch the earliest 

stages at HB-low in 2011 and 2012, and at HB-mid and NK-low in 2011.  Because missed early 

seedling mortality would bias emergence estimates downwards and survival estimates upwards, I 

standardized emergence among sites within transects and years by excluding plants that had died 

within the first two weeks at higher sites within each year.  Emergence and the proportion of 

plants to set seed are thus comparable among sites within years, but not necessarily between years 

(the proportion of seeds to set seed is fully comparable as it is not biased by early mortality).  To 

estimate the effect of natural herbivory on survival to reproduction, I recorded which plants failed 

to produce seed due to herbivores: plants that died after severe insect or mammal browsing (most 

of plant top consumed), whose reproductive structures were all eaten, or that were recorded 

missing after reaching a size that could not have been missed if they had died from other causes 

(>10 primary nodes or any reproductive structures).  Plants eaten by cattle were excluded from 

analyses of natural herbivory but retained in all other analyses. 

4.2.6 Statistical Analyses 

Analyses were conducted using R (R Core Team 2013; base R and all packge versions 2.15.1).  

Initial models included all possible interactions among factors.  The significance of interactions 
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and main effects was assessed by comparing nested models using likelihood ratio (LR) tests.  The 

difference in log-likelihood between competing models was assumed to follow a χ2 distribution 

(α = 0.05).  Non-significant effects were dropped from models.  For analyses with >2 starting 

parameters (i.e. from which many possible simplified models can be obtained), all possible 

models were initially compared using AIC values, and models within 5 AIC units of the 

minimum AIC model were compared using LR tests (models were always nested in these cases).  

AIC values and LR tests agreed in almost all cases, thus results are robust to the method of model 

discrimination (Appendix B2).  Generalized linear models (GLMs) used their standard link 

function: logit for binomial and quasibinomial error distributions and ln for Poisson and negative 

binomial error distributions (McCullagh & Nelder 1989).  For binomial and Poisson GLMs, 

which assume a dispersion parameter (φ) of 1, φ was calculated for the minimum adequate model 

(Crawley 2013).  Binomial and Poisson models with φ substantially different from 1 (<0.6 or 

>1.3) were re-run using a quasibinomial or negative binomial distribution, respectively (Crawley 

2013). Model fit was confirmed by assessing the relation of residuals vs. fitted values (which 

should be flat with no relation between the variance and mean) and comparing AIC values, with 

smaller AIC indicating better fit (Muenchen 2011).  Significance of terms was then re-tested and 

models further reduced if warranted.  For final models, the data met the assumptions of analyses. 

Range-wide performance: Count data (lifetime seed production, seeds/m2, density) were 

analyzed using GLMs with negative binomial error distributions (glm.nb command, MASS 

package in R, version 2.15.1).  Transects were analyzed separately, testing the effects of year, 

elevation (continuous), elevation2, and their interactions (full model: y ~ yr + elev + yrxelev + 

elev2 + yrxelev2 ; henceforth interactions are written with *, as main effects involved in 

interactions are always included in models: full model y ~ yr*elev + yr*elev2).  To reduce 

collinearity among terms, elevation was centered in quadratic models (Quinn & Keough 2002). 
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Variation in the number of populations surveyed and poor coverage of central elevations in 2011 

and 2012 complicated model selection for the FT transect.  In 2012 only two FT sites were 

sampled so elevation cannot have a quadratic term; in 2011 poor coverage of central elevations 

resulted in poorly constrained quadratic fit lines (central distribution peaks ca. 5x larger than any 

recorded value at FT).  Therefore, if the FT model indicated a significant yr*elev2 interaction, 

years were analyzed separately, eliminating the quadratic term in 2011 and 2012, and an overall 

model was run across years (full model: y ~ elev + elev2).   

Proportional success of planted seeds (seeds to emerge, emerged plants to survive and 

produce seed, seeds to produce seed) and failure due to herbivory were compared among 

elevations within transects using binomial models (glm in MASS package).  As seed plantings 

were only conducted at three elevations along each transect (four at HB in 2011), there was not 

enough coverage to consider elevation as a continuous variable.  Overall models therefore 

included population elevation (site) and year as categorical variables.  Site and year were not fully 

crossed for HB, as transplants were only conducted at HB-high-edge in 2011.  HB performance 

analyses therefore involved two models, one including all years and excluding HB-high-edge, and 

one for 2011 with all sites.  As cattle consumed the only HB-low plot in 2013, herbivory analyses 

involved three models; mid vs. high sites for all years; low, mid and high sites for 2011 and 2012, 

and all sites for 2011. 

Herbivory:  I assessed whether herbivory on natural plants varied among years and with 

elevation.  Mammal herbivory was analyzed as a binary variable (plants with vs. without; because 

mammals remove an unknown portion of the plant the amount of damage cannot be estimated).  

Insect herbivory was analyzed as the proportion of leaf and reproductive structures with 

herbivory.  Both analyses used binomial and quasibinomial models.  At FT, the best insect 

herbivory model had a significant quadratic interaction (yr*elev2), but when years were analysed 
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separately (as done for FT models whenever there was a significant yr*elev2 interaction, see 

above) no model retained this term.  The next best overall model (no quadratic interaction) is 

therefore presented as the best model. 

Within-site patterns: To better evaluate the mechanisms behind performance patterns, I 

tested how seeds/plant, fruits/plant, and mean seeds/fruit varied with plant size (total leaf nodes, 

nL).  To reduce variation from herbivory, response variables included eaten fruits (seed and fruit 

production), eaten seeds (seed production), and excluded plants with >25% of their fruits eaten 

and browsed plants.  Because the goal was to evaluate the relation between size and reproductive 

success and whether these relations vary with elevation, and not to evaluate the effects of location 

or year on reproductive success per se (already explored in lifetime reproductive success analyses 

above), models were run across years and transects.  To avoid spurious correlations due to year or 

transect effects, models were run on the deviance residuals of negative binomial models 

considering transect, year and their interaction.  Residuals were normally distributed, so final 

analyses use linear models.  Models controlled for differences in response variables (seeds/plant, 

fruits/plant, and mean seeds/fruit) among populations by including a random intercept for 

population ID (full model: residuals ~ nL*elev + (1|population), lmer in lme4 package). 

I tested for relations between R. minor performance and characteristics of surrounding 

vegetation.  First I tested whether vegetation height, which would increase competition for light 

but might also indicate higher host quality, varied with elevation (continuous) using a negative 

binomial model for each transect (NK, HB, MT; full model y ~ elev; vegetation heights were only 

measured in 2013 so there is no year effect).  Second, I tested whether vegetation height within 

10 cm of focal R. minor plants was related to the height (in mm to avoid automatic rounding to 

the nearest integer within Poisson analyses), size (total leaf nodes), and density of R. minor.  

Increased light competition might be expected to increase R. minor height (but not necessarily 
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size), if plants grow taller to avoid being shaded, and decrease adult density due to increasing 

seedling mortality.  In contrast, increased host vigour would be expected to increase all three 

parameters (height, size, density).  Analyses controlled for the effect of population by allowing 

the effect of vegetation height to vary among populations as a random effect, using a mixed 

effects model with a Poisson distribution (glmer in lme4 package; full model y ~ veg.height + 

(veg.height|population)).  Finally, I tested whether R. minor height and total seed production were 

density dependent (i.e. varied with local R. minor density; browsed plants were excluded from 

this analysis).  As for analyses comparing plant size and reproductive success, models used the 

residuals from negative binomial models on year, transect and their interaction, and controlled for 

random variation among populations (full model: residuals ~ density*elev + (1|population)).   

4.3 Results 

4.3.1 Climate 

Growing season length, GDD and summer temperature decreased as elevation increased (Table 4-

2).  In all years for which data are available the longest growing seasons with the most GDD and 

highest July temperatures were at and below R. minor’s lower range limit, whereas the shortest 

seasons with the fewest GDD and coldest minimum July temperatures were recorded above R. 

minor’s range, although mean minimum July temperature was lower at HB-high-edge than HB-

above in 2012 and 2013 (Table 4-2).  These patterns were also evident within R. minor’s range 

(Table 4-2), with some exceptions due to topography.  For example, HB-high-edge is directly 

below, and sheltered by, a long rock band.  This increases both snow pack duration and summer 

temperatures, yielding a shorter growing season but often more GDD than at the next highest site, 

HB-high (Table 4-2).  2012 had more GDD than 2011 at all sites for which data are available 

except HB-high, and on average was 62.6 ± SE 18.6 GDD longer.  2013 had fewer GDD than 

2011 at all sites except HB-low, on average 51.4 ± 66.7 fewer GDD. 
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 Differences in winter conditions among sites (Table 4-2) were primarily due to snow 

pack.  Snow pack duration was generally highest at mid and high elevations within R. minor’s 

range, and lowest in prairie sites at and below R. minor’s lower limit and summit sites above its 

upper limit. The minimum temperature recorded during the study was -22°C, but annual minima 

were generally > -15 °C (Table 4-2).  The coldest temperatures occurred at sites with little snow 

pack above and below R. minor’s range (Table 4-2).   

4.3.2 Performance across elevations 

Site productivity, the product of focal plant seed production and surrounding density, showed a 

more consistently hump-shaped distribution (Fig. 4-2) than either of its components (Fig.s 4-3 & 

4), declining toward both upper and lower range limits in most years along most transects (full 

statistical results in Appendix B2, Table B2a).  Lifetime seed production of natural plants varied 

with elevation along the NK, HB and MT transects, but not along FT (Fig. 4-3).  At NK, HB and 

MT, seed production was consistently low at the upper range limit, and was higher but more 

variable toward central and low elevations (Fig. 4-3).   Some years showed a distinctly humped 

distribution consistent with the ACM (e.g. 2010 at HB and MT), indicating highest individual 

success toward the range centre and declining performance toward both range limits, whereas in 

other years fitness was equally high in central and low elevations (e.g. 2012 at HB and MT, Fig. 

4-3).  Seed production was low at the upper range limit of the FT transect as well, but not 

significantly lower than elsewhere along the transect, due partially to the lack of central 

populations to survey and partly to the relatively low success in central populations compared to 

other transects (Fig. 4-3). Density varied with elevation along all transects, but range-wide 

patterns were more variable than those of individual performance both among and within 

transects (Fig. 4-4).  The most common elevational pattern was a hump-shaped distribution, such 

that density was highest in the range centre and declined toward both range limits (NK, FT across 
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years, HB 2013, MT 2011).  However, all possible patterns occurred, including increasing density 

toward the upper (e.g. MT 2013) or lower range limit (e.g. HB 2011).   

Population size estimates, while coarse in scale, suggest population declines toward the 

lower range limits, especially at HB and NK (the lower range limit was not well sampled along 

MT; Table 4-3).  As with density, population sizes at upper range limits vary among transects, 

from consistently very small (HB) to consistently very large (MT; Table 4-3).  Within the broad 

size categories, population size was generally fairly stable across years, as most populations 

remained in the same size category throughout the study.  The noticeable exceptions are the 

dramatic increase from 2010 and 2011 to 2013 at FT-2030 m, which might be attributable to an 

especially long, warm summer in 2012 (see above), and the decline in population size at HB-1500 

from 2012 to 2012.  The low sizes detected at HB-low and mid in 2013 are due to cattle grazing. 

Elevational patterns among earlier life history stages, assessed using transplants of local 

seed along NK and HB transects, varied among life stages and, especially for later stages, among 

years (Fig. 4-5; Appendix B2 Table B2b).  Emergence showed the most consistent elevational 

pattern; although the pattern differed among years for both transects (significant yr*elev 

interaction; Table B2b), emergence was always highest in the range centre, declining to some 

degree toward the upper range limit along both transects and toward lower elevations at NK (Fig. 

4-5A).  The proportion of emerged plants to survive and produce seed varied among years for a 

given site (significant yr*elev; Table B2b; Fig. 4-5B). The most severe example was HB in 2013, 

when cattle severely grazed the low site, killing most plants before they could flower, and the mid 

site, killing most flowering plants before they could produce seed.  The elevational pattern of 

overall success (proportion of seeds that germinated, survived, and produced seed), varied among 

years for both transects (Table B2b), and did not show a clear overall pattern (Fig. 4-5C). 
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Multiplying the mean proportion of seeds to produce seed, estimated from seed 

transplants, and the mean seed production per plant, estimated from natural plant surveys, yields 

an estimate of the net reproductive rate (NRR): seeds produced per seed (female offspring per 

mother; Fig. 4-6).  This estimate includes density dependence in reproductive success but not 

emergence, so only partially accounts for density-dependence within sites.  NRR <1 indicates a 

population declined in a given year.  NRR was generally well above 1, but fell below 1 at HB-

high in 2011, and in 2013 at both mid sites and HB-low (Fig. 4-6).  At NK, NRR was highest in 

the range centre in 2011 and 2012, but lowest in the range centre in 2013 due to poor survival to 

reproduction (Fig. 4-5).  At HB, NRR decreased with increasing elevation in 2011, was hump 

shaped in 2012, and increased toward the upper range limit in 2013, although this was due as 

much to heavy cattle grazing at low and mid sites as to greater success at the high site.  Although 

only one seed plot was planted at HB-low for 2013 (due to soil compaction from cattle in the 

previous year), the effect of cattle grazing was severe across the site.  Indeed, only two natural 

plants were surveyed in 2013 (a few more remained but so did a large bull, so they were not 

surveyed).  Thus the low success of the lone seed plot is fairly representative of dismal success 

across the site that year.   

The proportion of seeds to produce seed generally showed similar patterns to that of adult 

plant density (Appendix B3, Table B3), as might be expected since both are lowered by poor 

germination and survival.  However, there were notable exceptions.  For example, density was 

lower at NK-edge than NK-low in 2011 and 2013, while the opposite was true of proportional 

seed success.   

4.3.3 Within site patterns 

Larger plants produced more seed. After controlling for the interacting effects of year and 

transect and population-specific differences, plant size (total leaf nodes) was positively related to 
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lifetime seed production and this did not vary with elevation (Table B2c).  This was due to 

positive relations between size and both fruits/plant, which were also constant across elevation 

(Table B2c). 

Performance of R. minor was influenced by the characteristics of surrounding vegetation, 

which in turn were influenced by elevation.  Vegetation height declined as elevation increased at 

all three transects where it was measured (Table B2d, Fig. 4-B4). The effect of surrounding 

vegetation height on R. minor height, size, and density varied among populations, as a random 

slopes and intercepts model was supported over a random intercept model in all cases (Table 

B2d).  Increasing height of surrounding vegetation positively affected both the height  (χ2
1,5 = 

18.2, P < 0.0001) and total number of leaf nodes (χ2
1,5 = 4.3, P = 0.038; Table B2d) of focal R. 

minor plants.  Conversely, increasing vegetation height was negatively associated with R. minor 

density (χ2
1,5 = 5.2, P = 0.023).  Performance was negatively associated with conspecific density.  

After controlling for the interacting effects of year and transect, and for variation among 

populations, increasing conspecific density was associated with decreased R. minor height (slope 

± SE: -0.0013 ± 0.0003 cm/plants/m2) and seed production per plant (slope ± SE: -0.0017 ± 

0.0005 seeds/plants/m2), and neither relationship varied with elevation (Table B2d).  

4.3.4 Herbivory 

Both insect and mammal herbivory varied with elevation, but elevational patterns were 

inconsistent.  The frequency of wild mammal herbivory (including ungulates, rodents and rabbits, 

but not cattle) seen on natural, reproductive plants declined with increasing elevation at NK and 

FT, but showed all possible elevational patterns between MT and HB (Fig. 4-7).  The elevational 

distribution of insect herbivory varied strongly among years at all transects, and herbivory was 

not consistently higher or lower toward either elevational range limit (Fig. 4-8).  The proportion 

of emerged plants that failed due to natural herbivory (cattle excluded) was highest at the low site 
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of NK (Fig. 4-9, Table B2b); although there was no significant interaction with year, this pattern 

is less convincing for 2012 (Fig. 4-9).  In contrast, there was a consistent but not significant 

pattern of increasing failure due to herbivory toward the upper limit at HB (Fig. 4-9). 

4.4 Discussion 

Multi-generational, spatially replicated, range-wide surveys revealed reasonable support for 

higher performance of R. minor in the centre of its elevational range than at either range limit, as 

predicted by the ACM, as both site–level productivity (seeds produced/m2; Fig. 4-2) and 

estimated net reproductive rate (Fig. 4-6) were highest at mid (i.e. central) elevations for most 

years along most transects.  However, these patterns were much less apparent in the components 

of fitness and demography.  Individual performance (Fig. 4-3) and density (Fig. 4-4) showed 

more variable elevational patterns than their combined measure, as did survival to reproduction 

(Fig. 4-5).  This underscores the importance of measuring both individual success and population 

parameters to evaluate site quality (Abeli et al. 2014), and of estimating lifetime fitness rather 

than components of lifetime fitness to assess performance (Hargreaves et al. 2014).   

 Since the lack of robust tests of the ACM was pointed out a decade ago (Sagarin & 

Gaines 2002, Gaston 2003), a growing number of studies have tested its predictions more 

comprehensively, using multiple sites distributed from the range centre to edge and assessments 

of both population and individual performance (Sagarin et al. 2006).  Comprehensive studies on 

plants have found contrasting patterns.  For some species, population size and/or density and 

individual reproductive success all decline toward elevational or latitudinal range limits (Jump & 

Woodward 2003, Vaupel & Matthies 2012), whereas for others none of these parameters decline 

(Ribeiro & Fernandes 2000, Herlihy & Eckert 2005, Dixon et al. 2013).  Other studies, like this 

one, revealed contrasting patterns among different parameters, such that site-level productivity, 

the true test of the ACM, decreased toward range margins despite no decline in individual fitness 
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or density (Samis & Eckert 2007), or showed no decline despite declines in some component 

parameters (Yakimowski & Eckert 2007).  Only one of these studies compared contrasting range 

limits, and as in this study found contrasting patterns in density, which declined toward the 

southern but not the northern limit of C. cheiranthifolia (Samis & Eckert 2007).  As with most 

biological phenomena, it is studies of lower elevations (and latitudes) that are most lacking. 

 Declining population performance toward both the upper and lower range limit of R. 

minor suggests that both limits involve significant (although potentially different) niche 

constraints.  Lifetime reproductive success was low at the upper range limit for every transect in 

every year (Fig. 4-3).  However, toward the lower limit seed production was often as high or 

higher than that in central elevations, and appeared more variable among years and transects (Fig. 

4-3).  In contrast, density declined consistently below 1500 m toward the lower limit, and 

although it generally declined toward the upper limit this appeared more variable among years 

and transects (Fig. 4-4).  These patterns suggest that reproductive success is a major constraint on 

population productivity at the upper range limit, whereas the lower range limit is limited more by 

success at earlier life stages, especially germination and early survival since dead adult plants 

were uncommon in density surveys at the lowest sites.  Caughley et al. (1988) proposed that the 

type of constraint imposing a range limit can be inferred from the combined pattern of density 

and individual performance; a gradual decline in both parameters suggests the constraint is 

climatic, an unmodifiable resource, or a facultative enemy, whereas a gradual decline in density 

without a decline in performance implicates a gradient in a consumptively-used resource, 

assuming populations are roughly at equilibrium with the amount of limiting resource available.  

Although interactions among these factors are presumably common, resulting in a range of 

intermediate patterns (Case et al. 2005), this hypothesis suggests that R. minor’s upper range limit 

is imposed by climate, whereas its lower limit may be imposed by competition. 
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Is R. minor’s upper range limit imposed by climate?  Consistent declines in individual 

reproductive success toward the upper range limit suggest that the success of adult plants is a key 

constraint on this limit, and that reproductive success is constrained by a relatively consistent 

environmental gradient.  GDD are a likely candidate, as they declined consistently toward and 

beyond R. minor’s upper limits (Table 4-2) and determine the growth and reproduction possible 

within a growing season.  Declining GDD toward higher elevations may constrain the number of 

fruits plants are able to produce and mature within a growing season, limiting their reproductive 

success in shorter, colder locations (and years).  Indeed, GDD correlate with the upper elevation 

limit of many plant species (Normand et al. 2009, Ettinger et al. 2011, Halbritter et al. 2013).  

However, data from seed plantings suggest that poor emergence may also play a role in 

constraining the upper range limit, as emergence was significantly lower at high and high-edge 

sites compared to central elevations of both HB and NK transects (Fig. 4-5).  It is unclear what 

climatic attribute might constrain emergence at the upper limit.  Lack of spring soil moisture 

seems unlikely, as HB-high and high-edge sites had the longest lasting snow packs (Table 4- 2) 

but some of the lowest germination rates (Fig. 4-5A).  Nor were winter temperature minima more 

extreme at upper range limit sites than at central or low sites within the range (Table 4- 2).   

 Low emergence of seeds and consistently low performance of adult plants at upper range 

limits could reflect low seed quality, instead of, in addition to, or as a result of low site quality.  

Low seed quality could be genetic, resulting from small population size and resulting drift and 

inbreeding at edge populations (Hoffmann & Blows 1994).  However, performance was not 

consistently related to population size.  For example, seed and plant quality at HB-high-edge, a 

population of 10’s of plants, was either the same or better than that at HB-high, a population of 

several thousand (Fig.s 4-3 & 5, Table 4-3).  Conversely, individual reproductive success 

declined at upper range limit site of MT, even though the population was as big as any recorded 

(Fig.s 4-3 & 5, Table 4-3).  More direct evidence that potential declines in seed quality at upper 
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range limits are not genetic come from pollination and microsatellite studies of the populations 

used in seed transplants.  These revealed that self pollination is extremely high and inbreeding 

depression extremely low across sites (Hargreaves et al. in review).  Thus, there is no reason to 

suspect that decreased genetic quality due to increased drift or inbreeding is responsible for lower 

productivity at upper range limits.  Alternatively, low seed quality could result from poor 

provisioning by maternal plants producing seed under stressful conditions.  This would be 

consistent with a climatically imposed range limit, and could create a feedback loop, such that 

offspring produced under harsh conditions are especially ill-equipped to deal with those 

conditions.  As discussed in Chapter 2, the definitive test for whether seed or microsite quality 

decreases toward upper range limits are reciprocal transplant experiments that test seed success in 

common gardens at multiple elevations.  These are discussed in the next chapter.  

What then might constrain the lower limit?  The combination of high reproductive 

success but low density might suggest competition for pre-emptively used resources (Caughley et 

al. 1988).  Since R. minor obtains its nutrients from host plants, rather than soil, the only pre-

emptively used resources it relies on are light, from which it may be outcompeted by surrounding 

vegetation, and host plants.  All sites within and below the range were dominated by grasses, a 

primary host for R. minor (Gibson & Watkinson 1989, Cameron et al. 2006), so it seems unlikely 

that a host shortage limits its distribution.  In contrast, vegetation height increased toward lower 

elevations.  Rhinanthus minor height and size of (total leaf nodes, which is strongly correlated 

with lifetime reproductive success, Table B2c) varied positively with that of surrounding 

vegetation even after controlling for the effect of site and elevation, whereas R. minor density 

declined.  This suggests that large hosts benefit adult R. minor plants, but are associated with 

increased failure of earlier life stages, perhaps because shade-intolerant seedlings are 

outcompeted for light (Westbury 2004). Experimental applications of fertilizer confirm this 

contradictory pattern: R. minor mortality increased with increasing soil productivity, but so did 
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the size and fecundity of surviving plants (van Hulst et al. 1987).  Thus results from natural plant 

surveys are consistent with the long-held hypothesis that biotic interactions, especially 

competition, are increasingly important in determining fitness and abundance toward lower range 

limits (Darwin 1859, MacArthur 1972b).   

Several lines of anecdotal evidence suggest that insufficient winter and spring soil 

moisture may also limit R. minor germination, especially toward the lower range limit. First, the 

NK-1450 m population is confined to the southernmost edges of two fields, which retain snow for 

several weeks longer than the rest of the fields due to shading by trees.  The low populations at 

HB (1360 m and 1325 m) occur in roadside ditches, which retain snow beginning earlier in the 

fall and ending later in the spring than open areas nearby.  Second, sites below the range differ 

from low sites within the range primarily in the days of insulating snow pack, which affects 

winter and spring soil moisture, rather than extreme winter or summer temperatures (Table 4-2). 

Finally (but most tenuously) the species’ larger distribution is consistent with low drought 

tolerance; it is absent from Alberta’s prairies but reappears in Cypress hills, an area of 

anomalously high elevation and precipitation at the Alberta-Saskatchewan border (Fig. 4-1).  

Drought has been implicated in limiting the lower range of montane plant species in broad, multi-

species climate correlations (Normand et al. 2009, Sexton et al. 2011), monitoring of natural 

plants for which it reduced both emergence and survival (Gimenez-Benavides et al. 2008), and 

common garden experiments (drought affected post-emergence success; Sexton et al. 2011). 

An alternative explanation for the low-density but high reproductive success of some 

lower limit populations is that the lower range limit is imposed by rare extreme events (e.g. harsh 

climatic years, outbreaks of insect enemies).  Such events could drastically reduce population 

density, leaving them in a perpetual state of recovery, while not affecting individual performance 

in normal years.  However, one would expect recovering populations to show a highly clumped 
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distribution, as low-dispersal seeds re-establish outward from the seed shadow of highly-fecund 

surviving plants.  Such a distribution would yield a lower mean density (as detected, Fig. 4-4), as 

random density samples increasingly overlap patch edges.  However, maximum detected density 

should be similar to that detected at other sites, for plants in the centre of re-establishing patches.  

Rather, low-edge populations had consistently low density (Fig. 4-4), suggesting a more stable 

impediment to seed or seedling success, rather than recovery from a rare event.  

I did not find strong support for the hypothesis that herbivory increases as elevation 

decreases.  Although mammal herbivory on natural plants increased at low elevations at NK and 

FT, elevation patterns in mammal herbivory at other transects, and in insect herbivory at all 

transects, varied greatly among years (Fig.s 4-7 & 8).  Failure of transplants due to herbivory 

increased toward low elevations at NK, but appeared to increase with elevation at HB although 

this pattern was not significant (Fig. 4-9).  Generalist insect and mammal herbivory on adult 

plants has been found to increase in intensity toward the lower range limit of several species 

(Galen 1990, Bruelheide & Scheidel 1999, Garibaldi et al. 2011, Ribeiro et al. 2011), although 

the opposite pattern has been found for more specialized pre-dispersal seed predation, presumably 

due to declining seed density (Vaupel & Matthies 2012).  As our transplants cannot distinguish 

between germination failure and post-dispersal seed consumption, it is possible that seed 

herbivory contributes to the low densities observed despite high individual seed production at 

some low-elevation, sites. 

A notable feature of the lower range limit was the increased impact of human activity.  It 

was much more difficult to find R. minor populations below 1400 m, partially because there are 

far fewer protected areas at low elevations and much higher rates of land conversion to 

agriculture (including ranching).  Rhinanthus minor can clearly be negatively affected by grazing, 

and is known to be intolerant of pesticides and therefore absent from most modern industrial 
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agricultural fields (Westbury 2004).  The decline in population productivity toward low 

elevations, even in protected areas in the absence of cattle grazing, suggests that the lower limit is 

caused by a natural underlying environmental gradient, rather than human impacts alone.  

However, it is certainly possible that many of the lowest-elevation populations have been lost due 

to land conversion. This problem is not unique to R. minor; increased human impact at low 

elevation range limits of montane species, and in some cases low-latitude limits of temperate 

species is likely common (Gunatilleke et al. 1998, Sagarin et al. 2006).  If such populations were 

locally adapted to warmer, drier conditions, their loss might be keenly felt as climate change 

progresses (Hampe & Petit 2005). 

In conclusion, the evidence from natural plant surveys, climate data, and plantings of 

local seed suggest that both elevational range limits of R. minor are related to niche constraints.  

Climate (temperature) constraints on reproductive success and potentially seed provisioning are 

the most likely constraints at the upper range limit.  In contrast, processes impeding early 

establishment, including insufficient soil moisture, competition and potentially early life stage 

herbivory, are the most likely at the lower range limit.  Contrasting patterns between individual 

lifetime reproductive success and population density, and among different life history stages, 

underscore the need to measure as full a suite of demographic parameters as possible to assess 

performance variation across geographic scales and the proximate causes of range limits. 
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Table 4-1. Survey site details and sample sizes  

Details for surveys of R. minor populations along each of four elevation transects.  Elevation is 

given in m.a.s.l.  Letters denote sites with transplant data; low-elevation (L), mid-elevation (M), 

the highest large population (H), and the upper range edge (HE).  As plants were selected 

randomly some were too early (flowers remaining) or late (>half the primary fruits had opened) 

phenologically to count seeds; sample sizes for plants with seed counts is given in brackets if it 

differs.  ‘.’ indicates a site was not checked in a given year, ‘0’ indicates there were no plants.  

Habitat types are natural grassy meadow (Meadow), roadside ditch or verge (Roadside), open 

aspen stand (Aspen), old hay/pasture field (Field), ski hill run (Ski Hill, cleared in 1982 for NK 

and the 1960’s for FT). 

1) Surveyed late in season, many plants had dropped seed.  For 20 plants we used mean 

primary and secondary seed set from other 2013 HB-1300 m plants to estimate total seed 

production. 

2) Site replaced by larger population at 1360 m, but redone in 2013 when 1360 m site was 

destroyed by cattle. 

3) Severely grazed by cattle before seed production; 1360 m only 2 plants survived, 1750 m 

~100 plants survived but densities drastically reduced.  

4) Inaccessible due to flood washouts in 2013. 

5) Added to make up for grazed or mowed site. 

6) Surveyed all reproductive plants at site each year. 

7) Mowed. 

8) Added to check whether low fitness at NK-1825 was a transect-level or site-level 

phenomena. 

9) Road widened, disturbing site, and no plants found after 2010. 
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Transect Elevation 

(Site) 

Habitat type 2010 2011 2012 2013 

NK 1270 Meadow . . . 40 (39) 

 1450 (L) Field 30 53 (48) 46 36 (33) 

 16455 Ski hill . . . 38 (33) 

 1660 Ski hill 32 (31) 30 35 (31) 07 

 1825 (M) Ski hill 33 78 (76) 60 35 

 18508 Ski hill . . . 35 

 2025 Ski hill 30 (29) 32 (31) 35 (33) 29 (25) 

 2150 (H) Ski hill . . 30 48 

 2250 (HE) Ski hill 34 (26) 30 (28) 35 35 (33) 
       

HB 1300 Meadow . . 35 (29)1 15 

 13352 Roadside 13 (12) . . 52 

 1360 (L) Roadside 33 30 (29) 31 23 

 1500 Aspen 30 31 (30) 38 (34) . 4 

 1750 (M) Meadow 30 (29) 36 (30) 38 38 (35)3 

 18705 Meadow . . . 35 (33) 

 2000 Meadow 30 (29) 30 (28) 35 (34) 33 (31) 

 2175 (H) Meadow 45 (42) 41 60 48 (46) 

 2320 (HE)6 Meadow . 6 (4) 17 (8) 22 (21) 
       

MT 1550 Meadow 30 35 30 37 

 1750 Roadside 30 35 35 28 

 2010 Meadow 31 31 35 36 

 2100 Meadow 29 35 36 35 
       

FT 1460  Field . . . 33 

 1600 Roadside 30 31 31 34 

 16959 Roadside 34 0 0 0 

 1900 Roadside 32 (30) . . 35 (21) 

 2000 Roadside 33 40 37 35 (22) 

 2030 Ski hill 24 32 (28) . 30 (25) 
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Table 4-2. Climate at sites across and beyond the elevational range of R. minor.   

Sites from 1300 - 2320 m.a.s.l. are at natural R. minor populations, those at 1100 and 1040 m are at the lower elevational range limit (LE) 

predicted from herbaria records, those <1000 m and >2320 m are below (B) and above (A) the species range, respectively.  Superscripts denote 

whether data come from HOBOs (h), iButtons (i), both (hi), iButtons corrected for the difference between ibutton and HOBO measurements when 

this was known for a given site (ih), or field observations of snow melt (f).  Temperatures (T) are within 2 cm of the ground; Tmin and Tmax are 

daily maxima and minima respectively. Days of insulating snowpack were defined as days in which temperature varied by ≤5 ˚C, between 2 and -5 

˚C.  Growing season duration is the days between the first and last frost ≤#4%˚C or snowpack lasting ≥3 d.  Growing degree days (GDD) are 

calculated both within the growing season and for the year.  Values for data gaps <1 month are estimated (resulting estimates in italics, see 

numbered notes for details).  If >1 month is missing values are missing (.).   

 

1) Nov 1-Dec 11 only;  2) Estimated Jun 12-25 using mean of 3 d to either side of data gap;  3) Missing Dec and Jan;   

4) Snow compacted under chairlift and failed to insulate fully, T drops <-5C.  Actual days of snow pack at NK-M are 194 in 2010-11, 202 in 

2012-13, 218 in 2013-14;  5) Data end Dec 31 2011;  6) Last 10 d of July only;  7) Total days of insulating + non-insulating snowpack at NK-2025 

are: 210 in 2010-2011, 217 in 2011-12;  8) Snow compacted under chairlift and failed to insulate fully, T drops <-5C.  Actual days of snow pack at 

NK-HE are: 220 in 2010-11, 229 in 2012-13, 226 in 2013-14; 

9) Missing Sept 10-26, might have missed earlier frost; 10) Estimated Sept 10-26 using mean from 3 d on either side of data gap;  11) Gs ended 

with 4 d of snow starting Aug 31, but there was a hard frost of -4.3 C on Aug 19; 12) Might be more GDD in year, missing data after Sep 24;  13) 

Estimated Jun1-24 using the mean GDD from 3 d to either side of data gap;  14) Last 14 d of July 2012 only for HB-A. 
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Transect   Winter 2010-2011     Growing season 2011     

  Site m.a.s.l.   

Snowpack 

(d) Tmin (ºC) 

Dec-Feb mean 

Tmin (ºC)   

Duration 

(d) 

GDD in 

gs 

GDD in 

year 

July mean 

Tmax (ºC) 

July mean 

Tmin (ºC) 

Nakiska (NK)           

 B 970  . . .  . . . . . 

 LE 1100  . . .  . . . . . 

 L 1450  182 h -8.6 h -2.0 h  121 h 975 h 1117 h 30.6 h 6.1 h 

 . 1660  197 h -11.0 h -1.1 h  85 h 748 h . 36.8 h 4.7 h 

 M 1825  143 h4 -11.5 h -5.3 h  133 h 934 h 936 h 30.9 h 7.2 h 

 . 2025  194 h7 -7.3 h -3.1 h  134 h 871 h 881 h 27.1 h 5.2 h 

 H 2150           

 HE 2250  103 h8 -15.0 h -8.7 h  124 h 762 h 762 h 27.5 h 3.6 h 

 A1 2350  229 h -5.2 h -1.8 h  83 h 474 h 480 h 20.4 h 1.4 h 

 A2 2500  87 h -14 h -6.6 h  67 h11 361 h 443 h 20.9 h 1.2 h 

Hailstone Butte (HB)         

 B 900  . . .  . . . . . 

 LE 1040  . . .  . . . . . 

 L 1360  151 h -2.6 h -0.9 h  188 h 1079 h 1083 h 26.7 h 10.8 h 

 . 1500           

 M 1750  182 h -5.1 h -1.4 h  120 h 1018 h 1180 h 31.0 h 5.4 h 

 . 2000  86 h -16.5 h -7.7 h  119 h 980 h 1138 h 33.4 h 4.9 h 

 H 2175  204 h -7.3 h -2.6 h  116 h 851 h 878 h 30.0 h 3.4 h 

 HE 2320  202 h -8.5 h -1.7 h  105 h 896 h 896 h 29.3 h 3.3 h 

  A 2380   25 h -22.3 h -11.6 h   91 h 612 h 697 h 25.2 h 2.7 h 
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Transect   Winter 2011-2012     Growing season 2012     

  Site m.a.s.l.   

Snowpack 

(d) Tmin (ºC) 

Dec-Feb mean 

Tmin (ºC)   

Duration 

(d) 

GDD in 

gs 

GDD in 

year 

July mean 

Tmax (ºC) 

July mean 

Tmin (ºC) 

Nakiska (NK)           

 B 970  33h -15.4 h -4.9 h  233 h 1888 h 1893 h 38.3 h 14.7 h 

 LE 1100  . -12.1 h1 .  . . . . . 

 L 1450  162 h -12.9 h -2.5 h  138 h 1006 h 1174 h 30.9 h 7.9 h 

 . 1660  . . .  . . . . . 

 M 1825  . -8.1 h5   . . . 25.9 h6 6.4 h6 

 . 2025  192 h7 -6.3 h -3.9 h  130 hi . . 32.9 h 7.1 h 

 H 2150           

 HE 2250  120 h8 -13.4 h -7.6 h  107 hi 704 hi 808 hi 28.5 h 5.5 h 

 A1 2350  279 hf -4.7 h -7.6 h  88 f . . . . 

 A2 2500  88 h -16.1 h -7.6 h  68 hi 386 h 513 h 23.2 h 3.0 h 

Hailstone Butte (HB)         

 B 900  56 h -10.3 h -3.4 h  225 hi 1591 hi 1606 hi 31.3 h 15.6 h 

 LE 1040  22 h -15.4 h -5.8 h  236 h 1709 h 1711 h 39.3 h 12.0 h 

 L 1360  110 h -9.5 h -2.8 h  197 h 1156 h 1164 h 24.4 h 13.6 h 

 . 1500           

 M 1750  162 h -8.5 h -2.1 h  111 h 935 h 1315 h 29.2 h 8.3 h 

 . 2000  87 h -12.1 h -6.2 h  105 h 860 h 1239 h 31.3 h 7.9 h 

 H 2175  174 h -10.8 h -4.3 h  125 hi 793 hi 831 hi 27.7 hi 7.1 h 

 HE 2320  221 h -10.8 h -2.0 h  101 h 738 h 954 h 28.1 h 4.8 h 

  A 2380   . . .   . . . 19.6 i14 5.2 i14 
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Transect   Winter 2012-2013     Growing season 2013     

  Site m.a.s.l.   

Snowpack 

(d) Tmin (ºC) 

Dec-Feb mean 

Tmin (ºC)   

Duration 

(d) 

GDD in 

gs 

GDD in 

year 

July mean 

Tmax (ºC) 

July mean 

Tmin (ºC) 

Nakiska (NK)           

 B 970  . . .  . . . 37.4 i 9.7 h 

 LE 1100  157 i -10.5 i -3.6 i  178 hi 1224 hi2 1288 hi2 28.8 h 10.4 h 

 L 1450  188 hi -7.4 hi -1.6 hi  137 i . . . . 

 . 1660  . . .  . . . . . 

 M 1825  145 h4 -8.0 i -5.4 i  159 i 760 i 760 i 25.5 i 6.7 i 

 . 2025  210 i -6.0 i -2.9 i  . . . 23.9 i 7.0 i 

 H 2150           

 HE 2250  140 i8 -8.5 i -5.4 i  122 i9 601 i10 604 i10 23.7 i 5.0 i 

 A1 2350  256 i -2.0 i -0.7 i  91 i 409 i 409 i 20.0 i 3.3 i 

 A2 2500  154 hi -8.6 hi -5.1 hi  92 i 370 i 381 i12 19.2 i 3.4 i 

Hailstone Butte (HB)         

 B 900  33 i -15.5 i -8.3 i  202 hi 1521 hi13 1742 hi13 28.1 h 14.6 h 

 LE 1040  57 i -12.5 i -6.0 i  . . . 34.4 i 8.7 i 

 L 1360  107 hi -12.6 hi -4.6 hi  186 hi 1134 hi 1613 hi 25.1 hi 11.4 hi 

 . 1500           

 M 1750  184 hi -6.0 hi -2.3 hi  141 hi 993 hi 1154 hi 28.3 h 7.5 h 

 . 2000  116 hi -13.2 hi -7.1 hi  121 i 858 i 1042 hi 28.2 i 7.7 i 

 H 2175  211 i -8.5 i -2.8 i  118 i 685 ih 713 ih 23.0 i 7.6 i 

 HE 2320  249 h -8.2 h -2.1 hi  109 hi 739 hi 785 hi 25.5 i 5.3 i 

  A 2380   51 i -17.7 i -11.3 i   105 hi 432 hi 518 hi 19.8 hi 6.4 hi 
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Table 4-3. Size of surveyed R. minor populations  

Population size along four elevational transects in four years of study, estimated from a 50 x 4 m 

transect through the densest area of each population and the estimated area and occupancy of the 

population.  Elevation in m.a.s.l, letters denote sites with transplant data. * denotes relatively 

continuous populations constrained (for the purposes of population size estimates) by minor 

breaks in occurrence.  Population size estimated on a log10 scale, h = hundreds, k = thousands. ‘.’ 

indicates a site was not surveyed that year. 

 

Transect      

Elevation  (Site) 2010 2011 2012 2013 

NK     

1270 . . . 5 – 10 h 

1450 (L) 5 – 10 k 5 – 10 k 5 – 10 k 5 – 10 k 

1645 1 – 5 k . . NA 

1660* 1 – 5 k 1 – 5 k 1 – 5 k NA 

1825 (M)* 5 – 10 k 5 – 10 k 5 – 10 k 5 – 10 k 

1850* . . . NA 

2025 1 – 5 k 1 – 5 k 1 – 5 k 1 – 5 k 

2150 (H)* . . 5 – 10 k 5 – 10 k 

2250 (HE) 1 – 5 k 1 – 5 k 1 – 5 k 1 – 5 k 

HB     

1300 . . <100 <100 

1335 1 – 5 h . . 1 – 5 h 

1360 (L) 5 – 10 k 5 – 10 k 5 – 10 k <500 

1500 1 – 5 k 5 – 10 h <100 NA 

1750 (M) 5 – 10 k 5 – 10 k 5 – 10 k 1 – 5 k 

1870 . . . 5 – 10 k 

2000 5 – 10 h 5 – 10 h 5 – 10 h 5 – 10 h 

2175 (H) 1 – 5 k 1 – 5 k 1 – 5 k 1 – 5 k 

2320 (HE) <50 <50 <50 <50 

MT     

1550 10 – 50 k  5 – 10 k 5 – 10 k 5 – 10 k 

1750 10 – 50 k 5 – 10 k 5 – 10 k 5 – 10 k 
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2010 1 – 5 k 1 – 5 k 1 – 5 k 5 – 10 k 

2100* 10 – 50 k 5 – 10 k 10 – 50 k 10 – 50 k 

FT     

1460  . . . 1 – 5 k 

1600 5 – 10 k 10 – 50 k 10 – 50 k 10 – 50 k 

1695 1 – 5 h 0 0 0 

1900 5 – 10 k . . 1 – 5 k 

2000 10 – 50 k 10 – 50 k 10 – 50 k 5 – 10 k 

2030 5 – 10 h 5 – 10 h . 10 – 50 k 
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Figure 4-1. Distribution of R. minor in Alberta, Canada.   

Black circles indicate herbarium records and populations found during fieldwork.  White circles 

in right panel indicate populations whose demography was surveyed along four elevational 

transects; Nakiska (NK), Moose Mt (MT), Fortress (FT), Hailstone Butte (HB).  Grey-scale bar 

shows elevation (m.a.s.l.).  
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Figure 4-2. Site productivity of R. minor along four elevational transects  

Transects were surveyed for four years/generations.  Productivity was estimated by multiplying 

lifetime seed production (Fig. 4-3) and surrounding density (Fig. 4-4) for each focal plant.  The 

highest surveyed site of each transect represents the upper range limit.  Points are individual 

plants, offset slightly so all years can be seen (elevations surveyed and sample sizes each year are 

listed in Table 4- 1).  Lines are back-transformed from the best negative binomial model for each 

transect, shown in top left of each panel.  
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Figure 4-3. Lifetime reproductive success of R. minor along four elevational transects  

Transects were surveyed for four years/generations.  The highest surveyed site of each transect 

represents the upper range limit.  Points are individual plants, offset slightly so all years can be 

seen.  Lines are back-transformed from the best negative binomial model for each transect, shown 

in top left of each panel.  
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Figure 4-4. Density of R. minor along four elevational transects  

Density was assessed within 1 m of randomly selected focal R. minor plants, surveyed for four 

years/generations. Points are individual plants.  Lines are back-transformed from the best 

negative binomial model for each transect, shown in top left of each panel.  Due to a significant 

elev2*year interaction at FT (see text), elevational patterns were assessed for each year separately 

and across years.  The best model for FT-2011 was ~ elev + elev2 but the quadratic term was 

unconstrained in the centre, so the linear model is shown instead. 
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Figure 4-5. Performance of local R. minor transplants  

Performance (mean ± SE) along two elevational transects (NK, HB) for three years. Separation 

along the x-axis is proportional to the elevational distance among sites (low, mid, high, high 

range edge). A) Proportion seeds to emerge; B) proportion emerged plants that produced viable 

seed; C) proportion seeds planted to produce viable seed (A x B). A&B standardized within years 

and transects by the stage at which L site was first checked. Top models were the same for each 

parameter (shown once, emergence); HB-2011 model includes HE. Sample sizes: plots in 

2011/2012/2013 per site (25 seeds/plot except for 20 seeds/plot at HB-HE).  n includes: A) all 

plots planted the previous fall; C) A less plots in experimental treatments; B as C less plots with 

no emergence.  ‘cattle’ indicates effect of heavy cattle grazing in 2013. 
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Figure 4-6. Estimated net reproductive rate (NRR) of R. minor populations  

Populations were at low, mid and high elevations, and the upper range edge (HE) along two 

transects (NK, HB) over three years/generations.  NRR (seeds produced / seed) is estimated for 

each population in each year as the product of the mean proportion of planted seeds to produce 

seed (raw mean from density-independent seed plantings; Fig. 4-5) and seeds produced per 

reproductive plant (back-transformed least squared mean from negative binomial models on 

lifetime reproductive success of randomly selected natural plants; Fig. 4-3).  NRR <1 (grey 

reference line) indicates the population declined that year.  Calculations shown in Table A2.  
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Figure 4-7. Frequency of mammal herbivory in R. minor populations  

Populations were along four elevational transects surveyed for four years/generations.  Sites are 

as in Fig. 4-2.  Points show raw proportions, lines show the fit from the best model each year (top 

right corner of each panel), back-transformed from binomial models.  When the effect of 

elevation varied among years, stars beside best-fit lines indicate years with significant elevation 

effects (* P <0.05, ** P <0.01).  
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Figure 4-8. Intensity of insect herbivory in R. minor populations  

Proportion of leaves and reproductive structures with insect herbivory on R. minor plants along 

four elevational transects surveyed for four years/generations.  Points are individual plants.  Lines 

are back-transformed from the best negative binomial model for each transect, shown in top left 

of each panel. 
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Figure 4-9. Frequency of transplant failure from natural herbivory 

Proportion of R. minor plants (mean ± SE) in transplant plots that failed due to herbivory by 

invertebrates and wild mammals; plants consumed by cattle are excluded. Separation along the x-

axis is proportional to the elevation distance among sites (low, mid, high, high range edge).  Final 

model shown at top of panel, site differences denoted by contrasting letters at the bottom.  No 

factor was significant in any HB model (2011-2012 L, M, H sites; 2011-2013 M and H sites; 

2011 all sites).  Sample sizes are as in Fig. 4-5B), less plots entirely consumed by cattle at HB-L 

and M in 2013.  
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Chapter 5  Transplants across the elevational range of Rhinanthus 

minor reveal strong niche limitation of both range limits, and local 

adaptation of high range-edge populations 

5.1 Introduction 

Understanding how abiotic and biotic gradients underpin species distributions is increasingly 

topical as biologists strive to predict how species will respond to climate change and associated 

range shifts of co-occurring mutualists and enemies.  This is essentially a new application of an 

old question: how do species arrive at their current distribution limits, and what prevents their 

continuing expansion (Mayr 1963)?  A simple starting hypothesis is that species disperse to fill 

the habitat that corresponds to their existing niche, and then gradually adapt to conditions just 

outside their current tolerance via local adaptation at edge populations. Thus range limits are 

imposed by dispersal, until they are imposed by niche constraints, with selection favouring 

dispersal evolution during the former phase (e.g. Phillips et al. 2010), and evolution in the range-

limiting trait(s) in the later (niche expansion: Hoffmann & Blows 1994, Colautti et al. 2010, Holt 

& Barfield 2011, Hargreaves & Eckert 2014).  This intuitively appealing simplification suggests 

that many species should show local adaptation at their range edges, especially when range edges 

coincide with niche limits or extend beyond them via demographic sink populations (Holt 1996). 

Although local adaptation has been extensively studied and frequently found (71% of 892 

estimates from 72 studies found evidence of local adaptation; Hereford 2009), and local 

adaptation of range-edge populations is a major reason used to justify their conservation (Lesica 

& Allendorf 1995, Bunnell et al. 2004), surprisingly few studies assess local adaptation toward 

species range limits (Hargreaves et al. 2014).  Those that do find mixed results, with evidence 
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both for local adaptation at range margins (Griffith & Watson 2005, Colautti & Barrett 2013) and 

against (Angert & Schemske 2005, Samis & Eckert 2009).   

The expansion-via-adaptation hypothesis also suggests that stable range limits will be 

formed when species, specifically edge populations, ‘use up’ adaptive variation in range-limiting 

trait combinations (Hoffmann & Blows 1994). Assuming species have filled their available 

habitat, the resulting range edge would be at the limit of the species’ environmental tolerance, and 

so might experience declines in individual fitness, population size, or both (Brown 1984, Brown 

et al. 1996).  Such declines could impede further adaptation, as beneficial new mutations are less 

likely to arise in small populations and more likely to be lost to genetic drift or ‘swamped’ by 

gene flow from larger or more fecund central populations (Antonovics 1976, Kirkpatrick & 

Barton 1997, Bridle & Vines 2007b). Even more important from an ecological perspective, harsh 

conditions might reduce offspring quality directly, if mothers are less able to provision their 

offspring (e.g. Stanton & Galen 1997, Johnston & Leggett 2002), or indirectly via inbreeding or 

fixation of deleterious alleles via drift (e.g. Sexton et al. 2011).  If individuals produced at range 

margins are of low quality, they might be the least able to colonize habitat beyond the range, 

potentially reinforcing range limits. This would be especially important if beyond-range habitat is 

even more stressful than that at the range edge, as expected for range limits overlying gradients of 

declining habitat quality and found for the majority of species transplanted beyond their range 

(Hargreaves et al. 2014).  Importantly, whereas local adaptation and low quality of edge 

individuals are sometimes presented as competing hypotheses (Yakimowski & Eckert 2007), the 

scenario above illustrates that they could (commonly) co-occur.  

Transplant experiments provide a powerful tool to test the ecological and evolutionary 

limits to species’ ranges, and their potential response to environmental change (Hargreaves et al. 

2014). Transplanting species beyond their range is the best test of whether the range is imposed 
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by niche constraints (low fitness beyond range limits) or dispersal limitation (failure to reach 

suitable habitat beyond the range).  Reciprocal transplants within a species’ range also provide 

the only true test for local adaptation to central vs. edge conditions (Kawecki & Ebert 2004) and 

for varying quality among source populations.  Finally, transplants enable characterization of the 

full life cycle in species with otherwise hard to follow life history stages (e.g. small seeds).  This 

enables accurate assessment of lifetime fitness, as needed to evaluating true population success at 

geographic scales.  Tracking organisms through their full life cycle also allows better 

identification of the life stages that most limit population growth in a given location, and 

potentially the environmental factors that cause these constraints (e.g. Griffith & Watson 2005).  

Despite their potential power for assessing ecological range limit hypotheses, and their 

long history of use for studying local adaptation, reciprocal transplants have rarely been used to 

their full potential to study species range limits.  Perhaps the biggest shortfall is the lack of 

studies that incorporate individuals from and transplant sites at the range limit (see Chapter 2).  

Inclusion of an edge site is critical for distinguishing whether range limits coincide with (edge 

populations self sustaining) or exceed (edge populations are sinks) niche limits (Hargreaves et al. 

2014).  In turn, edge individuals are those that experience edge conditions and the most likely to 

disperse into habitat beyond the range. As discussed above, individuals from the range edge 

might suffer from poor genetic quality or maternal provisioning (Hoffmann & Blows 1994), 

limiting their ability to colonize habitat beyond the range, or may be locally adapted to conditions 

at the range edge (Colautti & Barrett 2013), improving their ability to colonize beyond range 

habitat.  Success of central individuals may therefore over- or underestimate performance at the 

range edge and potential performance beyond it. To date, too few transplants have used both 

central and edge individuals to test how common differential performance might be (Hargreaves 

et al. 2014). 
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Another shortfall of many transplant experiments is inadequate assessment of lifetime 

fitness under representative conditions.  Range limits integrate performance across life-history 

stages and across years for all but the most highly dispersive species (Gaston 2003).  Population 

viability may be prevented by failure at a single life stage (e.g. Griffith & Watson 2006), thus 

studies that assess only a subset of life stages may miss the critical limiting fitness component.  

Similarly, studies that encompass multiple years are most likely to encounter both mean and 

extreme conditions, illuminating the impact of temporal variability on range limits while reducing 

the risk of misinterpreting results from an especially good or bad year (Sexton et al. 2009).  

Natural fluctuations may also shed light on the factors constraining a range, if certain conditions 

(e.g. long vs. short growing seasons, years with and without major pest outbreaks) promote 

success beyond the range or reduce success at the range limit. 

Finally, few studies have adequately tested the role of interspecific interactions in 

constraining species distributions.  A long-held hypothesis posits that biotic interactions are more 

important in constraining the more climatically benign (low elevation and latitude) limits of 

species’ ranges, proposing that mild climates: reduce the potential for abiotic constraints 

(Normand et al. 2011); support greater biomass and therefore competition (Darwin 1859); and are 

associated with higher biodiversity, resulting in an increasingly complex array of biotic 

interactions that eventually overcome a species adaptive ability (Dobzhansky 1950).  To date 

most range limits have been studied in isolation, many studies shield transplants from negative 

biotic interactions (e.g. clearing natural vegetation), and lower range limits are chronically under-

represented among transplant studies (Hampe & Petit 2005, Eckert et al. 2008, Hargreaves et al. 

2014).  Transplants that do not ameliorate biotic interactions detect larger fitness declines beyond 

species ranges than those that do, and implicate biotic interactions more often at low vs. high 
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limits (Hargreaves et al. 2014), but directly comparing contrasting limits of the same species 

would provide a more powerful, controlled test (e.g. Barton 1993).  

I conducted three years of transplant experiments using the annual herb Rhinanthus 

minor, throughout its elevational range and across both its upper and lower elevational range 

limits.  I assessed performance throughout the life cycle, enabling assessment of lifetime fitness 

(the net reproductive rate, NRR) for three generations. Evidence from surveys of natural 

populations and transplants of local seed suggested that cool climate constrains the upper range 

by limiting the reproductive capacity of adult plants and potentially the quality of seeds produced, 

whereas the lower range limit is constrained at earlier life stages (Chapter 4).  Reciprocal 

transplants within the range and beyond both limits are used to test these hypotheses, addressing 

four main questions: 1) Do R. minor’s upper and lower elevational limits coincide with the 

species’ niche limits (i.e. the point at which populations cease to be self-sustaining, NRR <1)?  2) 

Does R. minor show local adaptation to elevation within the range and toward its range limits, 

and if so does this increase the success of edge (vs. central) individuals at and beyond the range 

limits?  3) Does the consistently low population success at upper range limits reflect poor 

microsite quality, poor quality of edge seeds, or both?  4) Do range-limiting factors (niche 

constraints) differ at upper and lower range limits?  

5.2 Methods 

5.2.1 Study species and location 

The study species (R. minor), study area and within-range transplant sites are described in detail 

in the previous Chapter.  Fieldwork was conducted from May to October in 2010 - 2013.  Of the 

four elevational transects studied in Chapter 4, transplant experiments were conducted along 

Nakiska (NK) and Hailstone butte (HB).  In this area R. minor has an upper range limit at treeline 
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(ca. 2300 m, depending on the aspect), a lower limit to the continuous distribution ~ 1300 m, with 

outlier populations down to 1270 m (this study) to 1000 m (according to herbarium records).  

Transects span an east-west elevation gradient, which, due to the prevailing westerly winds, 

coincides with a precipitation gradient (elevation and precipitation decline from west to east).  As 

described in Chapter 4, growing season length and growing degree days (GDD) decrease as 

elevation increases, with the longest growing seasons with the most GDD recorded at and below 

R. minor’s lower range limit, and the shortest seasons with the fewest GDD recorded above R. 

minor’s range (Chapter 4, Table 4-2).  The total annual days of insulating snow pack was 

generally highest at mid and high elevations within R. minor’s range, and lowest in prairie sites at 

and below R. minor’s lower limit (due to the east-west precipitation gradient) and summit sites 

above its upper limit (due to wind-scouring; Table 4-2). 

5.2.2 Within-range transplants 

Along each transect transplant sites were established amidst low (L), mid (M; the elevational 

range centre), high (H; the highest large population, HB only), and upper-range-edge (high edge: 

HE) populations of R. minor, and at the putative lower range edge (LE) (Table 5- 1).  To test for 

local adaptation to elevation (via genetic differentiation or non-genetic adaptive maternal effects), 

we transplanted low, mid and high seeds to each site within transects (i.e. seeds from NK-L, M, H 

populations were planted at NK sites and seeds from HB-L, M, H populations were planted at HB 

sites).  Seed production was too low at high edge populations to provide the thousands of seeds 

needed for transplant experiments without possibly affecting population demography.  I therefore 

used seeds from the highest large population along each transect for reciprocal transplants (H; 

Table 5- 1), but planted high-edge seeds at the HE sites to test whether their performance differed 

from that of high seeds.  Due to the larger search area and sparseness of populations toward to 

lower limit, I was unable to locate populations below 1270 m, despite searching for an additional 
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field season (2011).  I therefore used LE transplant sites in open, grassy, protected areas at an 

elevation and longitude consistent with the lower range limit indicated by herbarium records.  For 

the NK transect this was at Fish Creek Provincial Park.  There is a 1973 herbarium record of R. 

minor in this park (University of Calgary herbarium, catalogue #23821), although the location 

within the 13.5 km2 park is unspecified and R. minor is not on the park’s species list.  For the HB 

transect the LE site was at Willow Creek Provincial Park, 30 km east and 11 km south of the 

lowest, most easterly population of this transect, at the same longitude as the most easterly record 

for this area.  Natural populations are further described in Chapter 4. 

Plots were planted as described in Chapter 4, with one sub-plot per seed source (low, mid, 

high at all sites and high-edge at HE sites).  For 2011 (i.e. planted in 2010), 10 plots were planted 

per source per site.  2012 and 2013 sample sizes were irregular (the number of plots planted of 

each seed source at each site for each year is given in Table 5-1); first, 10 additional mid and high 

seed plots were planted at M and H sites for experimental manipulations (the results of which are 

not presented in this thesis) for 2012, but most were retained in control treatments at HB-M and 

HB-H due to poor germination of high seeds in 2012.  Plots subject to manipulations are included 

in analyses of emergence but not survival or reproduction, resulting in variable sample sizes at 

these sites. Five extra plots of all sources (low, mid, high) were also planted for 2012 at HB-L to 

compensate for potential losses to cattle.  One of these was highly contaminated with natural seed 

in the mid and high subplots and excluded from analyses.  Finally, HB-HE was snowed under 

before plots could be planted for 2012.  The primary goal in 2013 was a second year of 

transplants below the range and experimental manipulations above the range.  To this end sample 

sizes were reduced at L and M sites to 5 plots/source (only 1.5 of which were completed at HB-L 

due to soil compaction and loss of past plot markers following cattle grazing), only low-elevation 

sources were planted at NK-LE (see below), and HB-LE was discontinued due to total failure the 
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year before.  Ten additional plots of mid and high seeds were planted at H (not M) sites only for 

2013; these are included in analyses of emergence but not subsequent life stages. 

5.2.3 Beyond-range transplants 

To test whether plants could establish beyond the species’ current range, whether edge 

individuals were better-suited (due to local adaptation or adaptive maternal effects) or worse-

suited (due to poor provisioning or poor genetic quality) to establish in habitat beyond the range, 

and to identify potential constraints on such establishment, I transplanted R. minor above and 

below its range along both transects.  

5.2.3.1 Upper range limit 

Transplants were established at open sites above the range along both transects (HB-A, NK-A1, 

NK-A2 Table 5-1; the original design was to have two above-range sites at each transect, but an 

outlier population at HB-2320 m converted this to the HE site). The highest site on each transect 

represents the highest elevation at that aspect along each mountain. HB-A is only 60 m.a.s.l. 

higher than R. minor’s upper limit (HB-HE) and 1 km away, but has a more alpine climate 

(Chapter 4, Table 5-2) and vegetation community (including mountain avens (Dryas spp.), moss 

campion (Silene acaulis), saxifrage (Saxifraga) spp.). This is due to its exposed location on top of 

a butte, whereas HB-HE is sheltered by a rock band just below the butte.  NK-A1 is 100 m.a.s.l. 

higher than NK-HE and <0.5 km away, and NK-A2 is 250 m.a.s.l. higher than NK-HE and ca. 

500 m away.  NK-A2 has an alpine community similar to that of HB-A, but with more white 

mountain heather (Cassiope tetragona) ground cover, while NK-A1 has an intermediate 

community, including grasses, heather, larch trees, and a variety of wildflower species.   

Plots were placed in areas with grasses, sedges or legumes, to provide R. minor with 

suitable hosts (Westbury 2004).  As at within-range sites, seeds from the low, mid and high 
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populations of each transect were planted above the range along their home transect (Table 5-1).  

To increase the genetic variation of seeds used to test the upper range limit, seeds from high-

elevation (2000 m) populations of the MT and FT transects (see Chapter 4) were also transplanted 

at and above the upper range limit (H, HE and A sites).  By providing a common seed source 

across transects, the MT and FT sources also facilitate direct comparison of habitat quality at and 

above the upper range limit between transects.   

 Sample sizes (plots per source) vary among years (detailed in Table 5-1).  In 2010 (i.e. 

for 2011), 10 plots were planted at each site, with one sub-plot for each of the five seed sources.  

For 2012 and 2013, 10 additional plots of mid and high seeds (2012) and mid, high, and MT-high 

seeds (2013) were planted at HB-H, HB-A, NK-HE and NK-A2 sites for experimental 

manipulations.  These plots are included in analyses of emergence but not subsequent life stages.  

For 2013, five plots of seeds from range limit (HE) populations were planted above the range at 

NK (insufficient HB-HE seeds were available that year to plant HE seeds at HB-A), to test 

whether performance differed from that of high seeds.  

5.2.3.2 Lower range limit 

One transplant site was established below (and east of) the lower range limit of each transect in 

2011, for monitoring in 2012.  Few natural grasslands remain in central Alberta, so sites were 

established in open, grassy habitat in protected areas; McKinnons Flats (NK) and Little Bow 

Provincial Park (HB; Table 5- 1).  Low, mid and high elevation seeds of the home transect were 

planted at each site.  To increase the genetic diversity of beyond-range transplants, I also planted 

seeds from the MT-1550 m population, and reciprocally transplanted seeds from the low sites of 

the two transects (NK-L and HB-L).  Transplants were conducted for a second year at NK, using 

low-elevation seed sources only (NK-low, MT-1550 m, HB-low). 
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5.2.4 Seed planting and monitoring 

Each year 5-20 plots were established at each site (Table 5-1), spaced as evenly as possible, in 

areas with grasses, sedges and/or legumes to provide suitable hosts for R. minor (Westbury 2004).  

Each plot contained one subplot per seed source, with 25 seeds planted in a 5 x 5 cm grid (20 

high edge seeds/subplot for HB-HE, due to the few donors available).  Seeds were collected, 

sorted and planted as described in Chapter 4.   

Plots were visited beginning in spring (April/May at the lowest sites, early July at the 

highest) the year after planting, and once every 1-2 weeks thereafter until plants matured seed.  

For each subplot I calculated proportional success at three life history stages; emergence 

(emerged plants/seeds planted), survival to flowering (plants that flowered/emerged plants, i.e. 

plants may have reproduced via male success), and reproduction from flowering (plants that 

produced viable seed/plants that flowered). The latter stages integrate survival and successful 

reproduction; plants that died or that survived but failed to flower/make seed are both counted as 

failures.  Monitoring began too late in 2011 to catch the earliest stages at HB-L, HB-M and NK-

L, and at HB-L in 2012.  Because missed early mortality would bias emergence estimates 

downwards and survival-to-flowering estimates upwards, emergence was standardized among 

sites within transects and years by excluding plants that died within the first two weeks of checks 

at higher sites.  Standardized data were used for within-range analyses, whereas unstandardized 

data were used for above- and below-range analyses, as the beginning of monitoring did not vary 

within low and high sites. Within-range emergence and survival to flowering are thus comparable 

among sites within years, but not necessarily between years (the proportion of flowering plants 

and seeds to set seed are fully comparable as they are not biased by early mortality).   

For plants that produced seed, I counted the viable fruits per plant, and the viable seeds 

per fruit in a representative sample of fruits (~25% of fruits per plant), and final size (total leaf 
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nodes).  Seeds with a blackened centre or exterior mould never germinated in greenhouse trials 

and were considered nonviable.  For each plant I estimated lifetime seed production (total fruits x 

mean viable seed/fruit).  Seed production was calculated separately for primary, secondary, and 

(rarely) tertiary stalks and summed.  Lifetime fitness (LTF, equivalent to the net reproductive rate 

NRR) is calculated as the total seeds produced /seeds planted per subplot. 

 Field observations suggested sources might differ in phenology among and within sites. 

So two phenology parameters were coarsely estimated from weekly or biweekly monitoring in 

2011 and 2012, the years with the best source x site coverage.  These provide a qualitative 

comparison among sites and sources within and above the range (plants below the range never 

flowered so are omitted).  Emergence dates were estimated for each site in each year, averaging 

across sources as dates did not appear to vary among sources and emergence estimates were not 

precise enough to detect source differences reliably.  Date of first emergence was either observed 

(the oldest plants seen during a site visit had only cotelydons), or estimated as the date of the first 

site check in which plants had emerged, minus 2.5 x the number of primary leaf nodes on the 

oldest plant (2.5 was estimated subjectively from plot observations as the days required to grow 

by 1 node, and yielded the best results when used to back-estimate observed emergence dates). 

Date of first flower was determined for each source at each site.  Within R. minor’s range flowers 

last ca. 2 d, flowers from the same node flower simultaneously, and usually only 1-3 primary 

nodes flower at the same time (Hargreaves et al. in review).  However, flowers above the range 

seem to stay open (i.e. remain functional) slightly longer.  Thus the date of first flower was either 

observed (the oldest plant for a given source had flowers on only the first node of the primary 

stem), or estimated as the date the first flowers were observed, minus 1 d for every two primary 

flowers at low and mid elevations, and 2 d for every two flowers at high and above-range sites.    
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5.2.5 Statistical Analyses 

Transects were analyzed separately as different sites were used in different years, using R (R 

Core Team 2013; base R and all packages ver. 2.15.1). Initial models included all possible 

interactions among factors (site elevation, source, year).  Significance of interactions and main 

effects was assessed among nested models using likelihood ratio (LR) tests compared to a χ2 

distribution (α = 0.05); non-significant effects were dropped from models.  Main effects involved 

in significant interactions were retained. Analyses used generalized linear models (GLMs) and 

considered binomial or quasibinomial error distributions for proportional parameters (logit link 

function; glm command, MASS package) and negative binomial distributions for lifetime 

reproductive success and fitness (glm.nb command, MASS package) (McCullagh & Nelder 

1989). For binomial GLMs, which assume a dispersion parameter (φ) of 1, φ was calculated for 

the minimum adequate model (Crawley 2013).  Models with φ substantially different from 1 

(<0.6 or >1.3) were re-run using a quasibinomial distribution; term significance was re-tested and 

models further reduced if warranted (Crawley 2013). Data met the assumptions of all analyses. 

Measures of proportional performance consider subplot as the unit of replication, 

accounting for non-independence within subplots of 25 seeds.  Thus, for example, emergence 

considers the plants emerged/seeds planted for each subplot, and n = subplots for a seed source. 

Similarly, LTF is calculated per subplot for each source at a given site (total seeds produced / 

subplot).  Analyses of final size (total leaf nodes, excluding browsed plants) and lifetime seed 

production (LTRS) consider plant as the unit of observation, and treat plants from the same 

subplot as independent. This approach was selected as both parameters varied substantially 

among plants within subplots, and because it reduced the variation among sources and sites by 

providing larger samples; inclusion of plot as a random variable was not possible as responses 

followed negative binomial distributions, for which random effects are not implemented in R.  
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Analyses using plots means yielded almost identical results, indicating that potential non-

independence within subplots does not unduly influence elevation and source comparisons.   

For significant noninteracting main effects with >3 levels, significant pairwise 

comparisons among factor levels were tested for using least squared means, maintaining an 

overall α = 0.05 using the Tukey (HSD) method (lsmeans command, car package ver 2.15.1).  

For main effects involved in significant interactions, pairwise tests were conducted within levels 

of the interacting term (e.g. site differences within each year for a significant site*year 

interaction).  For parameters that were uniformly zero at some levels (e.g. total failure beyond 

range limits), lsmeans cannot assess significant differences as there is no variation.  Pairwise 

differences in these cases were identified when the 95% confidence limits of non-zero levels did 

not overlap with zero (mean and confidence intervals back-transformed from least squared means 

obtained from GLMs).  Confidence limits were also used to identify cases where source 

populations were not demographically sustainable at a given site (i.e. NRR <1). Confidence 

intervals for NRR were obtained from full negative binomial models and back-transformed (use 

of reduced models can lead to contradictory results for a given source at a given site). An upper 

confidence limit <1 indicates populations would not be self-sustaining.  

As different sources were planted at sites in different years, a single, fully-crossed model 

was not possible for any analysis.  Instead, multiple models were fit, detailed below. 

5.2.5.1 Performance within the range 

Tests for adaptation to site elevation within R. minor’s range and for fitness variation toward 

range limits included replicated home-transect sources (low, mid, high) and sites within the range 

(LE, L, M, H, HE) for three years (2011-13).  Analyses for both transects include a global model 

comparing seed sources at the three core site elevations in all years (L, M, HE for NK; L, M, H 
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for HB; full model ~ elevation*source*year), and a model for 2012 including LE (full model ~ 

elevation*source; ‘*’ between main effects indicates the model includes both main effects and 

their interaction). As no mid plants survived to flower at NK-LE, 2012 analyses of flowering 

plants to make seed, final size, and LTRS were restricted to low and high sources. As no plants 

emerged at HB-LE, the 2012 analysis was conducted for emergence and lifetime fitness only.  

HB analyses include a third model for 2011 including the HE site (full model ~ elevation 

*source).  Finally, I tested whether high and high-edge seeds differed in performance at HE sites 

(2011-2013 for NK, 2011 only for HB) and above the range (2013 NK only; Appendix C). 

5.2.5.2 Performance across the upper range limit  

Tests for varying site quality, source quality, and a site*source interaction (potentially indicative 

of local adaptation) at and above the upper range edge included replicated home-transect sources 

(low, mid, high) foreign high-elevation sources (MT-2000 m and FT-2000 m), and site elevations 

spanning the upper range limit (HE, A1, A2 for NK; H, HE, A for HB) for three years (2011-13).  

NK-A1 and HB-HE sites were not planted every year, so analyses for both transects include a 

global model comparing seed source performance at the two core site elevations in all years (HE 

vs. A2 for NK, H vs. A for HB: full model ~ elevation*source*year), and a model including the 

intermediate sites for years when they were studied (NK full model ~ elevation*source*year for 

2011 and 2012; HB full model ~ elevation*source for 2011).  Most sources failed to produce 

seeds at the highest site in most years.  Analyses of LTRS therefore excluded any source that did 

not produce seed at the highest site in a given year, and pooled the remaining sources that 

successfully reproduced at the highest sites across years.  This yielded five source-year cases at 

NK (M and MT-H in 2012, H, MT-H and FT-H in 2013) and four at HB (H in 2011, M and FT-H 

in 2012, MT-H in 2013), full model ~ elevation*source).  As different sources reproduced in 

different years, confounding source and year effects, pairwise differences in LTRS were not 
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tested for among sources.  The 2011 analysis of flowering plants to produce seed at HB-H, HE 

and A excluded high sources, as none survived to flowering at HB-A that year.  Final size at 

reproduction was not analysed as so few plants reproduced above the range. 

5.2.5.3 Performance across the lower range limit  

Tests for varying site quality, source quality, and a site *source interaction toward and below the 

lower range edge included home-transect sources (low, mid, high), foreign low-elevation sources 

(MT-1550 m and HB-low at NK), and sites spanning the lower range limit (L, LE and B) for 

2012 and 2013.  NK analyses compare performance of: low-elevation sources at LE vs. B in 2012 

and 2013 (full model ~ elevation*source*yr); NK- and MT-low sources at L, LE and B in 2013; 

and L, M, and H sources at L, LE and B in 2012 (full models ~ elevation*source).  At NK-B no 

plants emerged in 2012 or survived to flower in 2013.  LE vs. B comparisons at later life stages 

are therefore restricted to 2013 for survival to flowering and to L vs. LE for flowering plants to 

set seed and LTRS (seeds/plant).  No plants emerged at HB-LE or B sites in 2012, so analyses are 

restricted to low, mid, and high sources at L, LE and B sites.  HB-LE and B sites were not planted 

again for 2013, as the HB-L site (i.e. within-range control) was lost to cattle.  

5.3 Results 

5.3.1 Performance within the range 

Within R. minor’s range, elevational patterns in lifetime fitness and its components varied among 

performance parameters and years for both transects (Fig.s 5-1 to 5-4).  At NK, lifetime fitness 

declined toward the lower range limit in 2012, but did not decline toward the upper range limit in 

any year (Fig. 5-2).  The 2012 declines were due primarily to poor germination at low and low 

range-edge sites (NK-L, NK-LE), although survival to flowering was also poor at LE (Fig. 5-1, 

Table 5-2).  The only performance parameter to decline at the upper range limit was lifetime 
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reproductive success, and this was only for low seeds in 2012 and, surprisingly, high seeds in 

2011 (Fig.s 5-1 &2).  At HB, lifetime fitness and its components showed much stronger 

elevational patterns within the range.  Lifetime fitness at low and mid elevations was 3x higher at 

HB than NK, barring cattle grazing (Fig. 5-4).  Lifetime fitness declined significantly toward the 

upper range limit in 2011 and from mid to high elevations in 2012.  These declines were due 

primarily to reduced survival and reproduction at HB-H, although emergence also declined with 

elevation in 2011 and from mid to high elevations in 2012 (Fig.s 5-3 &4, Table 5- 2).  In contrast, 

lifetime fitness was highest at HB-H in 2013, a reversal due in part to better success of mid and 

high seeds at HB-H than in previous years, but also to poor success of all sources at HB-L and M 

sites due to cattle grazing (Fig. 5-4).  Final size (total leaf nodes) of reproductive plants showed 

the strongest, most consistent differentiation among source populations (Table 5-2).  At both 

transects in all years, low sources were the largest at reproduction while high sources were the 

smallest (Table 5-2).  High and high-edges had similar performance at all life stages at both 

transects, although they differed for some parameters in some years (Appendix C). 

Some patterns in performance among sources were consistent with local adaptation to site 

elevation, while others suggested overall better (or worse) seed quality.  Local adaptation is 

distinguished by a significant site-elevation*source interaction combined with outperformance of 

non-local sources by resident sources (Kawecki & Ebert 2004).  This was the case at HB for 

parameters that include seed production.  Low and mid sources had higher lifetime reproductive 

success and lifetime fitness at HB-L than did high sources, whereas high and mid seed sources 

had higher lifetime fitness than low sources at HB-H (Table 5- 2).  Differences in overall seed 

quality are suggested by significant overall source effects at early life stages, especially 

emergence.  Low seeds had consistently higher emergence than high seeds at both transects, 
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although the difference was not significant at HB in 2013 (Table 5- 2).  These did not persist to 

either lifetime reproductive success or lifetime fitness (Table 5- 2). 

Whereas the net reproductive rate (NRR) indicated that all NK sources could be self-

sustaining at most site elevations, NRR patterns at HB suggest more severe fitness declines at 

range limits and potential local adaptation to site elevation.  At NK, NRR ≥1 (i.e. populations 

self-sustaining) for all sources at all sites within the range, except for mid-elevation plants at NK-

LE in 2012 (NRR=0).  NRR fell below 1 more frequently at HB.  In 2013, due to cattle grazing, 

all sources had NRR of 0 at HB-L and both low and mid sources had NRR=0 at HB-M.  In 2011, 

low sources failed at HB-H and HB-HE (NRR=0), and other sources had NRR <1 at HB-HE 

(upper CL: 0.92 for both mid and high sources, 0.82 for high-edge sources).  In 2012 high sources 

were unsustainable at HB-L (upper CL 0.68) and all sources failed at the low-edge (NRR=0).  

5.3.2 Performance above the range 

Performance declined dramatically above the range in all years for both transects.  At NK, 

performance at all life stages declined from the range edge to NK-A2, 250 m above the range 

limit, with the strongest declines in the proportion of flowering plants that were able to produce 

viable seed (Fig. 5-5).  This resulted in a net reproductive rate <1 at NK-A2 in all years for all 

sources (Fig. 5-6).  Performance also declined from the range edge to the A1 site, 100 m above 

the range limit, for all parameters in 2011, but not for the proportion of plants to flower or of 

flowering plants to produce seed in 2012 (Table 5-3).  Although overall NRR <1 at A1 in both 

years, some sources were self-sustaining in 2012 (see below).  At HB, emergence and the 

successful transition from flowering to seed production declined above the range in all years (Fig. 

5-7), as did lifetime fitness (Fig. 5-8, Table 5-3).  All sources had NRR <1 at HB-A in all years.  

As seeds from MT-2000 m were planted at all above-range sites, their success at NK-A1 in 2012 
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suggests that NK-A1 (2350 m) is more suitable for R. minor than HB-A (2380 m), even though 

HB-A is much closer to the highest R. minor population at that transect (HB-HE, 2320 m).   

 Superior performance of high-elevation sources at high elevations was apparent at both 

transects. At NK, the highest lifetime fitness was achieved by high elevation sources at NK-HE 

and NK-A2 in both 2012 and 2013 (Table 5-3, Fig. 5-6).  In 2012, MT and NK-high sources were 

self-sustaining at A1 (NRR ≥1; Fig. 5-6).  At HB, high sources from HB and other transects 

outperformed low sources at HB-H and HB-A (Table 5-3).  Indeed, low sources were the only 

ones that never made seed at either of the highest sites, HB-A or NK-A2 (Fig. 5-8).  Greater 

lifetime fitness of high vs. low sources at high and above-range elevations occurred despite lower 

germination of HB-high seed in all years and of NK-high seed in 2013 (Table 5-3).  

5.3.3 Performance below the range 

Performance declined dramatically below the range along both transects.  Few plants germinated 

and none ever reproduced below range edge of either transect (Fig.s 5-9 to 5-12).  At NK, 

emergence at LE was similar to that at the L site in both 2012 and 2013 (Fig. 5-9), and although 

the proportion of plants to survive and flower was lower at LE, the difference was not significant 

(partly due to low sample sizes, Table 5- 4).  However, lifetime fitness was significantly lower at 

LE than L (Fig. 5-10).  NRR at NK-LE was ≥1 for all sources except mid in 2012.  At HB no 

plants germinated at the LE or B sites in 2012, the only year they were studied (Fig. 5-11).  At 

both transects, mid and high sources were only planted at LE and B sites in 2012; complete 

germination failure at NK-B, HB-B and HB-LE precludes local adaptation to elevation, and there 

was no effect of source at NK-LE (Table 5-4).   

5.3.4 Phenology 
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Along both transects in both 2011 and 2012, increasing site elevation resulted in later emergence 

and flowering onset, with the exception of NK-A1 in 2012 at which plants emerged and flowered 

in synchrony with or later than those at NK-A2 due to later snow melt (Fig. 5-13).  Emergence 

began in May at low sites, and early July at above-range sites (Fig. 5-13).  Across years and 

transects, the time from first emergence to first flowering (mean ± SE) for local sources was 52.3 

± 3.5 d at L sites, 43.5 ± 3.9 d at M sites, and 35.0 ± 2.0 d at HB-H and NK-HE.  Although 

sources emerged synchronously within sites, high plants flowered before low plants at every site 

in every year except NK-A1 2012 (Fig. 5-13).  In an extreme case, high plants at HB-low had 

entirely finished flowering before low plants began in 2011.     

5.4 Discussion 

Multi-generational, spatially replicated transplants spanning the entire elevational range and both 

range limits of R. minor revealed strong niche constraints on both the upper and lower elevational 

range limits. With the exception of two high-elevation sources at NK-A1 in 2012, transplant net 

reproductive success (NRR) was consistently <1 at all sites above and below the range, indicating 

that populations would not be self sustaining.  Indeed, of 3250 seeds planted below the range over 

two years, including four separate low-elevation sources, none survived to flowering, and of 

10,125 seeds planted above the range over three years, including four high-elevation sources, 

only nine plants produced seed.  For an annual species that lacks a long-term seed bank, complete 

reproductive failure in some years, as seen at least once for all sources at all beyond range sites, 

would strongly limit long-term persistence.  Fitness declined beyond the range limit for the 

majority of species or subspecies transplanted beyond their range (75% of 111 test of range 

limits), suggesting that most limits overlie gradients in declining habitat quality (Hargreaves et al. 

2014).  This study is one of only a handful that can additionally test whether range and niche 
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limits coincide, whether constraints differ among contrasting limits as predicted by theory, and 

whether range-edge sources are the best or worst poised to establish beyond the range.  

Range limits can be considered to coincide with niche limits (RL=NL) if transplants 

(ideally of edge sources) have a NRR ≥1 at the range edge but <1 beyond the range (Hargreaves 

et al. 2014).  At NK, NRR for high sources was >1 at the upper range limit in all years, was <1 

200 m above the range in one of two years, and was <1 350 m above the range in all three years.  

Thus the upper range limit seems to coincide closely with niche limits.  At HB, NRR was <1 at 

the upper range limit in the one year it was studied (2011), which suggesting it exceeds the niche 

limit as the edge population is a demographic sink. However, 2011 was also the worst year for 

performance at both HB-H and A sites (Fig. 5-4).  Whereas high seeds transplanted into the HB-

H site had a NRR <1 in 2011, they were successful (NRR ≥1) in 2012, and in 2013 were as 

successful as the best sites at NK.  Thus it seems likely that HE would be a more productive site 

in other years, and that the upper range limit coincides relatively closely with the species’ niche 

limit, perhaps slightly exceeding its mean location.  Elevational range limits are expected to 

coincide frequently with species’ niche limits, and to do so more frequently than latitudinal limits, 

given the shorter dispersal distances need to traverse elevation gradients.  At least two large 

empirical syntheses have confirmed this expectation for high limits; our review of beyond-range 

transplants (Hargreaves et al. 2014), and a survey comparing the high-elevation and polar range 

limits of 155 plant species in the Alps to climate variables (Halbritter et al. 2013). Whether this 

pattern extends to lower elevational vs. equatorial limits is unclear, as lower limits are 

comparatively understudied (Jump et al. 2009, Hargreaves et al. 2014). 

Determining whether the R. minor’s lower limit coincides with a niche limit is more 

challenging, due to the discrepancy between the lowest elevations of herbarium specimens vs. 

located populations (Chapter 4).  Low sources were successful at low sites, baring cattle grazing, 
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so the range does not seem to exceed the niche limit.  Performance at putative low edge sites was 

mixed. Low-elevation sources from NK, HB and MT transects were successful at Fish Creek 

Provincial Park, from which a herbarium specimen exists.  Thus it seems R. minor could still 

maintain populations at this elevation/longitude; whether it does, and RL=NL, or has been 

extirpated and RL<NL is hard to say. Transplants were dramatically unsuccessful at the HB-LE 

site in 2012.  Emergence was very low at all low populations (HB-L, NK-L, NK-LE) this year, 

and much lower than in 2011 or 2013, so it is possible that the HB-LE site is not as poor as it 

seems from 2012 results.  Nevertheless, even occasional but complete germination failure would 

likely preclude long-term persistence.  It is possible that the HB-LE site selected was especially 

unsuitable for R. minor compared to others at similar elevations/longitudes. While the existence 

of better sites elsewhere can never be disproven, the site at Willow Creek was chosen after 

extensive searching in the area because it seemed the most suitable, being a natural, apparently 

typical grassland with abundant grasses and legumes as potential hosts.  Thus at a minimum 

failure here suggests that R. minor is confined to a narrower set of conditions toward its lower 

limit.  As noted in Chapter 4, below 1500 m plants seem to occur in particularly moist, high-

snowpack areas within sites. Only seven of 11 herbarium records from Alberta below 1300 m and 

52° N provide information on habitat, but four of these describe the area as especially moist, a 

description rarely found in records >1500 m.  Restriction to a narrower habitat breadth at range 

limits has been suggested as a general principle stemming from the abundant centre distribution 

(Brown 1984, Hall et al. 1992).  Unlike other aspects (Sagarin & Gaines 2002, Eckert et al. 2008, 

Abeli et al. 2014) it has not been systematically tested across species, but has been found in 

individual case studies, including one where increasing restriction to moist (but high competition) 

microsites lead to a lower range limit imposed by moisture and competition (Barton 1993).   
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In addition to demonstrating that niche constraints underlie R. minor’s range limits, 

transplant experiments shed light on which constraints may be involved.  The combination of 

high reproductive success and low density detected during surveys of low-elevation populations 

suggested that population performance was constrained at early life stages toward the lower limit 

(Chapter 4).  Results from transplant experiments confirm this prediction.  Low emergence was 

the primary constraint on performance below the range (both B sites), at both LE sites in 2012, 

and at NK-L in 2011 and 2012.  Although monitoring of the lowest sites began when plants had 

3-5 leaf nodes, <20% of plants failed between cotelydons-only and 5 leaf-node stages at sites 

where monitoring began at emergence, so it seems highly unlikely that undetected early mortality 

accounts for the low detected emergence rates.  As discussed in Chapter 4, low emergence could 

be due to abiotic constraints, such as seed desiccation, or to post-dispersal seed herbivory.  

Although transplants confirm that performance is limited at the earliest life stages, the current 

data remain unable to distinguish between these two causes.  

As suggested by surveys of natural populations, the upper limit seems to be at least partly 

controlled by growing season climate.  The most dramatic declines in performance above the 

range were seen in the transition from flowering to seed production (Fig.s 5-5 & 7).  Extensive 

field observations of transplants above the range suggest that this failure is due to an inability to 

mature seed before snow and/or hard frost ended the growing season, rather than mortality 

between flowering and seed maturation.  Growing seasons above the range had only 47-79% the 

GDD of growing seasons at upper-range limit (a mean ± SE reduction of 38.7 ± 3.4 GDD; Table 

4-2).  Further, high sources achieved a NRR ≥1 at the NK-A1 site in the warmest year (2012).  

Climate has long been predicted to be the primary constraint on species’ high-elevation range 

limits (Darwin 1859), and this study joins a growing set of examples where climate limits the 

upper range of plants and insects by preventing seed/larval maturation (Prince 1976, Crozier 
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2004, Griffith & Watson 2006, Colautti et al. 2010).  These results also highlight the importance 

of sampling multiple years: sampling only 2011 would have made the upper range limit seem 

dispersal limited at NK but a demographic sink at HB, while not sampling 2011 would have 

missed the potential for high sources to colonize above the range given a slightly warmer climate. 

Analysis of local transplants in Chapter 4 suggested that poor germination might also 

hamper success at the upper range limit, and with multiple reciprocal transplants it is now 

possible to assess whether this stems from poor site quality (reduced emergence at HE sites 

across sources), poor seed quality (reduced emergence of high and/or high-edge seeds across 

sites), or both.  Emergence at NK-HE was lower than that at NK-M in 2013 but not other years, 

suggesting some, perhaps occasional, role for declining habitat quality toward the upper range 

limit (Table 5-2).  Although high-seed emergence was not lower than that of mid seeds in any 

year (Table 5-2), emergence of high-edge seeds was significantly lower than that of high seeds at 

the HE site in 2011 and 2012 (Appendix C).  Assuming un-germinated seeds failed rather than 

remaining dormant (i.e. reflect low seed quality), declines in local-source emergence from NK-M 

to HE seen in Chapter 4 are likely due to reduced quality of both seeds and microsites at the NK 

range edge.  Seeds from the high population of HB had the lowest emergence across sites and 

years (although this was only significant for 2011 and 2012; Table 5-2), and high-edge and high 

seeds had equivalent performance in 2011, thus low seed quality at the range edge contributes to 

the decline in local seed emergence seen in Chapter 4.  However, compared to HB-M and L sites, 

emergence of all sources was significantly lower at HB-H in both 2011 and 2012, and at HE in 

2012, indicating that site quality also deteriorates toward the upper range limit.   

Concurrent declines in both seed and site quality are to be expected if low seed quality 

results from poor provisioning by maternal plants in harsh environments (as long as conditions 

relevant to germination are correlated with those during seed production), but could also be 
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consistent with reduced genetic quality, as the small populations underlying genetic deterioration 

must arise from poor performance at one or more life stages. However, as discussed in Chapter 4, 

the high inbreeding coefficients of adult plants and large sizes of high (although not HB-HE) 

populations make genetic deterioration via inbreeding or drift a less parsimonious explanation for 

poor seed quality of R. minor than simple provisioning.  While declining genetic quality of range 

edge populations has long been a topic of theoretical interest (Antonovics 1976), maternal effects 

have received much less attention to date (Sexton et al. 2009), and has generally occurred in the 

context of adaptive maternal effects that increase colonization ability (Duckworth 2009, 

Bockelmann et al. 2011).  Suggestive evidence for the importance of maternal provisioning at 

range edges, especially high elevation and latitude limits, comes from findings of decreased seed 

and fish egg size at limits with colder/shorter growing seasons (local, within range habitat limit: 

Stanton & Galen 1997, species' latitudinal distribution limit: Johnston & Leggett 2002, within-

species corelation across >2000 plant species; Moles & Westoby 2003), with resulting 

performance declines across the gradient in at least one example (Stanton & Galen 1997).  

That high sources outperformed low ones at high elevations (H, HE, above-range sites), 

despite an initial disadvantage due to poor emergence suggests they must have a strong advantage 

at later life stages.  Indeed, several performance patterns suggest significant differences among 

low and high-elevation sources that confer an advantage at their respective home elevations (local 

adaptation via genetic or adaptive maternal effects). Although there was a significant elevation 

*source interaction for lifetime reproductive success and lifetime fitness within the range along 

both transects, only HB sources showed evidence of local adaptation (home sources outcompeted 

‘foreign’ sources: Kawecki & Ebert 2004).  Low sources had higher lifetime reproductive success 

and fitness than high sources at HB-L, whereas high sources had higher lifetime fitness than low 

sources at HB-H overall (2011-2013; Table 5-2).  Further, the low source was the only one not to 
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reproduce at HB-H, while the high source was the only one to ever be unsustainable at HB-L 

baring cattle grazing (Fig. 5-4).  Adaptation of high sources to high-elevations is most evident 

above the range. Low sources were the only ones that never reproduced at the highest sites (NK-

A1, HB-A), whereas high sources (NK-high and MT-2000 m) were the only ones to achieve a 

NRR ≥1 above the range (at NK-A1 in 2012).  Interestingly, despite better performance at HB-L, 

low sources did not outperform high sources at LE or B sites of either transect (although only 

tested in 2012). Rather, total emergence failure precluded post-emergence differences at three of 

four sites. Although low sources had a higher LTRS and NRR than high sources at NK-LE, this 

was not significant (Fig. 5-10). Contrasting source*site patterns at emergence vs. lifetime 

reproduction and fitness underscore the importance of measuring all life stages.  This enables 

both assessment of lifetime fitness, required to test how range and niche limits relate (Hargreaves 

et al. 2014), and detection of lower source quality and local adaptation, which may commonly act 

in opposition at range edge populations but have rarely been studied concurrently. 

Several lines of evidence suggest that post-emergence differences in source performance 

are due largely to differences in reproductive phenology. The transition from flowering to seed 

set was the critical life stage above the range, and high plants tended to be more successful at this 

stage than low ones (Table 5-2). High-elevation sources flowered days ahead of low sources at 

almost every site in every year (Fig. 5-13), enabling them to produce seed in the shortest growing 

seasons during which low sources failed (e.g. 2011 HB-H, 2012 at NK-A1).  However, earlier 

flowering was accompanied by a smaller final size (Table 5- 2), in part because nodes dedicated 

to producing buds cannot produce secondary stems. Plant size is positively related to fruit 

production, seeds/fruit, and lifetime reproductive success (Chapter 4), and high elevation plants 

usually produced the fewest seeds at a given site, as long as there were enough GDD for low and 

mid sources to complete reproduction (Fig.s 5-2 & 4). Thus, by reproducing earlier high plants 
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were more likely to survive to reproduction, improving their success in short high-elevation 

growing seasons, but by reproducing at a smaller size they were outperformed at lower elevations 

in good years.  Size vs. time at flowering is a classic life history tradeoff for plants, and constrains 

the polar range of other species (Griffith & Watson 2005, Griffith & Watson 2006, Colautti et al. 

2010, Colautti & Barrett 2013). Flower-early-but-small can be seen as a risk-averse strategy, and 

notably improved success at low and mid sites when these were affected by catastrophic events. 

For example, only high plants succeeded at HB-M in 2013, as they made seeds before the site 

was grazed.  Similarly, dry conditions in 2011 diminished success at HB-M as the summer 

progressed.  High plants produced seed before the drought took hold, whereas mid plants lost 

their later fruits (reducing their reproductive success compared to 2012), and low plants flowered 

during the peak of the drought and suffered dramatically reduced NRR (Fig. 5-4).  

Combined with surveys of natural populations, reciprocal transplants provide strong 

evidence for niche limitation for both upper and lower range limits of R. minor, and close 

coincidence between range and niche limits despite the species’ limited dispersal ability.  Sources 

from the high-elevation range edge did seem to suffer from lower seed quality, most likely due to 

poor provisioning, but this was offset by higher success at later life stages consistent with local 

adaptation or adaptive maternal effects.  As a result, high elevation sources were the best suited to 

colonize sites above the range, and their success in a warm year suggests that the species might be 

able to expand its range upwards in a warmer climate.  These results illustration of the importance 

of testing range limits with edge sources, and the potential importance of conserving range edge 

populations, which may harbor unique adaptations to edge environments and be the best suited to 

expand the range if the environment changes (Lesica & Allendorf 1995, Hampe & Petit 2005). 
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Table 5-1. Transplant plots planted along two elevational transects (HB, NK).   

Sites at low-elevation (L), mid-elevation (M), the highest large population (H), and the upper range edge (HE) were amidst natural R. minor 

populations.  Sites at the lower range edge (LE) were in seemingly suitable habitat, at the longitude and elevation suggested to be the lower range 

limit by herbaria records (I found no populations <1270 m).  Below-range (B) and above-range (A) sites are in open, grassy areas beyond the  

natural range.  Source populations (where transplant seeds come from) without a transect name in front of them come from the home transect (L, 

M, H and E); additional sources planted across the upper and lower range limits are high-elevation populations on the MT and FT transects (MT-

H, FT-H; 2000 m); low-elevation populations at MT (1550 m) and the opposite transect.  Plots following a ‘+’ were additional plots planted for 

experimental manipulations; these are retained in emergence analyses but excluded from other analyses unless otherwise noted.  Year is that in 

which data were collected (i.e. seeds were planted the previous autumn).  25 seeds/plot, expect for HB-edge which had 20 seeds/plot.   

Transect n plots (sources)   

Elevation m.a.s.l. (site) 2011 2012 2013 

NK (northern)    

900 (B) . 10 (L, M, H, MT-L, HB-L) 10 (L, MT-L, HB-L) 

1000 (LE) . 10 (L, M, H, MT-L, HB-L) 10 (L, MT-L, HB-L) 

1450 (L) 10 (L, M, H) 10 (L, M, H) 5 (L, M, H) 

1825 (M) 10 (L, M, H) 10 (L, M, H) + 10 (M, H) 5 (L, M, H) 

2150 (H) 0 (source only) . . 

2250 (HE) 10 (L, M, H, HE, MT-H, FT-H) 10 (L, M, H, HE, MT-H, FT-H)  10 (L, M, H, HE, MT-H, FT-H)  
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+ 10 (M, H) + 10 (M, H, MT-H) 

2350 (A1) 10 (L, M, H, MT-H, FT-H) 10 (L, M, H, MT-H, FT-H) . 

2500 (A2) 10 (L, M, H, MT-H, FT-H) 10 (L, M, H, MT-H, FT-H)  

+ 10 (M, H) 

10 (L, M, H, MT-H, FT-H), 5 (HE) 

HB (southern)    

900 (B) . 10 (L, M, H, MT-L, NK-L) . 

1000 (LE) . 10 (L, M, H, MT-L, NK-L) . 

1360 (L) 10 (L, M, H) 10 (L, M, H) 1 (L, H), 2(M) 

1750 (M) 10 (L, M, H) 10 (L, M, H) + 10 (M, H) 1 5 (L, M, H) 

2175 (H) 10 (L, M, H, MT-H, FT-H) 10 (L, M, H, MT-H, FT-H)  

+ 10 (M, H)1 

10 (L, M, H, MT-H, FT-H)  

+ 10 (M, H, MT-H) 

2320 (HE) 10 (L, M, H, HE, MT-H, FT-H) . . 

2380 (A) 10 (L, M, H, MT-H, FT-H) 10 (L, M, H, MT-H, FT-H)  

+ 10 (M, H) 

10 (L, M, H, MT-H, FT-H)  

+ 10 (M, H, MT-H) 

1. Some experimental plots retained in control treatment and therefore included in all analyses: all 10 plots at HB-M, and 7 of 10 plots at HB-H.
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Table 5-2. Analyses of transplant performance within the range 

Analyses consider transplants along two elevation transects (NK, HB) for three years (2011-2013).  Planting regime and source/site codes as in 

Table 5-1.  Analyses for both transects include a global model comparing seed sources at the three core site elevations in all years (All: full model 

~ elevation*source*year), and a model for 2012 only including the LE site (2012 +LE: full model ~ elevation*source).  HB analyses include a 

third model for 2011 including the HE site (2011 +HE: full model elevation*source).  Performance parameters are: proportion of seeds to emerge 

per plot of 25 seeds (5-20 plots/source/site/year), proportion of emerged plants to flower, proportion of flowering plants to produce viable seed, 

viable seeds produced per seed-producing plant (lifetime reproductive success LTRS), final size (total leaf nodes, excluding browsed plants), and 

the total viable seeds produced per 25-seed plot (the net reproductive rate, lifetime fitness).  Some 2012 +LE analyses are restricted to certain seed 

sources or impossible for later life stages, due to failure at previous life stages at LE.  HB analyses of proportion of flowering plants to make seed, 

final size, and LTRS include only 2011 and 2012, due to failure at HB-L and M sites in 2013.  Analyses considered binomial (b) or quasibinomial 

(qb) error distributions for proportional parameters and negative binomial (nb) distributions for lifetime reproductive success and fitness.  MAM: 

minimum adequate model for each analysis, determined using likelihood ratio (LR) tests.  NS means no terms were significant, * indicates an 

interaction between two main effects (main effects involved in interactions were always retained in models).  Test statistics are presented for all 

main effects, and all significant interactions or the last (non-significant) interaction to be dropped from the model.  Terms involved in significant 

contrasts for significant main effects or interactions are presented in descending order of means, and for various levels of interacting factors.  

Contrasts in bold are in the direction expected given local adaptation to elevation. 
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Transect                 
Response (error dist) LR test statistics, χ2

df=1     Significant contrasts 

  
Years  + 
extra sites MAM Elevation Source Year Interaction    Elevation Source 

Nakiska (NK)        
Proportion seeds to emerge (qb)       
 All E*Y + S 25.7, 

P<0.001 
41.1, 
P<0.001 

61.4, 
P<0.001 

E*Y: 54.3, P<0.001  2011: M = HE > L 
2012: M = HE > L 
2013: M > HE = L 

L > H = M 

 2012 +LE E + S 238, 
P<0.001 

21.8, 
P<0.001 

NA E*S: 5.4, P=0.49 M = HE > LE = L L > H = M 

Proportion plants to flower (qb)       
 All E*Y 10.9, 

P=0.004 
4.0, 
P=0.14 

52.2, 
P<0.001 

E*Y: 16.4, P=0.003  2011: HE > L  
2012: HE > M  
2013: L = HE > M 

. 

 2012 +LE E 9.6, 
P=0.022 

4.3, 
P=0.11 

NA E*S: 6.2, P=0.40 . . 

Proportion flowering plants to make seed (qb)      
 All E*Y + S 5.8, 

P=0.055 
7.1, 
P=0.028 

11.7, 
P=0.003 

E*Y: 18.4, P=0.001  2013: L = HE > M H > L 

 2012 +LE 
L&H seed 

NS 0.4, 
P=0.94 

0.3, 
P=0.591 

NA 3.9, P=0.27  . . 

Final leaf nodes (nb)        
 All E*Y + S 38.6, 

P<0.001 
21.6, 
P<0.001 

2.6, 
P=0.27 

11.5, P=0.022  2011: L > M > HE L > M > H 

 2012 +LE 
L&H seed 

S 2.8, 
P=0.43 

4.7, 
P=0.031 

NA 3.2, P=0.36  . L > H 
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LTRS seeds produced per reproductive plant (nb)      
 All E*S*Y 7.5, 

P=0.020 
1.8, 
P=0.40 

0.1, 
P=0.93 

E*S*Y: 18.1, 
P=0.020 

 2011 forL: L > M  
for H: M = L > HE   
2012 for L: M > HE 

2011 M: H = M > L 
2013 HE: M > L 

 2012 +LE 
L&H seed 

NS 6.2, 
P=0.10 

0.0, 
P=0.99 

NA E*S: 6.4, P=0.10 . . 

LTF seeds/seed planted (nb)        
 All E*S*Y 1.7, 

P=0.43 
5.2, 
P=0.075 

8.4, 
P=0.015 

E*S*Y: 15.7, 
P=0.047 

 2012 L: M = HE > L     
M&H: HE = M > L 
2013 M: HE > M 

NS for all sites in all 
yrs 

 2012 +LE E 49.3, 
P<0.001 

4.9, 
P=0.086 

NA 5.8, P=0.45  HE = M > L = LE . 

Hailstone Butte HB        
Proportion seeds to emerge (qb)       
 All E*Y + S*Y 51.2, 

P<0.001 
3.3, 
P=0.19 

5.7, 
P=0.058 

E*Y: 18.3, P=0.001  
S*Y: 17.7, P=0.001 

 2011: M = L > H 
2012: M > H 

2012: L > M > H 

 2011 +HE E + S 62.8, 
P<0.001 

9.3, 
P=0.0096 

NA 9.3, P=0.16  M = L  > HE = H M = L > H 

 2012 +LE E + S 85.8, 
P<0.001 

43.1, 
P<0.001 

NA 9.3, P=0.16  Ma Lab Hb LEc L > M > H 

Proportion plants to flower (qb)       
 All E*S + E*Y 54.9, 

P<0.001 
0.7, 
P=0.72 

53.0, 
P<0.001 

E*Y: 146, P<0.001  
E*S: 14.2, P=0.007 

 2011: L > M > H 
2012: M > H = L 
2013: H > M > L 

atM: H = M > L 

 2011 +HE E + S 115, 
P<0.001 

23.1, 
P<0.001 

NA E*S: 6.6, P=0.36 L > M > H = HE H = M > L 

Proportion flowering plants to make seed (qb)      
 2011 &12 E*S + E*Y 23.1, 

P<0.001 
4.1, 
P=0.13 

4.1, 
P=0.043 

E*S: 15.6, P=0.004  
E*Y: 15.7, P<0.001 

 2011: L > M = H  
2012: M > H 

atM: H > M = L  
atH: H > L 
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 2011 +HE E*Y + S 18.5, 
P=0.0003 

4.1, 
P=0.13 

NA 17.9, P=0.007  forL: L > M  
forM: L>H=M=HE 

atM: H > M = L 

Final leaf nodes (nb)        
 2011 &12 E*Y + S 23.3, 

P<0.001 
252, 
P<0.001 

7.9, 
P=0.005 

13.3, P=0.0013  2011: M > L = H 
2012: M > H = L 

L > M > H 

 2011 +HE E + S 32.1, 
P<0.001 

202, 
P<0.001 

NA 4.0, P<0.001  M > L = H = HE L > M > H 

LTRS seeds produced per reproductive plant (nb)      
 2011 &12 E*S + E*Y + 

S*Y 
17.7, 
P=0.0001 

47.9, 
P<0.001 

0.04, 
P=0.85 

E*S: 42.6, P<0.001 
E*Y: 37.7, P<0.001 
S*Y: 9.5, P=0.009 

 2011: L = M > H 
2012: M > L = H 

atL: M = L > H  
2012: M = L > H 

 2011 +HE E*S 8.1, 
P=0.044 

46.0, 
P<0.001 

NA 34.1, P<0.001 forM: L >M=H=HE 
forH: M > L 

atL: M = L > H 

LTF seeds/seed planted (nb)        
 All E*S + E*Y + 

S*Y 
65.4, 
P<0.001 

6.0, 
P=0.050 

11.4, 
P=0.0034 

E*S: 24.7, P<0.001  
E*Y: 93.6, P<0.001  
S*Y: 25.0, P<0.001 

 2011: L > M > H 
2012: M > L = H 
2013: H = M > L 

atL: M = L > H  
atH: M = H > L  
2011: M = H > L 2012: 
M = L > H 

 2011 +HE E*S 97.0, 
P<0.0002 

6.1, 
P=0.048 

NA 21.3, P=0.002  forL,M: L>M>H=HE  
forH: M=L > H=HE 

atL: M > H  
atM,H,HE: H=M > L 

  2012 +LE E + S 97.4, 
P<0.001 

10.8, 
P=0.0045 

NA 12.0, P=0.062   M > L = H > LE L = M > H 

1 Term was significant in final binomial model but NS in quasibinomial model. 
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Table 5-3. Analyses of transplant performance toward and above the upper range limit 

Transplants were conducted along two transects (NK and HB) from 2011-2013.  For each year seeds from five source populations (L, M, H, MT-

2000m, F-2000m) were planted at the high range edge (HE) population and a site 250 m above (A2) at NK, and the high (H) population and a site 

60 m above the range limit (A) at HB.  All sources were additionally planted at the HE of HB in 2011, and 200 m above the range limit (A1) at 

NK in 2011 and 2012.  Analyses for both transects include a global model comparing performance at the two core site elevations in all years (HE 

vs. A2 for NK, H vs. A for HB: All: full model ~ elevation*source* year), and a second model comparing all three sites for available years (NK: 

2011-2012 + A1, full model ~ elevation*source*year; HB: 2011 +HE, full model ~ elevation*source).  Parameters, analyses, and presentation are 

as in Table 5- 2.  As most sources failed to reproduce at A and A2 sites in most years, LTRS global  analyses are conducted across years on the 

cases where a source reproduced above the range in a given year, and analyses for <3 years were not possible. 

 

Transect                 

Response (error dist) LR test statistics, c2
df=1      Significant contrasts 

  

Years  

+ extra sites MAM Elevation Source Year Interaction    Elevation Source 

Nakiska (NK)         

Emergence (qb)         

 All E*Y + S*Y 62.3, 

P<0.001 

9.7, 

P=0.045 

1.9, 

P=0.38 

E*Y: 11.8, P=0.003 

S*Y: 20.4, P=0.009 

 all yrs: HE>A2 2011&12: L > M 

2013: F > H 

 2011-12 +A1 E*Y + S 86.6, 

P<0.001 

30.9, 

P<0.001 

7.7, 

P=0.006 

22.1, P<0.001  2011: HE >A2=A1  

2012: HE >A2 

La Hab MTbc Mc 
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Plants to flower (qb)        

 All E*S*Y 43.8, 

P<0.001 

6.7, 

P=0.15 

11.5, 

P=0.003 

E*S*Y: 18.5, 

P=0.018 

 2011: HE >A2  

2012 forL,M,H,F:  

HE > A2 

 2011-12 +A1 E*Y + E*S 45.8, 

P<0.001 

3.6, 

P=0.46 

6.2, 

P=0.013 

E*Y: 9.4, P=0.009 

E*S: 18.9, P=0.015 

 2011: HE >A1>A2  

2012: HE=A1>A2 

atA1: MT > L 

Flowering plants to make seed (qb, excluding L&F sources)     

 All E 64.4, 

P<0.001 

3.2, 

P=0.20 

3.0, 

P=0.22 

S*Y: 4.3, P=0.81  HE > A2 . 

 2011-12 +A1 E*Y 129.8, 

P<0.001 

4.3, 

P=0.12 

8.8, 

P=0.003 

8.3, P=0.016  2011: HE>A1=A2  

2012: HE=A1>A2 

. 

LTRS seeds produced per reproductive plant (nb)      

 All NS 1.4, 

P=0.24 

2.3, 

P=0.13 

NA 4.6, P=0.20  . . 

LTF seeds/seed planted (nb)        

 All E*S + E*Y 

+ S*Y 

72.7, 

P<0.001 

6.1, 

P=0.20 

0.5, 

P=0.78 

E*S: 10.7, P=0.030 

E*Y: 6.9, P=0.032 

S*Y: 20.9, P=0.007 

 all yrs: HE > A2 2012: H>MT=F>L=M  

2013: MT>F=H>M=L 

 2011-12 +A1 E*S + E*Y 117, 

P<0.001 

4.2, 

P=0.38 

1.7, 

P=0.19 

E*S: 23.7, P=0.003  

E*Y: 28.2, P<0.001 

 2011: HE>A1=A2  

2012: HE>A1>A2 

. 

Hailstone Butte (HB)        

Emergence (qb)         

 All E*Y + S*Y 21.7, 3.4, 14.4, E*Y: 6.5, P=0.039   all yrs: H > A 2012: L > M = H 
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P<0.001 P=0.50 P=0.001 S*Y: 22.6, P=0.004 2013: F=MT=M> H 

 2011 +HE E + S 60.5, 

P<0.001 

15.5, 

P=0.004 

NA 12.7, P=0.12  HE > H > A M > H 

Plants to flower (qb)        

 All E*Y + S 0.01, 

P=0.92 

12.2, 

P=0.016 

91.7, 

P<0.001 

7.9, P=0.020  2012&13: H > A MT = M > L 

 2011 +HE E 6.4, 

P=0.040 

8.6, 

P=0.073 

NA 6.5, P=0.59  H = A > HE . 

Flowering plants to make seed (qb)       

 All, no H 

seeds 

E + S 33.6, 

P<0.001 

43.0, 

P<0.001 

3.6, 

P=0.17 

E*Y: 4.1, P=0.13  H > A MTa Fab Mb > Lc 

 2011 +HE E 25.9, 

P<0.001 

6.1, 

P=0.20 

NA 6.4, P=0.60  H > E = A . 

LTRS seeds produced per reproductive plant (nb)      

 All E*S 0.1, 

P=0.80 

8.4, 

P=0.038 

NA 9.7, P=0.022  forF: H > A NA (diff yrs) 

LTF seeds/seed planted (nb)        

 All E + S + Y 181, 

P<0.001 

21.4, 

P>0.001 

37.8, 

P<0.001 

S*Y: 8.5, P=0.39  H > A MT=F=H=M>L 

  2011 +HE E + S 25,4, 

P<0.001 

10.6, 

P=0.032 

NA 3.3, P=0.91   H > HE = A . 
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Table 5-4. Analyses of transplant performance toward and below the lower range limit 

Transplants along NK and HB transects, 2012-2013.  2012: seeds from five source populations (L, M, H, MT-1500m, and the low population of 

the opposite transect) planted at the low range edge (LE) and 100-150 m below (B).  2013, NK only: three low sources (NK-, HB-, MT-low) 

planted at LE and B, MT seeds planted at NK-L. NK analyses compare performance of: low-elevation sources at LE vs. B in both years (full 

model ~ elevation*source*yr); NK- and MT-low sources at L, LE and B in 2013; L, M, and H sources at L, LE and B in 2012 (full models ~ 

elevation*source). At NK-B no plants emerged in 2012 or survived to flower in 2013; models of later life stages reduced accordingly. At HB no 

plants emerged at LE or B; analyses restricted to L, M, and H sources at L, LE and B. Parameters, analyses, and presentation are as in Table 5-2.   

Transect                 

Response (error dist)  LR test statistics, χ2
df=1      Significant contrasts 

  Years (+ sites), sources MAM Elevation Source Year Interaction    Elevation Source 
Nakiska (NK)         

Emergence (qb)         

 Both (LE,B), L,MT,HB E + S + Y 140.0, 

P<0.001 

7.0, 

P=0.030 

31.5, 

P<0.001 

S*Y: 3.3, 

P=0.19 

 LE > B MT > HB 

 2013 (all), L.MT E 76.5, 

P<0.001 

2.8, 

P=0.09 

NA 3.1, P=0.21  L = LE > B . 

 2012 (all), L,M,H  E+ S 27.0, 

P<0.001 

11.7, 

P=0.003 

NA 2.8, P=0.59  LE = L > B L > M 

Plants to flower (qb or b)         

 2013 (LE,B), L,HB 1 1.3, 

P=0.25 

2.1, 

P=0.15 

NA 0, P=1  . . 
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 2013 (L,LE), L,MT S 2.4, 

P=0.12 

6.6, 

P=0.010 

NA 0, P=0.98  . L > MT 

Flowering plants to make seed (qb)        

 2013 (L,LE), L,MT 1 0.02, 

P=0.88 

0.7, 

P=0.40 

NA 0.007, 

P=0.93 

 . . 

LTRS seeds produced per reproductive plant (nb)       

 2013 (L,LE), L,MT 1 2.2, 

P=0.13 

2.9, 

P=0.089 

NA 1.5, P=0.22  . . 

LTF seeds/seed planted (nb)         

 Both (LE,B), L,MT,HB E + S*Y 157, 

P<0.001 

17.0, 

P<0.001 

32.1, 

P<0.001 

17.9, 

P<0.001 

 LE > B 2012: MT > HB = L  

2013: L = MT > HB 

 2013 (all), L.MT E 21.7, 

P<0.001 

0.2, 

P=0.64 

NA 0.1, P=0.94  L > LE > B . 

 2012 (all), L,M,H  E 9.7, 

P=0.008 

4.3, 

P=0.64 

NA 1.3, P=0.86  L > LE > B . 

Hailstone Butte (HB)         

Emergence (qb)         

 2012 (all), L,M,H  E + S 354, 

P<0.001 

80.8, 

P<0.001 

NA 0, P=1  L > LE = B L > M > H 

LTF seeds/seed planted (nb)         

  2012 (all), L,M,H  E + S 65.7, 

P<0.001 

17.1, 

P<0.001 

NA 283, P=1   L > LE = B L = M > H 
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Figure 5-1. Proportional performance of NK-low, mid, high seeds in and beyond the range 

Performance of seeds from NK-low (circles), mid (triangles) and high-elevation (squares) populations reciprocally planted within and beyond the 

range of R. minor along the NK transect.  Spacing along the x-axis is proportional to the elevational distance between sites (below-range, lower 

range edge, low, mid (elevational range centre), high range edge, and two above-range sites).  Points show raw mean ± SE across plots for each 

seed source.  Rows correspond to sequential performance parameters: proportion of seeds to emerge (pEm, top); proportion of plants to flower 

(pStoF; middle); and proportion of plants that flowered to produce viable seed (pFtoR, bottom).  Monitoring began two weeks later phenologically 

in 2011 so observed pEm are slightly reduced this year while pStoF are higher, due to missed early motality.   Data from all sites  are shown to 

illustrate range wide patterns, but analyses consider within-range sites only (between dashed reference lines).  The minimum adequate (final) 

model for each parameter is given in the top left corner of the corresponding row for each of two analyses; L, M and HE sites for all years, and one 

analysis including LE for 2012. NA means a particular analysis was not possible as not all sources reached the previous lifestage at all sites. 
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Figure 5-2. Lifetime reproduction and fitness of NK-low, mid, high transplants in and beyond the range 

Lifetime reproductive success (seeds/reproductive plant) and fitness (seeds produced/25 seeds planted/plot) of low, mid and high-elevation seeds 

reciprocally planted within and beyond the range, NK transect (mean ± SE). All sites are shown to illustrate range-wide patterns, but analyses 

consider within-range sites only (between dashed reference lines). Final model for each parameter given in top left corner for analyses of L, M, HE 

sites for all years, and LE, L, M, HE for 2012. Reference line at 1: net reproductive rate below which populations would not be self-sustaining.
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Figure 5-3. Proportional performance of HB-low, mid, high seeds in and beyond the range 

Performance of seeds from HB-low (circles), mid (triangles) and high-elevation (squares) populations reciprocally planted within and beyond the 

range of R. minor along the HB transect.  Points and parameters are as in Fig. 5-1.  Monitoring began three weeks later phenologically in 2011 and 

2 weeks later in 2012 comapred to 2013, so observed pEm are slightly reduced while pStoF are higher in these years, due to missed early motality.   

Data from all sites (below-range, lower range edge, low, mid (elevational range centre), high (seed source donors), high range edge, and above-

range) are shown to illustrate range wide patterns, but analyses consider within-range sites only (between dashed reference lines). The final model 

for each parameter is given in the top left corner of the corresponding row for each of three analyses: L, M and H sites for all years; all sites 

including HE for 2011, and all sites including LE for 2012.  NA means a particular analysis was not possible as not all sources reached the 

previous lifestage at all sites.  
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Figure 5-4. Lifetime reproduction and fitness of HB-low, mid, high transplants in and beyond the range 

Lifetime reproductive success (LTRS) and fitness (LTF) of low, mid and high-elevation seeds reciprocally planted within and beyond the range, 

HB transect (details as in Fig. 5-2, analyses consider within-range sites between dashed lines). Final model given in the top left corner for analyses 

of: L, M, H sites all years (2011 and 2012 only for LTRS due to failure at L and M in 2013); L, M, H and HE for 2011; LE, L, M and H for 2012 

(not possible for LTRS as no plants reproduced at LE). Reference line at 1: net reproductive rate below which populations not self-sustaining. 
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Figure 5-5. Proportional performance at and above the upper range limit, NK 

Transplant performance at (HE) and above (A1 & A2 m) R. minor’s upper range limit.  Points 

and parameters are as in Fig. 5-1.  Seeds come from low (L), mid (M), high (H) populations at 

NK, and 2000 m populations from the MT and F transects.  Seeds from the high-range edge (HE) 

population are compared to H seeds in separate analyses (Appendix C).  Monitoring began at 

germination for all sites. Top left corner of each parameter row gives the final model for two 

analyses: HE and A2 sites for all years; and all sites for 2011 and 2012.  pFtoR models exclude L 

and F seeds, which failed to produce flowering plants at A2 in 2012 and 2011, respectively.
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Figure 5-6. Lifetime reproduction and fitness at and above the upper range limit, NK 

Lifetime reproductive success (LTRS) and lifetime fitness (LTF) of R. minor transplants at sites 

at (HE) and above (A1, A2) the species’ upper range limit (mean ± SE).  Seeds come from low 

(L), mid (M), high (H) populations at NK, and 2000 m populations from the MT and F transects.  

Seeds from the HE population are compared to H seeds in separate analyses (Appendix C).  The 

final model for each parameter is given in the top left corner for analyses of: HE vs. A2 sites for 

all years; all sites for 2011 and 2012. As most sources failed to reproduce at A2 in most years, the 

LTRS HE vs A2 analysis is conducted across years on the five cases where a source (not HE) 

reproduced at A2 in a given year, and the 2011 LTRS analysis was not possible.  LTF reference 

line indicates a NRR of 1, below which populations would not be self-sustaining.
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Figure 5-7. Proportional performance toward and above the upper range limit, HB 

H=the highest population >30 plants (2175 m), HE=upper range edge (2320 m), A=above the 

range (2380 m). .  Seeds come from low (L), mid (M), high (H) and HE (2011 only; analysed 

separately in Appendix C) populations at HB, 2000 m populations from the MT and F transects.  

Points and paramaters are as in Fig. 5-1.  Monitoring began at germination for all sites. The 

minimum adequate model for each parameter is given in the top left corner of the corresponding 

row for each of two analyses; H vs. A sites for all years, and all three sites for 2011.  H vs. A 

pFtoR model excludes high seeds, which failed to produce flowering plants at A in 2012. 
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Figure 5-8. Lifetime reproduction and fitness at and above the upper range limit, HB 

Lifetime reproductive success (LTRS) and lifetime fitness (LTF) of R. minor transplants at and 

above the species’ upper range limit (mean ± SE).  H=the highest population >30 plants, 

HE=upper range edge, A=above the range.  Sources are as in Fig. 5-7, points and paramaters are 

as in Fig. 5-1.  The final model for each parameter is given in the top left corner for analyses of: 

H vs. A sites for all years; and all sites for 2011 and 2012.  As most sources failed to produce 

seed at A in most years, the LTRS H vs A analysis is conducted across years on the four cases 

where a source reproduced at A in a given year, and the 2011 analysis was forgone.  LTF 

reference line indicates a net reproductive rate of 1, below which populations would not be self-

sustaining. 
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Figure 5-9. Proportional performance toward and below the lower range limit, NK 

Transplant performance toward and below R. minor’s lower range limit. L=low elevation 

population (1450 m), LE=low range edge based on herbarium records (1050 m), B=below range 

(900 m). Points and parameters as in Fig. 5-1. Seeds are from low (L), mid (M), high (H) NK 

populations, MT-1550 m population, and HB-low. Three analyses were run on proportional 

emergence: LE vs. B for low sources (L, MT, HB-low) for both years; L, LE, B sites for L and 

MT sources in 2013; 2012 L, M, H sources to test for local adaptation toward and below the 

range. Due to the lack of B plants in 2012, the first analyses are reduced for subsequent life stages 

and the third is not performed (relative fitness of L, M, H seeds in range already tested, Fig. 5-1).
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Figure 5-10. Lifetime reproduction and fitness toward and below the lower range limit, NK 

Lifetime reproductive success (LTRS) and lifetime fitness (LTF of R. minor’s transplants toward 

and below the species’ lower range limit, NK transect.  Sites and sources as in Fig. 5-9.  Top 

models given for analyses comparing LTF at: LE vs. B sites for low sources (L, MT, HB-low) for 

both years; L, LE and B sites for L and MT sources in 2013, and at L, LE and B sites for L,M and 

H sources in 2012 to test for local adaptation.  As no plants produced seed below the range, none 

of the analyses are possible for LTRS.  
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Figure 5-11. Emergence toward and below the range limit, HB 

L=low elevation population (1360 m), LE= low range edge based on herbarium records (1000 m), 

B=below range (900 m).  Points are as in Fig. 5-3.  Seeds come from low (L), mid (M), high (H) 

populations at HB, a 1550 m population at MT, and NK-low.  No plants emerged at LE or B sites, 

so only proportional emergence (pEm) of L, M and H sources is tested, to test for local adaptation 

toward and below the range limit. 
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Figure 5-12.  Transplant lifetime fitness toward and below the lower range limit, HB 

Sites and sources as in Fig. 5-11.   No plants emerged at LE or B sites, so only sources also 

planted at the low site (L, M, H) are analysed, to test for local adaptation toward and below the 

range limit (final model in upper left). 
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Figure 5-13.  Transplant phenology within and above R. minor’s range 

Time from emergence to flowering for low, mid and high seed transplants (bar colour) at sites 

within and above R. minor’s range.  Beginng of each bar shows the date of emergence (averaged 

across seed soures within each site for each year), end of bars indicates the first day of flowering 

for each seed source.  In 2012, mid sources at NK-LE and high sources at HB-A died before 

flowering, no sources at HB-LE emerged, and no plots were planted for HB-HE, so bars are 

missing.  At NK-A2 in 2012 low sources survived until the end of the growing season but never 

flowered, so the bar extends to the end of the season. 
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Chapter 6  Summary and Conclusions 

The newly re-awakened interest in species range limits is spurring rapid advances in the field.  

These include expansions of theoretical models to incorporate a wider array of underlying 

assumptions and tie theory to data (Case et al. 2005, Hughes et al. 2007, Dytham 2009, Phillips et 

al. 2010, Phillips 2012), ambitious empirical studies that rigorously test hypotheses for individual 

species, often over years of study (Angert & Schemske 2005, Geber & Eckhart 2005, Griffith & 

Watson 2005, Griffith & Watson 2006, Samis & Eckert 2007, Angert et al. 2008, Samis & Eckert 

2009, Moeller et al. 2011), and large data syntheses to test for over-arching patterns across taxa, 

time and space (Eckert et al. 2008, Sexton et al. 2009, Angert et al. 2011, Sunday et al. 2012, 

Hargreaves et al. 2014).  This thesis contributes to these advances, especially in the last two areas.  

Here I summarize the main findings, highlighting the most novel and important contributions to 

the existing literature. 

Perhaps the biggest challenge in generating an over-arching understanding of the 

ecological processes underlying range limits is establishing whether generalizations are actually 

possible, or whether range limits are simply idiosyncratic, species-specific phenomena.  Our 

conceptual reviews synthesize two disparate literatures to test for pattern amid the case studies.  

In particular, the review of transplant experiments beyond species’ ranges offers insights not 

readily apparent from individual studies.  First, although ecological mechanisms other than 

declining habitat quality are rightly receiving increased exploration as proximate causes of range 

limits (Holt & Keitt 2000, Keitt et al. 2001, Holt et al. 2005), most range limits tested with 

transplant experiments (75% of 111 tests) did overlie gradients in habitat quality (i.e. involved 

niche constraints), such that fitness declined beyond the range and with increasing distance from 

the range limit.  However, despite the prevalence of niche constraints underlying range limits, 

range limits coincided with niche limits in fewer than half the studies that could test this 

hypothesis.  26% of limits (mostly geographic) fell short of niche limits (self-sustaining 
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transplants beyond the range), whereas 23% (all elevational) exceeded niche limits, with range-

edge populations acting as demographic sinks.  Thus dispersal plays an important but divergent 

role, often limiting geographic ranges while extending elevational ones.  These results match 

those of a recent field study, which found that species more often filled their physiological range 

at their high elevation vs. high latitude limits (Halbritter et al. 2013).  Both studies concluded that 

easier dispersal across steeper elevation gradients caused them to better match niche limits.  This 

implies that elevational and latitudinal distributions may be differently affected by climate 

change, and that caution is required when using elevational distributions as a proxy for latitudinal 

ranges.  Finally, perhaps the most interesting result of the meta-analysis was support not only for 

the predicted importance of biotic interactions at range limits (Case et al. 2005), but the long-

held, seldom-tested hypothesis that biotic interactions are increasingly important at low elevations 

and latitudes.  Whereas evidence for this hypothesis was scarce until recently, two recent large-

scale comparisons of species thermal tolerances to their geographic distributions found that 

climate better predicted upper vs. lower range limits (Normand et al. 2009, Sunday et al. 2012), 

although they could not test whether biotic interactions indeed drove this pattern.  Thus, it is 

possible to make certain broad predictions regarding the ecological causes (dispersal vs. niche 

constraints and which niche constraints are involved) of range limits. 

Our review of dispersal pulled together a second disparate body of literature, dealing with 

dispersal evolution (including that of the mating system) toward range limits.  We show that all 

possible dispersal patterns have been predicted toward range limits, such that empirical studies 

must quantify underlying gradients (e.g. in density, habitat turnover), in order to meaningfully 

test theory.  We also show that dispersal evolution is essentially un-studied at contracting limits 

(e.g. warm limits contracting under climate change), but might be disproportionately important 

there as contracting edge populations will otherwise lose a great deal of genetic diversity. We 

make the novel prediction that increased dispersal should be selected if there is local adaptation to 
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the shifting gradient (e.g. temperature), as dispersers from warmer areas will outcompete non-

dispersers no longer adapted to new climatic conditions.  

Reviews are only as good as the studies they contain, and the rest of the thesis aimed to 

build an exceptionally strong empirical test of range limits for the annual herb Rhinanthus minor, 

incorporating all of the methodological recommendations from Chapter 2.  Consistent with the 

meta-analysis result that niche constraints commonly underlie range limits and that elevational 

limits generally coincide with niche limits, demographic surveys of natural populations and 

transplant experiments within and beyond the range reveal that both elevational range limits of R. 

minor were strongly niche-constrained, and seemed to coincide with the species’ niche limits.  

This study also provides a rare empirical test of the hypothesis that different constraints impose 

different range limits, and, as with the few other studies to do so, found that this was the case 

(Barton 1993, Samis & Eckert 2007, Normand et al. 2009).  The most interesting result, however, 

is evidence suggesting concurrent low quality and local adaptation of individuals at the upper 

range limit.  Although we carefully outlined both possibilities in our discussion of transplant 

methodology in Chapter 2, we were unable to find convincing empirical examples of poor edge-

source quality impeding success beyond the range, or any discussion of the joint effects of poor 

offspring quality and counteracting local adaptation.  Thus, this provides an exciting illustration 

of a previously purely theoretical prediction, and confirms the need for better transplant designs 

to test range limit hypotheses.  Combined with the finding that edge (high-elevation) sources 

were the best suited to colonize habitat above the range should conditions warm, these findings 

highlight the potential for conflicting genetic and/or non genetic processes to stabilize or expand 

current range limits.  
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Appendix A: Supplementary material for Chapter 2 

 

Figure A1. Distribution of the relative change in performance beyond the range limit  

Each test is one taxon (species or subspecies) transplanted across one range limit, using the best 

comparison and best performance parameter for each of 111 tests.  The change in relative 

performance is calculated as in Table 2-1.  Of 111 tests, 75 compared performance of source 

populations from the range interior (i) at transplant sites in the range interior (I) to sites beyond 

(B) the range (i.e. i.BI), 27 compared performance of interior sources between range edge (E) and 

beyond-range sites (i.BE), and nine compared performance of edge sources (e) between range-

edge and beyond-range sites (e.BE).  A negative number indicates performance declined beyond 

the range, -2 indicates zero fitness beyond the range.  See text for summary statistics. 
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Figure A2. Beyond range declines in various performance parameters 

Performance declines beyond the range detected by each performance parameter (Emergence, 

Survival, Growth, Reproduction) and composite parameter (Overall fitness: product of two or 

more proportional fitness components, Em, S, R; Lifetime fitness as calculated by the authors or 

as the product of Em, S and R when all three were available).  Boxes indicate magnitude (median 

and quartiles, as per Fig. 2-3) of relative change in performance; negative numbers indicate 

performance was worse beyond the range than at the within-range (edge or interior) control site.  

Numbers below boxes indicate the percentage of tests in which performance declined beyond the 

range (number of tests for each parameter).  Data include multiple parameters per test when 

available. 
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Figure A3. Effect of habitat alteration in transplant experiments 

Change in relative performance beyond the range from transplant experiments conducted under 

natural conditions versus those in which one or more factors (e.g., competition, soil, watering) 

were standardized across transplant sites without control treatments.  Means differ significantly 

(randomization P ≅ 0.0097). Numbers below boxes are the tests in each category.  The hatched 

line at zero indicates no difference in performance between individuals transplanted within the 

range (at interior or edge sites) and those transplanted beyond, and negative values mean fitness 

declined beyond the range. Boxplots show medians and quartiles as in Fig. 2-3. 
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Figure A4.  Effect of distance between transplant sites 

Distance from the beyond-range planting site to the within-range planting site used in the best 

comparison is not correlated with the change in performance beyond the range detected by that 

comparison (r = +0.148, randomization P ≅ 0.062).  Relative performance differences consider 

the best measure of performance and the best site comparison (see text) for each test.  Changes in 

elevation for elevational range limits were converted to kilometer equivalents as 1 m.a.s.l. = 1 km 

latitude. 
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Appendix B: Supplementary material for Chapter 4 

 

Appendix B1: Herbaria searched for Rhinanthus minor records 

Herbaria searched for records of Rhinanthus minor (also called R. crista-galli and R. borealis).  

Herbaria were searched primarily in 2011. 

 

Herbaria that had records of R. minor in Alberta: 

Canadian Museum of Nature 

Royal Alberta Museum 

University of Alberta 

University of Calgary herbarium 

University of Calgary Biogeosciences Field Station herbarium 

University of Lethbridge 

Waterton Lakes National Park 

 

Herbaria that had records of R. minor in North America but not Alberta: 

ENMU Natural History Collection Herbarium 

NMSU Centre for Natural History Collections Range Science 

Northern Arizona University Deaver herbarium 

Personal Herbarium of Bruce Bennet 

United States Forestry Service Rocky Mountain Herbarium 

University of Arizona 

University of Alaska Museum of the North 

University of California  

University of Nevada 

University of Washington Burke Museum 

Utah State University Intermountain Herbarium 
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Appendix B2: Statistical results 

 

Table B2a.  Analyses of natural plant surveys  

Surveys were conducted for four years along four transects; transect are analyzed separately.  For 

each parameter along each transect, the minimum adequate model is shown first (MAM; 

determined using likelihood ratio tests (LR) among nested models compared to a χ2 distribution), 

followed by all other models within 5 AIC units of the MAM.  * indicates both effects and their 

interaction are included in the model (e.g. ‘elev*year + elev2*year’ means the model includes 

elevation, year and (elevation)2 as main effects as well as both ‘elev x year’ and elev2 x year’ 

interaction terms). ΔAIC is the difference in AIC from the MAM; when no models were within 5 

AIC units of the MAM, the difference to the next lowest AIC model is given in brackets after the 

MAM ΔAIC.  For models that are not the MAM the likelihood ratio comparison to the MAM 

model is shown. Models are generalized linear models with negative binomial (nb), binomial (b) 

or quasibinomial (qb) error distributions.  Dispersion of binomial models was tested on the 

MAM, which was reanalyzed using a quasibinomial model given dispersion <0.6 or >1.3; terms 

in the final model did not change unless noted, so AIC and LR are from binomial models used in 

model simplification.  At FT only two populations were sampled in 2012, so elevation cannot 

have a quadratic term, and poor coverage of central elevations in 2011 resulted in poorly 

constrained quadratic fit lines.  Therefore, if the FT model indicated a significant elev2 *yr 

interaction, years were analyzed separately, eliminating the quadratic term in 2011 and 2012. 
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Response (error distribution)       

  Transect MAM  AIC ΔAIC LR χ2
df=1 vs. MAM 

Lifetime reproductive success (seeds/plant) (nb)   

 NK elev*year + elev2 8898 0 . 

  elev*year + elev2*year 8902 4 2.2, P=0.5 

  elev*year 8902 4 6.3, P=0.012 

 HB elev*year + elev2*year 8682 0 (38) . 

 MT elev*year + elev2*year 4751 0 . 

  elev*year + elev2 4756 5 11.4, P=0.010 

  elev + elev2*year 4756 5 10.8, P=0.013 

 FT year 4605 0 . 

  elev+year 4607 2 0.005, P=0.9 

Density (plants/m2) (nb)    

 NK elev*year + elev2*year 5530 0 . 

  elev*year + elev2 5532 2 8.3, P=0.040 

  elev + elev2*year 5532 2 27.9, P<0.0001 

 HB elev*year + elev2*year 5127 0 (23) . 

 MT elev*year + elev2*year 3309 0 (54) . 

 FT elev*year + elev2*year 3623 0 (26) . 

 2010 elev + elev2 1070 0 (30) . 

 2011 elev 711 0 (48) . 

 2012 elev 654 0 (30) . 

 2013 elev 1205 1 . 

  elev + elev2 1204 0 3.2, P=0.074 

Population productivity (seeds/m2) (nb)   

 NK elev*year + elev2*year 12132 0 (6) . 

 HB elev*year + elev2*year 11449 0 (9) . 

 MT elev*year + elev2*year 6358 0 (15) . 

 FT elev*year + elev2*year 6560 0 (30) . 

 2010 elev + elev2 2187 0 (29) . 

 2011 elev 1385 0  

 2012 elev 1103 0 (17) . 

 2013 elev + elev2 1897 0 (7) . 
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Mammal herbivory (b or qb)    

 NK (qb) elev 453 1 . 

  elev + elev2 452 0 4.17, P=0.24 

 HB (qb) elev*year + elev2*year 652 0 (12) . 

 MT elev*year + elev2*year 253 0 . 

  elev*year 255 2 9.9, P=0.043 

  elev*year + elev2 257 4 9.8, P=0.020 

 FT elev 278 0 . 

  elev + year 282 4 1.8, P=0.61 

  elev*year 283 5 7.6, P=0.27 

  1 283 5 7.0, P=0.008 

Insect herbivory (qb)    

 NK elev*year + elev2*year 3924 0 (21) . 

 HB elev*year + elev2*year 4114 0 (32) . 

 MT elev*year + elev2 2930 0 . 

  elev*year + elev2*year 2931 1 5.2, P=0.16 

 FT elev*year + elev2 1169 15 1 

  elev*year + elev2*year 1154 0 1 

 

1. A quadratic interaction supported in the overall model was not supported in any of the 

individual year models.  The model with no quadratic term is therefore retained over separate 

models for each year.   
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Table B2b.  Analyses of local R. minor transplants. 

Seeds were planted across two elevational transects (NK, HB).  For each parameter at each 

transect, MAM is the minimum adequate model, determined using likelihood ratio (LR) tests of 

nested models compared to a χ2 distribution (model notation as in Table A2a).  Analyses initially 

considered binomial error distributions. Resulting MAMs were rerun using quasibinomial 

distributions if dispersion <0.6 or >1.3.  Term significance did not change from binomial to 

quasibinomial models unless noted.  LR tests for (non significant) terms not in the final model are 

therefore from binomial models used in model simplification.  Multiple models are run for HB as 

year and elevation were not fully crossed.  

Response LR test statistics, χ2
df=1   

  Transect MAM  Interaction  Elevation Year 

Emergence      

 NK elev*year 10.3, P=0.035 2.0, P=0.4 20.1, P<0.0001 

 HB no edge elev*year 11.4, P=0.023 30.6, P<0.0001 2.1, P=0.4 

 HB 2011 elev . 83.6, P<0.0001 . 

Plants to make seed      

 NK elev*year 14.2, P=0.007 4.2, P=0.1 0.3, P=0.9 

 HB no edge elev*year 45.7, P<0.0001 13.8, P=0.001 10.4, P=0.005 

 HB 2011 elev . 15.7, P=0.001 . 

Seeds to make seed     

 NK elev*year 10.7, P=0.030 4.6, P=0.1 3.4, P=0.2 

 HB no edge elev*year 20.1, P=0.0005 16.4, P=0.0003 9.5, P=0.009 

 HB 2011 elev . 37.3, P<0.0001 . 

Plants that failed due to herbivory     

 NK elev+year 8.6, P=0.072 10.7, P=0.0046 16.4, P=0.0003 

 HB L,M,H (2011&12) ~ 1 5.2, P=0.075 3.6, P=0.16 1.6, P=0.46 

 HB M vs H (all years) ~ 1 1.4, P=0.50 1.8, P=0.18 4.0, P=0.14 

  HB 2011 (all sites)  ~ 1 . . 2.9, P=0.231 

1. Elevation was significant in the MAM binomial model, but NS when reanalysed with a 

quasibinomial model.  LR in this case is from the quasibinomial analysis.
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Table B2c.  Analyses of R. minor performance vs. plant size and surrounding conspecific density.   

Models standardize for the effect of transect and year by analyzing the residuals from negative binomial models considering year, transect, and 

their interaction (‘Response’ shows the model used to generate the residuals).  Analyses of residuals use mixed effects linear models, controlling 

for random variation among populations with a random intercept.  The minimum adequate model (MAM) was determined using likelihood ratio 

(LR) tests as per Table A2b. 

 

Study component LR test statistics, χ2
df=1   

  Response MAM Interaction Elevation nL / Density 

Reproductive success vs. size (total leaf nodes (nL))    

 residuals(seeds/plant ~ year*transect)    

  nL + (1|population) 0.74, P=0.39 0.12, P=0.73 1585, P<0.0001 

 residuals(fruits/plant ~ year*transect)    

  nL + (1|population) 0.02, P=0.88 0.15, P=0.70 3131, P<0.0001 

 residuals(avseeds/fruit ~ year*transect)    

  nL+elev + (1|population) 0.80, P=0.37 4.4, P=0.035 26.9, P<0.0001 

Density dependence    

 residuals(height ~ year*transect)    

  density + elev + (1|population) 0.50, P=0.48 42.6, P<0.0001 42.0, P<0.0001 

 residuals(seeds/plant ~ year*transect)    

    density + elev + (1|population) 0.03, P=0.85 11.5, P=0.0007 12.7, P=0.0004 
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Table B2d.  Analyses of surrounding vegetation height and its effects on R. minor performance.   

Models considered negative binomial (nb) or, for mixed effects models, Poisson (p) error distributions. The minimum adequate model (MAM) 

was determined using likelihood ratio (LR) tests as per Table A2b.  Significance of random slopes terms (veg.height|population) was evaluated by 

comparison to random intercept models (1|population). 

 

Response (error distribution) LR test statistics, χ2
df=1   

  Transect MAM Elevation Veg. height Interaction (random slopes) 

Vegetation height vs. elevation (nb)    

 NK elev 24.7, P<0.0001 NA NA 

 HB elev 118.6, P<0.0001 NA NA 

 MT elev 25.7, P<0.0001 NA NA 

R. minor height (p)    

 NK,HB,MT veg.height + (veg.height|pop) NA 0.016, P<0.0001 798.4, P<0.0001 

R. minor total leaf nodes (p)    

 NK,HB,MT veg.height + (veg.height|pop) NA 4.3, P=0.038 60.6, P<0.0001 

R. minor density (p)    

 NK,HB,MT veg.height + (veg.height|pop) NA 5.2, P=0.023 554, P<0.0001 
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Appendix B3: Calculation of net reproductive rate 

Table B3.  Estimation of net reproductive rate (NRR) of R. minor populations along two elevational transects (NK, HB) over three years.  Mean 

proportion of seeds to produce seed is estimated from seed plantings at a standard density (raw mean of 25-seed plots; Fig. 4-5).  Seeds produced 

per reproductive plant (back-transformed least squared mean from negative binomial models) is estimated from surveys of natural plants (Fig. 4-

3).  Their product is the net reproductive rate (seeds produced / seed); NRR <1 indicates a population declined that year.  Density (plants/m2) of 

adult plants within 1 m of natural plants (lsmean back-transformed from negative binomial models, Fig. 4-4) is shown for comparison, as it might 

be expected to covary positively with ‘seeds to set seed’ since both are reduced by poor germination and survival.  

Transect 2011         2012         2013       

  Site  

Seeds 

to set 

seed 

Local 

density 

Seeds / 

plant 

NRR 

seeds / 

seed   

Seeds 

to set 

seed 

Local 

density 

Seeds / 

plant 

NRR 

seeds / 

seed   

Seeds to 

set seed 

Local 

density 

Seeds / 

plant 

NRR 

seeds / 

seed 

NK               

 L  0.072 11.2 55.1 4.0  0.027 8.6 117.4 3.2  0.120 33.4 55.6 6.7 

 M 0.156 27.0 69.6 10.9  0.076 29.2 119.1 9.1  0.008 13.9 67.1 0.5 

 HE 0.168 5.5 52.7 8.9  0.055 10.1 48.2 2.7  0.156 8.6 49.8 7.8 

HB               

 L  0.244 55.3 83.1 20.3  0.107 39.7 76.2 8.2  1.6x10-8 0.5 35.5 5.6x10-7 

 M 0.128 26.5 70.3 9.0  0.170 23.5 202.6 34.4  0.0024 2.4 48.9 0.1 

 H  0.031 18.3 21.5 0.7  0.053 15.9 67.8 3.6  0.148 30.9 42.2 6.2 

  HE 0.017 2.7 100.5 1.7   . 3.3 63.5 .   . 1.8 70.8 . 
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Appendix B4: Within site patterns 

 

 

Figure B4.  Vegetation height vs. elevation in 2013. 

Vegetation height declines with elevation at the three transects for which it was measured (NK, HB, MT) in 2013.  Points are individual 

measurements of vegetation height within 10 cm of focal R. minor plants.  Lines show best-fit lines back-transformed from negative binomial 

models (minimum adequate model for each transect show in top corner, full analyses in Table A2d).
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Appendix C: Comparison of high and high-edge seed from Chapter 5 

Due to small plant and/or population size, high range edge (HE) populations produced too few 

seeds to provide the thousands needed for transplant experiments without possibly affecting 

population demography.  Hence I used seeds from the highest large population at each transect 

(H; Table 5-1), but planted HE seeds at the HE sites, and in 2013 at NK-A2, to test whether they 

differed from H seeds.  Seed source performance was compared separately for each transect, as 

described in Statistical Analyses. For NK I ran one model comparing H to HE sources at HE for 

three years (full model elev*source*year), and a second comparing sources at HE and A2 in 2013 

(full model elev*source).  HB-HE was only planted for 2011 so the sole model was elev*source.  

High and high-edges had similar performance at all life stages, although they differed for 

some parameters in some years.  At NK, emergence was lower for high-edge than high seeds at 

HE in 2011 and 2012 (source*year interaction χ2
1=16.6, P=0.0002, contrast P=0.046 2011, 

P=0.0003 2012; Fig. 5-5), but did not differ at HE or A2 sites in 2013 (source χ2
1=16.6, 

P=0.0002).  HE and H sources did not differ in survival to flowering at the HE site when all years 

were considered together (χ2
1=2.7, P=0.10), but was higher for HE seeds when HE and A2 sites 

were analysed together for 2013 (χ2
1=6.2, P=0.013).  The proportion of flowering plants to set 

seed did not differ between HE and H sources for either site in any year (χ2
1=0.4, P>0.5 for both 

analyses), but HE plants produced more seed at HE (χ2
1=7.6, P=0.0058; too few plants 

reproduced at A2 to analyse sources differences there).  The relative overall performance of HE 

and H sources at HE depended on the year (interaction χ2
1=9.6, P=0.0082); HE seeds did better 

than H seeds in 2011 and 2013 but not significantly in either year, whereas H seeds significantly 

outperformed HE seeds in 2012 (contrast P=0.0091).  Sources did not perform differently at A2 

(χ2
1=2.2, P=0.13).  At HB in 2011, HE and H seeds did not differ in any performance parameter 

(χ2
1<1, P>0.35 for all parameters except LTRS, (χ2

1=3.2, P=0.075 for LTRS; Fig. 5-7). 


